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ABSTRACT
Longwall coal mines have been a major and growing source of coal production in the
United States for decades. Longwall coal mines produced 40% of underground U.S. coal
production in 1993 (Energy Information Agency, 1995), and 50% in 2010 at productivity rates
per worker over 70% higher than other underground coal workers (Weir International Inc., 2010).
Longwall mines are statistically much safer than other underground mining methods;
nevertheless, safety is still a daily concern to longwall mines. The geological and geochemical
nature of coal seams means that methane is frequently present in the coal and surrounding strata
of longwall mines. The human coal miners require oxygen to work in these environments, so
complex ventilation systems are developed to deliver fresh air to the underground mine. An
additional goal of the ventilation system is to prevent explosive mixtures of methane and oxygen
from forming in the mine, including within the gob. The objective of this project was to study
where explosive gas mixtures may occur and to suggest optimal ventilation operating parameters
and schemes to minimize the potential for future longwall explosions.
A computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model was created that accurately simulates the
mixing of gases in longwall coal gobs. The longwall panel model simulated the phase leading up
to and including shield recovery and therefore examines the ventilation and hazards during that
phase of the operation. Special attention was paid to the interaction of gases in the gob, a
rubblized zone of rock, potentially methane rich, that is created as the longwall retreats. In order
to accurately model behavior, a parallel research used a commercial software package to predict
the permeability and porosity of the gob (Wachel, 2012). When coupled with FLUENT, a
commercially available CFD software package, a flow model was created that calculated gas
concentrations which matched several known monitoring sites in a currently operating longwall
mine. Qualitatively, the model’s predictions also appeared to conform to observed operating
conditions giving further confidence in the model.
iii
The validated model framework was used to run many hundreds of simulations. The
results of the completed simulations support a number of conclusions. This research suggests that
progressively sealed, bleederless longwall panels should strive to maximize nitrogen injection
into the headgate side of the panel without creating unsafe low oxygen concentrations in the
tailgate return. Nitrogen injected in the tailgate of the panel had a much lower impact on gob
safety, but is likely still necessary to sweep the tailgate entries separated from the ventilation
system by isolation stoppings as the face advances. The second recommendation of this research
is that, while the general shield recovery process used by bleederless longwall panels appears
safe, nitrogen should be injected behind the shields in the center of the ventilation circuit to
mitigate the hazard created by the build up of high methane environments in the gob immediately
behind the shields. Finally, the results suggest that minimizing the concentration of methane in
the tailgate return does not always ensure that the optimum methane concentration for the entire
longwall gob is being achieved.
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Methane explosions in coal mines are a significant source of danger to mine employees
and can be costly both in terms of economic damages and human lives lost. Better understanding
the processes that can lead to these disasters has the potential to streamline mine operations and
more efficiently utilize mitigation methods, but more importantly, to save lives. To date, there
have been many efforts to model the physical process of methane accumulation in coal mines.
These have primarily used Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software or ventilation network
models.
The primary objective of this research was to increase the understanding of the mixing of
ventilation air and methane rich gob gas in underground longwall panels through the use of
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations. A model was developed in FLUENT that
accurately predicts gas concentrations at various points within the panel. A large number of
modeling options were evaluated to impart confidence in this modeling technique and develop a
protocol that could be useful in modeling future mine ventilation plans.
The impact of nitrogen injection and face ventilation rates on the safety of gob gas
mixtures was analyzed. It was found that nitrogen injection in the headgate of the panel can result
in significant reductions in explosive mixture volumes when methane is an present in an
underground gob. It was also found that reducing methane concentrations in the tailgate return
does not exactly correlate to increases in the safety of gob gas mixtures throughout the gob and in
the longwall face. In addition to this work, a study was completed of the step by step sealing
process used to abandon longwall coal mines.
1.1 Mine C
In the modeling process, comparing model outputs to experimental data is critical in
validating results. A longwall mine in the Western United States, hereafter referred to as Mine C,
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was generous enough to provide the research group at Colorado School of Mines with operating
data, mine maps, and gas concentration measurements. The model developed here attempts to
simulate conditions seen at Mine C. Various model options and independent variables were tested
in order to match quantitative data and qualitative observations gathered by engineers at Mine C.
1.2 Introduction to Longwall Mining
In the Western United States, the majority of coal is produced through longwall mining
techniques (Energy Information Agency, 1995). The initial step in developing a longwall mine is
to drive entries from the surface to the desired location for the longwall panel. A U-shaped series
of entries is then mined around the panel using continuous miners, leaving behind a solid mass of
coal roughly 10,000 feet by 1,000 feet and between 8 and 14 feet high. Once this excavation is
complete, a longwall miner is installed along the bottom face of the “U” and longwall mining
begins. Fresh air is provided to workers by the ventilation system in a continuous flow through
the “U.” The intake side of the “U” is referred to as the headgate, and the ventilation return (or
exhaust) is referred to as the tailgate.
The longwall mine machine consists of a number of components. First, there are
approximately 180 shields installed, facing away from the coal of the panel. These shields consist
of a roof support mechanism held up by hydraulic jacks, and a “foot” to propel the shield forward
as the coal in the panel is removed. The coal cutting process is accomplished by a shearer. The
shearer traverses the face of the longwall panel, breaking the coal and depositing it on a conveyer
that transports it to the surface. Figure 1.1 shows typical longwall shields and a shearer.
The longwall with the miner makes back and forth traverses along the face of the coal
seam. The longwall eventually reaches the top of the “U,” having excavated nearly 100% of the
coal in place. As this coal, and the support it provides the overburden, is removed, the higher
strata collapse into the excavated coal seam. This collapsed rubble is compacted by the weight of
the overlying strata, and is referred to as the gob. An illustration of a longwall panel is provided in
Figure 1.2 (Peng, 2006).
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(a) Shields (b) Longwall Shearer
Figure 1.1: Longwall Mining Components, image courtesy of Joy Mining Machinery
The earth systems in which gobs exist can be rich in methane. The coal seams themselves
can contain large quantities of methane, and the overlying strata also frequently contain methane
that has migrated from the coal seam (Karacan, 2009d; Saulsberry et al., 1996). As coal is
extracted and the gob forms, methane concentrations increase in the gob by migrating from
adjacent strata or when liberated by the crumbling of the overburden.
The nature of the longwall mine insures that there exists a transition within the gob from
the oxygen rich ventilation air to the methane rich gas present in the gob. Successful mine
ventilation consists of diluting methane emitted into working areas of the mine and maintaining
minimum oxygen levels. The regulatory limits for these gases are less than 1% methane and
greater than 19.5% oxygen (Federal Coal Mine Safety Standards, 30 CFR, Part 75, Paragraph 320
(b) and 323). These concentrations are typically achieved through the use high ventilation volume
flow rates. This research attempts to better understand the characteristics of the mixing that
occurs within the gob, and how explosive combinations of methane and oxygen can be reduced in
volume and risk.
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Figure 1.2: Depiction of Longwall Mining, (Peng, 2006)
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1.3 Modeled Mining Situation
Figure 1.3 shows the model geometry based on a mine map provided by Mine C. Because
this is a model of the panel as it is nearly completed, the mining face has intercepted the recovery
chutes (the two protrusions at the top of the model). The ventilation layout corresponds to a
bleederless system rather than a traditional bleedered system. In a bleederless ventilation system,
the ventilation air is routed directly across the face to return out the tailgate entries. This has the
advantage of reducing the amount of oxygen present in the gob, which can reduce spontaneous
combustion and coal self heating within the gob, Grubb (2008).
Figure 1.3: Panel Geometry - Plan View
Figure 1.4 demonstrates the layout of the various inlets within the model used to simulate
mine operating conditions. The primary ventilation inlet (i.e. the head gate (HG)) is on the right
hand side, and the primary outlet, also referred to as the tailgate (TG) return, is on the left. This
results in a flow across the face from right to left in the model and in all models documented in
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this dissertation. The models presented in this research use a mirror image of the standard
geometric layout in order to match the mine layout of Mine C1. The large green arrow in
Figure 1.4 illustrates this flow direction. The primary ventilation inlet was modeled with face flow
rates from 30,000 cfm to 90,000 cfm (14.2 m3/s to 42.5 m3/s ); standard operating conditions at
Mine C are around 70,000 cfm (33 m3/s ). Each face on the edge of the recovery chutes is also
treated as a ventilation inlet with a flow rate of around 5,000 cfm (2.36 m3/s ).
As described earlier, methane and oxygen mixing within the gob can result in zones of
explosive gas mixtures. There are a number of measures an operator can take in an active panel to
reduce the risk created by these explosive mixing zones. One method operators utilize to increase
mine safety is the completion and operation of Gob Vent Boreholes (GVBs). The primary purpose
of the GVBs is to extract methane from the gob area. The GVB inlets are positioned in the rubble
above the removed seam where methane accumulation is usually the highest. GVBs are typically
simple wells drilled down to the mining height or to a few tens of feet above the mining height,
typically on the tailgate side of the panel. Surface compressors are attached to the GVBs to
remove methane from the gob and to prevent the methane present from reaching the active face.
As the longwall advances, subsidence of the overburden over the gob will increase, and eventually
this subsidence will destroy the cased hole and thereby cut off the GVB production. Usually the
GVBs closest to the face have the largest effect. GVB placement can also be increased in
frequency if methane handling conditions deteriorate. A second frequently used countermeasure
is the injection of nitrogen into the gob. The primary reason for nitrogen injection is to lower the
oxygen content within the gob to prevent spontaneous combustion and to maintain the oxygen
content below the explosive range. This is usually done behind the active face to provide a buffer
between the oxygen rich face area and the methane rich gob. Both of these countermeasures are
addressed in the model. These mitigation technologies come with a high cost, so it is important to
understand their efficacy as well as to explore the most efficient deployment of these technologies.
The locations of the gob vent borehole and nitrogen inlets are indicated in Figure 1.4.
1Most longwall panel illustrations depict the headgate on the left and the tailgate on the right
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Figure 1.4: Ventilation Plan of Panel - Plan View
1.4 FLUENT Modeling
FLUENT is an ANSYS owned, commercial, computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
software package. CFD is used for modeling in a broad range of industries, from aerodynamics of
planes and automobiles, to modeling combustion in diesel engines, to modeling blood flow in
brain aneurysms. The commercial CFD package FLUENT comes built in with solver options for
porous media flow and species transport, and is fully customizable through user generated
subroutines called user defined functions (UDF). The wide applicability of CFD, its generally
trusted methodology in numerically solving fluid flows, the customization allowed by FLUENT,
the use of FLUENT by CFD researchers at NIOSH, the sponsoring agency, and the familiarity of
faculty at Colorado School of Mines with FLUENT, made using CFD, and in particular ANSYS
FLUENT, a good choice for this project. The model runs were performed on Mio, a
supercomputer at the Colorado School of Mines.
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The initial goal in this modeling effort was to match the outputs generated by the model
with known measurements provided by Mine C. In order to achieve this match, simulations were
performed using a large range of independent variables and a large number of FLUENT solver
options to create a model that produced accurate results and provided good convergence
characteristics. A user defined function (UDF) was created to take the model results and quickly
highlight the location and volume of hazardous gas mixtures that result from the mixing of air and
methane in coal mines. The model calculates pressure, gas velocity, and mole fraction of oxygen,
nitrogen, and methane throughout the full three dimensional computational domain. Many
visualization and analytic options are available once the solution is reached. One example is
illustrated in Figure 1.5, a color plot of oxygen mole fraction in a plan view section 0.5 meters
above the base of the mined seam. In Figure 1.5, red denotes gas mixtures with high oxygen
concentration, dark blue no oxygen concentration, and anything below yellow on the color scale
is too low for any explosive mixtures to form.
TG HG 
O2 Fraction 
O2 Fraction GVB Locations 
Low O2 in 
TG Corner
Figure 1.5: Sample Plan-View Plot of Oxygen Mole Fraction
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Once the FLUENT meshing, solution options, and inputs were narrowed down, a number
of parametric studies were performed to help better understand the importance of various flow
parameters on the presence of hazardous gas mixtures in underground coal mines. Some of these
parameters are outside the operator’s control, such as the permeability of the gob and overlying
fractured zone and the amount of methane emitted into the gob. Other parameters are
controllable, such as the number of GVBs, the rate of withdrawal through the GVBs, the volume
of flow across the face, and the amount of nitrogen injected into the panel. Finally, a step by step
modeling of the sealing process was performed to help better understand how the gob transitions
from an active state to a sealed, inert panel. The most important finding of this research is the
significant impact nitrogen inertization has on suppressing the hazardous mixing zone at the
contact point between the oxygen rich ventilation air and methane rich gob gas.
1.5 Motivation for Longwall Gob Gas Research
On April 5, 2010, an explosion killed 29 miners at the Upper Big Branch Mine in West
Virginia. On November 19, 2010, a series of explosions began at the Pike River Mine in New
Zealand, killing an additional 29 miners. Prior to these two disasters, between 1980 and 2009, 99
coal miners in the United States were killed by methane explosions in underground coal mines.
There have been 10,031 fatalities in the United States due to methane and coal dust explosions
from 1900 onward (United States Mine Rescue Association, 2012).
William Wulf, the former president of the National Academy of Engineering, wrote in an
October 2010 letter to Science, “I think we need to shift our focus from ‘important science’ to
‘science that is important to the public’ (Wulf, 2012).” This dissertation studied the interaction
between ventilation systems, methane sources, and the gob. The model developed demonstrates
that mine operators can control gas mixing within the gob through selectively modifying
ventilation procedures. Secondly, the model provides a predictive tool that mines can use to test
the impact of various scenarios on explosive gas mixtures in the gob. The model described here
can be a foundation for future studies of the formation of explosive gas mixtures in longwall gobs.
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The use of computer modeling tools to increase understanding of the formation of explosive gas
mixtures in longwall gob has the potential to save the lives of miners, and in so doing, serve the




Many efforts have been undertaken in order to better understand how air flows and gases
mix in longwall coal mines. Much of this work has been experimental in nature, using
sophisticated monitoring tools to track changes in gas concentration. Studies have also been
undertaken to better understand how various mitigation methods work in preventing dangerous
conditions or accidents underground. Because of the difficulties in accurately measuring the gas
concentrations throughout the gob and entire mine ventilation system, various computer modeling
techniques have been used to predict these concentration distributions. These fall into two general
camps: those using computational fluid dynamics and those using reservoir type simulators. In
order to properly model these flows, the gas transport mechanisms must be understood. Critical to
any modeling effort is establishing the porosity and permeability distributions of the fluid flow
domain, thus a significant amount of research has been devoted to this task. This section reviews
some of the scientific literature dealing with these issues.
2.1 Ventilation Safety Technologies
Grubb (2008) studied the efficacy and cost effectiveness of the technologies and
techniques available to mines to reduce the risk of spontaneous combustion in underground coal
mines. These preventative measures can be classified in seven groups: “1) understanding the
spontaneous combustion behavior of the coal seam mined, 2) detection and monitoring systems,
3) pressure differential management, 4) sealing and inertization, 5) inhibitors and sealants, 6)
extinguishment planning and 7) other preventative measures” (Grubb, 2008). The measures were
analyzed using a financial model based on a western U.S. coal mine; measures that resulted in a
mine with negative net present value, and measures that had not demonstrated the ability to
reduce risk were eliminated. The final recommendations included the use of real time monitoring
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of gas concentrations using a tube bundle system, and the progressive sealing and inertization of
longwall panels (Grubb, 2008).
There are a variety of mechanisms available for diverting methane found in coal seams
before it reaches the ventilation system. This includes horizontal in-seam boreholes, in-mine
vertical boreholes, vertical hydro-fracked wells, and vertical small-radius boreholes drilled from
the surface (Kissel, 2006). These vertical small-radius boreholes are also referred to as gob vent
boreholes (GVBs). Figure 2.1 depicts the installation of a gob vent borehole system, and its
interaction with the longwall mine, gob, and overlying strata (Hartman et al., 1997).
Figure 2.1: Cross-sectional Diagram of Gob Vent Borehole (Hartman et al., 1997)
2.2 Porosity and Permeability
Permeability is a material property of a porous media, in units of area, that describes the
linear relationship between a given pressure drop and the resulting fluid velocity. If v is velocity,
∆p is the pressure drop, and k is the permeability, this relationship can be described as v ∝ k ·∆p.
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The permeability of a cylindrical core sample can be measured indirectly in a lab by varying the
pressure drop and recording the resulting velocity. In real world environments, especially ones
with such complex porous behavior as a longwall gob, establishing a value for the permeability of
a given material is exceedingly difficult.
Each of the different porous media types present in a longwall panel will have
substantially different permeability and porosity values. The undisturbed coal seams, mudstone,
and sandstone layers all will have their own permeability and porosity values. The coal seams
also have strong directional permeability variations, with permeability in the face cleat direction
exceeding that of the butt cleat direction (Karacan, 2009b).
The act of longwall mining induces significant changes in these layers. The removal of the
mined seam results in caving of the overburden to fill the void space (Peng, 2006). This crumbled
material is referred to as the gob. The stress distribution within the gob (e.g. the gob in the center
of the panel supports greater loads than the gob near the pillars) results in significant variations in
permeability within the gob itself (Esterhuizen & Karacan, 2005; Morsy & Peng, 2002; Peng,
2006). The final permeability values are also dependent on the behavior of overburden failure and
the collapse mechanism. The size of the fallen blocks from the roof, the amount of rotation the
blocks can achieve, and the total height of the caving zone will change the permeability of the gob
before subsidence occurs (Munson & Benzeley, 1980; Pappas & Christopher, 1993).
In the field of petroleum engineering, pressure transient analysis is frequently used to
make field sized measurements of the permeability of a given material (usually referred to as a
reservoir in the literature). The flow rate to a well (similar to the gob vent borehole shown in
Figure 2.2) is changed by either choking back or opening up the well, and the response of the
bottom hole pressure is measured over time. A flow regime is assumed based on the pressure
response and the known reservoir geometry, and the permeability of the porous media can be
estimated. By matching the measured pressure data with analytical solutions to the assumed flow
regime, the permeability of the reservoir may be estimated. A paper by Ramurthy et al. (2003)
used this approach to measure coal seams (undisturbed by mining) in the Fruitland coal seam of
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Northern New Mexico. The measured values for two separate coal layers were 1.0 md and 4.3 md
respectively.
Esterhuizen & Karacan (2007) simulated the permeability distribution in a longwall mine
in the Eastern U.S. using FLAC3D. The results are plotted in Figure 2.2 along a cross section of
two longwall panels, and were used in CFD modeling of gob gas behavior (Yuan, 2010).
Figure 2.2: Permeability Profile of Side by Side Longwall Panels (Esterhuizen & Karacan, 2007).
Table 2.1 compares the permeability values of similar coal seams and overlying strata
reported in these studies to the permeability modeling utilized in this modeling study, described in
Section 8.1.1 (Wachel, 2012). Table 2.2 lists the ranges of gob permeability distributions used by
other CFD modelers in gob simulations.
2.3 Experimental Ventilation Studies
There are many studies that have taken experimental measurements of gas flow in coal
mines, both to establish methane emission rates and to better understand how gas flows in
underground coal mines.
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Table 2.1: Permeability Values of Coal Seams and Overburden from Literature
Data Source Layer Described Permeability Permeability Permeability Resistance
(md) (Darcy) (m2) (1/m2)
Wachel (2012) Upper Coal Seam 4.907E+01 4.91E-02 4.84E-14 2.07E+13
Fractured Zone 2.937E-01 2.94E-04 2.90E-16 3.45E+15
Gob 2.026E+08 2.03E+05 2.00E-07 5.00E+06
Ramurthy et al. (2003) Coal Seam 4.5 4.50E-03 4.44E-15 2.25E+14
Pictured Cliffs 1.5 1.50E-03 1.48E-15 6.75E+14
Esterhuizen & Karacan (2005) Coal - face cleat 4 4.00E-03 3.95E-15 2.53E+14
Coal Butt Cleat 1 1.00E-03 9.87E-16 1.01E+15
Moderate Shale 1 1.00E-03 9.87E-16 1.01E+15
Karacan (2009c) Overlying Strata 100 1.00E-01 9.87E-14 1.01E+13
Overlying Strata 1000 1.00E+00 9.87E-13 1.01E+12
Esterhuizen & Karacan (2007) Max Perm 1.00E+06 1.00E+03 9.87E-10 1.01E+09
Min Perm 1.00E+05 1.00E+02 9.87E-11 1.01E+10
Mid Perm 5.00E+05 5.00E+02 4.93E-10 2.03E+09
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Table 2.2: Permeability Values Used in Modeling Longwall Panels
Gob Permeabilities Gob Permeabilities Gob Resistance
(md) (mˆ2) (1/mˆ2)
Low High Low High Low High
Lolon (2008) 8.00E+06 4.70E+08 7.90E-09 4.64E-07 1.27E+08 2.16E+06
Esterhuizen & Karacan (2007) 1.00E+05 1.00E+06 9.87E-11 9.87E-10 1.01E+10 1.01E+09
Yuan & Smith (2008) 3.00E+03 1.25E+05 2.96E-12 1.24E-10 3.38E+11 8.09E+09
Wachel (2012) 2.03E+09 2.03E+10 2.00E-07 2.00E-05 5.00E+06 5.00E+04
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Experimental results for methane flow across the face of an active panel have been made
in the Pittsburgh Coalbed (Schatzel, Krog, Garcia and Marshall, 2006 Schatzel et al. (2006)).
Schatzel et al. (2006) measured the volumetric flow rate of methane at different points along the
length of a longwall panel to predict methane emission rates in mines with widening panels. The
measurements demonstrated an increase in gas emissions over the width of the panel, but also
variation within the location of the mine and between different cutting directions. The first
observation, demonstrated in Figure 2.3 illustrates the importance of modeling Gob Vent
Boreholes (GVBs) and other structural differences within the panel. The locations of the
measurements on different days are shown in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.3: Cumulative longwall face methane emissions for three days of monitoring, showing
the face section end points. Schatzel et al. (2006)
The second observation, that the direction of the cutting method affects the quantity of
methane observed at the tailgate, see Figure 2.5, could be of great use in validating a model of an
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Figure 2.4: Location of the Three Monitoring Days, Schatzel et al. (2006).
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active longwall panel. One critical component of this modeling effort will be to establish a source
term related to the cutting of fresh coal. Care must be taken, however, as the coal properties in the
Pittsburgh Seam are different than the Western coal seams encountered in this research.
Figure 2.5: Methane Emissions as a Function of Distance from Headgate Corner (Schatzel et al.,
2006).
Diamond, Schatzel, Garcia, LaScola, McCall, Jeran, and Mucho, in their 1999 paper
(Diamond et al., 1999) performed a detailed experiment by injecting tracer gas into an inactive
Gob Vent Borehole (GVB) in an active coal panel and into the ventilation system directly. It is
important to note that this was in an Eastern coal mine and the mine utilized a bleedered
ventilation system. One of the more important observations of the study is that tracer gas released
directly into the ventilation system stayed almost exclusively in the ventilation system (with a
maximum of 0.7% reaching producing GVBs), and that gas released into the gob via an injecting
GVB tended to stay in the gob as long as the producing GVBs stayed active. In addition, the
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speed in which the tracer gas reached the producing GVBs indicates a relatively high permeability
flow path between these two points in the gob (See Figure 2.6).
Figure 2.6: Location of Injection Points for Gob Tracer Gas Test. (Diamond et al., 1999).
In addition to these observations, the test generated data that could be used in the future for
further model validation. Attempts could be made to match the modeled arrival and quantity of
tracer gas with the experimental results. This would help further contribute to the understanding
of gob permeabilities. Figure Figure 2.7 shows the tracer gas recovery over time on the borehole
injection test that would serve as a good experimental validation data set for future models.
Diamond, Ulery and Kravits (Diamond et al., 1992), published a work “Determining the
Source of Longwall Gob Gas: Lower Kittanning Coalbed, Cambria County, PA”. This work
established that 91% of gas removed from a coalbed’s overlying strata originally came from the
coalbed itself. By using material balance calculations to compare the volume of gas produced
from gob vent boreholes and gas removed by the mine’s ventilation system to the original gas in
place in the directly overlying 275 ft. of strata, it was established that only 40% of the total gas
produced actually came from the strata directly overlying the mine. This indicates the additional
gas must have been produced from down dip coal strata as well as adjacent overlying strata. This
20
Figure 2.7: Location of Injection Points for Gob Tracer Gas Test. (Diamond et al., 1999).
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reinforces the need to consider the larger reservoir as a source of methane within a simulation of
flow in mine ventilation systems. It also corroborates the planned modeling at Colorado School of
Mines, which treats a higher coal seam as a significant source of gas, in addition to the desire to
model gas flow updip from deeper basin coals.
2.4 Use of CFD in Longwall Ventilation Research
In the past, mine ventilation systems have been successfully modeled using network based
flow simulation programs such as MineVent, VentZroby and VnetPC (Karacan, 2009a). Work
done using network type simulation by researchers in Poland (Dziurzyński & Wasilewski, 2012)
is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 7.
More recently, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has been used to further study
ventilation in underground longwall mines. CFD has the advantage of allowing the user to model
a larger range of geometries, and to solve for multiple flow regimes, chemical reactions, and
species mixing. Work by Wala et al. (1997) showed that CFD can accurately model the main
airways of a ventilation system by comparing computational results with experimental data.
Further studies showed that CFD simulations could accurately duplicate experimental results of
methane distribution in a longwall panel (Wala et al., 2007).
CFD models have been used to evaluate the mixing of methane with fresh ventilation air
at the tailgate corner. This research was able to model the formation of explosive gas mixtures as
methane is released from the tailgate shields. Further analysis yielded the conclusion that caving
of the immediate tailgate entry can create “acute explosion hazard,” and that methane sensors
located on the shearer body of longwall tailgate drive will not detect these explosive gas mixtures
(Brune & Sapko, 2012).
CFD has also been used to model coal spontaneous combustion and heating in longwall
gobs (Yuan, 2009; Yuan & Smith, 2008), including modeling the effect of longwall face advance
on coal heating (Yuan, 2010). The impact of variable permeability within gobs, in particular the
impact of lower permeability zones in the centers of gobs, has also been modeled using CFD
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(Yuan et al., 2006).
2.5 Use of Reservoir Modeling Tools
Coalbed Methane reservoirs around the world have been producing methane
commercially since the mid 1980s. What started as a safety concern for mines turned into a
significant natural gas source. In the time since then, many advances have been made in better
understanding methane flow through coal seams and in simulating such reservoirs. Some of the
more important aspects of characterizing a coal seam as a gas reservoir include the behavior of
coal as both a source rock and a reservoir rock, the gas storage mechanisms of coal, the fracture
system of coal reservoirs, and the mechanical properties of coal (Saulsberry et al., 1996).
Esterhuizen & Karacan (2005) modeled total gas flow rate and methane fraction produced
by Gob Vent Boreholes (GVBs) using GEM, a reservoir modeling software. Their research used a
finite difference program to develop a geomechanical model that predicts permeability changes in
the surrounding rock mass disturbed by the longwall excavation process. The calculated
permeabilities were used as an input to a reservoir simulator that models methane desorption and
release from the coal matrix and rock layers and flow towards the mine excavations (Esterhuizen
& Karacan, 2005). The modeling performed by Esterhuizen and Karacan achieved results that
closely correlated with the GVB production data, as shown in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9.
In a 2007 follow up paper, Karacan, Esterhuizen, Schatzel and Diamond (Karacan et al.,
2007a) implemented a technique to more accurately treat panels that are actively mined.
Modeling a sealed panel is simplified by the fact that there is no material extraction on going,
which means that the geometry of the model is relatively static. In an active panel coal is
continuously extracted. This results in a changing ventilation flow path and in a different stress
and permeability profile throughout the domain. In their paper, Karacan et al. used an innovative
method to model this process. The first step is to model an initial condition of the mine. At given
time intervals, a new rock mass position is then used as the permeability domain for the reservoir
model. The new rock mass properties take into account coal removed and stress induced by the
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of observed and simulated gas production rates from one GVB at each
panel (Esterhuizen & Karacan, 2005).
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Figure 2.9: The comparison of observed and simulated methane concentrations from one GVB at
each panel mined based on current longwall modeling approach (Esterhuizen & Karacan, 2005).
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mining process. Then another time interval is simulated in the reservoir simulator using the
previous time step as an initial condition and the next rock mass property group as its physical
domain. This is a technique for using commercial simulators (FLUENT would also fall into this
category) and will be useful when future models are included. Figure 2.10 shows a length wise
cross section of the model after a certain period of extraction. Figure 2.11 shows a plan view of
their model. Note that there are total of five panels taken into account in their effort.
Figure 2.10: Vertical section of modeled stratigraphy showing the direction of mining extraction,
(Karacan et al., 2007a).
Another critical component in both modeling efforts is the use of GEM, a commercial
reservoir simulator (Esterhuizen & Karacan, 2005; Karacan et al., 2007b). GEM utilizes a
non-equilibrium sorption simulator. A non-equilibrium sorption simulator is both pressure and
time dependent, allowing for the diffusion of methane through the coal matrix to be more
accurately accounted for in the simulator (Saulsberry et al., 1996). In two papers, the mine
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Figure 2.11: Representation of the various face positions in plan view of the model by Karacan
et al. (2007a). The numbers indicate the time in days that passed since mining start in the panel.
ventilation system is treated as a large diameter well bore (Esterhuizen & Karacan, 2005; Karacan
et al., 2007b). One key improvement that future modeling efforts can make is to link a large scale
reservoir model with an accurate geometry and FLUENT model of the mine ventilation pathways.
Such a linking would likely have to include explicit boundary conditions, but this may not be too
significant of a drawback.
Karacan & Diamond (2006), captured many simple analytical techniques for predicting
gas flow rates in coal mines. These can be a useful double check on FLUENT models to ensure
that flow rates generated remain in a realistic range. The first equation is to calculate the Original
Gas In Place (OGIP). This number can be useful to establish gas flow rates on an active panel or
to check that a model does not exceed this number, thereby simulating the production of an
unrealistic amount of gas.
GIPc = (ρ×h×A)GC. (2.1)
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The Karacan and Esterhuizen papers (Esterhuizen & Karacan, 2005; Karacan et al.,
2007b) are valuable in that they both utilize a FLAC3D model to generate permeability numbers
for flow simulation. It would also be useful to implement the “dynamic” modeling technique for
longwall panels in future FLUENT work (Karacan et al., 2007a). The field of coal bed simulation
may prove to be very useful in predicting methane emissions in the domain of a mine ventilation
simulation done in FLUENT. Improvement can possibly be realized by incorporating more
accurate modeling of the ventilation system into the reservoir model. In addition, Diamond et al.
(1992) support the idea that overlying coal beds can be significant sources of methane, especially
when the intervening strata are fractured due to longwall extraction. Finally Karacan & Diamond
(2006) provide a useful material balance equation that can be used to make sure no results or
modeling inputs are unreasonable.
2.6 Gas Transport in Coalbed Methane
Gas transport in coal seams is accomplished by three main mechanisms. The bulk of
permeability in coal seams comes from the natural cleat structure in the seam, or from fractures
induced my the mining process. Methane, water, and other gases can flow freely through the
cleats when a pressure differential is applied. When pressure begins to drop in the reservoir, gas
begins to desorp from the cleat surfaces into the cleat fracture system. Gas desorption then creates
a concentration gradient within the coal matrix, driving a diffusion process. These processes are
illustrated in Figure 2.12.
2.7 Chemical Reactions of Coal
Wang, Dlugogorski and Kennedy explored the different mechanisms involved in coal
oxidation and the various research efforts previously undertaken to better understand and predict
the oxidation rate (Wang et al., 2003). They identified four phenomena critical to coal oxidation
at low temperatures: oxygen transport to the surface of coal particles and within coal pores,
chemical interaction between coal and O2, and release of heat and emission of gaseous products
(Wang et al., 2003). Due to the large surface area of internal pores in comparison to the outer
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Figure 2.12: Coalbed Methane Gas Transport Mechanisms (Saulsberry et al., 1996)
surface area of coal, oxidation at low temperatures is thought to be predominantly associated with
this internal pore space. Figure 2.13 shows the large amount of pore surface area and that
oxidation is significant on internal surfaces. There are both internal variables (properties of the
coal) and external variables that affect the oxidation rate. These include:
• Internal Variables
– Composition of the coal.




– Partial pressure of oxygen
– Moisture content in gas medium
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Figure 2.13: Microscopic image of polished Maurits coal particles immersed in oil after a few
hours oxidation at 275◦ C (Wang et al., 2003).
The only established trend for coal composition is that the rate of oxygen consumption by
a coal decreases with an increase of the carbon content (coal rank) of the coal (Wang et al., 2003).
The effects of inherent water (water present either physically or chemically bonded to coal pores)
is a subject of debate. It is apparent that there is a minimum amount of water (1 % of coal mass)
required in order for the coal oxidation reaction to occur. It also appears that at high water
saturation of samples, the water inhibits the oxidation reaction, likely by creating to thick of a
buffer for oxygen to readily reach coal reaction sites. Perhaps the most important variable is the
coal’s previous oxidation history. Well weathered coal will have much lower reaction rates; this is
somewhat less of a concern in underground mines. Temperature is a critical variable, as in some
experiments the oxygen consumption rates double with a rise of 10 (Wang et al., 2003).
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Oxidation of coal results in “(a) the uptake of O2 and change in the molecular structure of
coal; (b) changes in the coal mass and its elemental composition; (c) modification of physical
structure of coal; and finally (d) self-heating of coal as a consequence of heat generated during
oxidation process” (Wang et al., 2003). There are two primary adsorption mechanisms for oxygen
into coal; physical and chemical adsorption. Physical adsorption is similar to condensation and
the resulting attractive forces are weak. These adsorbed molecules are readily removed from coal
surfaces. Chemisorption is surface specific and involves much stronger bonding with the carbon
atoms at the coal surface. The difference in energy released is very large which is of critical
importance when predicting self heating of coal. The heat of physical adsorption is 6.7 to 20.9
kJ/mol whereas the heat of chemisorption is between 83.6 and 418.0 kJ/mol. The chemisorption
mechanism will be examined in more detail later. The gaseous oxidation products (CxHy , CO2
CO, and H2O) and their relative production rates are still not agreed upon. Figure 2.14 shows
some recent research showing the relative production of CO and CO2 as a function of temperature.
Figure 2.15 shows the two proposed reaction sequences for coal oxidation.
Chemisorption, the sorption sequence, is known to occur, but does not account for the gas and
heat produced by oxidation. The production rates of carbon oxides from the oxidation and the
subsequent thermal desorption experiments support the existence of a parallel reaction sequence,
in this case the proposed, but not proven, direct burnoff reaction.
Figure 2.16 illustrates the chemisorption sequence. This is the primary oxidation sequence
for coal, and consists of the following steps: “(a) chemisorption of O2 on surfaces of coal pores
and the formation of unstable carbon-oxygen complexes (e.g. peroxides and hydroperoxides); (b)
decomposition of the unstable solid oxygenated intermediates to gaseous products and stable
solid complexes, including hydroxyl (phenolic -OH), carbonyl (-CO) and carboxyl (-COOH)
groups; and (c) degradation of these stable complexes and generation of new active sites for coal
oxidation following the decomposition of the stable complexes” (Wang et al., 2003).
Efforts to model coal oxidation have been met with difficulty. To date, all mathematical
models of the reaction rate have been limited to only a few of the available variables. As
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Figure 2.14: Dependance of the ration of the rates of production of CO2 and CO on temperature
at steady state for a bituminous coal (WHML) oxidizing in an isothermal flow reactor at various
conditions; the legend lists the particle size and oxygen concentration in the inlet gas (Wang et al.,
2003).
described above, the coal reaction process is exceedingly complex and dependent on many
different conditions and characteristics, so these models are somewhat limited. For the most part,
the models are empirical or semi-empirical (Wang et al., 2003).
For modeling purposes, the most important output of the oxidation reaction to track are
the output of heat (coal self heating). In the CFD studies performed by NIOSH, Smith and Yuan
have approximated the temperature rise of coal due to oxidation as a function of the activation
energy of the coal, the concentration of oxygen, and an experimental constant dependent on the
specific coal sample (Yuan, 2009). This relationship is described as:
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Figure 2.15: An illustration of the general reaction pathways occurring in coal oxidation. (Wang
et al., 2003)
Rate of Temperature Increase = A[O2]n exp−E/RT (2.2)
Where A is the pre-exponential factor (in K/s), [O2] is the oxygen concentration in
kmol/m3, E is the apparent activation in kJ/mol, R is the gas constant, n is the order of reaction,
and T is the temperature in K.
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Figure 2.16: A schematic diagram of the chemical mechanism of the chemisorption sequence
(Wang et al., 2003).
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CHAPTER 3
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS
The development of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software took off with the
increase in computational power in the latter part of the 20th century. The description of fluid
flows with differential equations had been described by the early 19th century, but the nonlinear
behavior of these equations meant that solutions for any type of general, compressible flow field
was impossible until using finite volume numerical techniques became practical. This fluid flow
description is based on equations describing the conservation of mass, momentum, species, and
energy for fluid flow. This theory is well established and FLUENT is one of many software
packages that provide tools for solving real problems with discretization of the standard
conservation equations. The following sections give a brief description of how this process is
done. The book Chemically Reacting Flow (Kee et al., 2003) and the Theory Guide published by
ANSYS (ANSYS, 2010) were relied on heavily for the following chapter.
3.1 Substantial Derivative
Before beginning the physical description of fluid flow, it is useful to briefly review the





+V · (∇V) (3.1)
For the velocity vector with three components in Cartesian coordinates,
V = uex + vey +wez (3.2)















































3.2 Conservation of Mass
All fluid flows must obey the law of conservation of mass. If a control volume of fluid is
considered, mass must neither be created nor destroyed within this volume, meaning the change
in mass of the control volume must be equal to the mass entering or leaving the control volume.













dV = 0 (3.6)
This can be written in differential form, Equation (3.7), if the control volume is considered
differential; i.e. small enough that the integrand is constant over the volume.
∂ρ
∂ t
+∇ ·ρV = 0 (3.7)
The ∂ρ
∂ t term corresponds to the change in mass (density) in the control volume over time.
The ∇ ·ρVterm is related to the mass carried in and out of the control volume by the velocity
field. Using the chain rule, Equation (3.7) can be written as Equation (3.8).
∂ρ
∂ t
+ρ∇ ·V+V ·∇ρ = 0 (3.8)
For clarity, Equation (3.8), when written in terms of Cartesian coordinates with the






















For incompressible flows this can be simplified. However, in this case, with the flow through
porous media creating fairly large pressure gradients, the full variable density form of the
conservation of mass must be considered.
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3.3 Navier Stokes
The equations of conservation of momentum for fluid flow are better known as
Navier-Stokes. The conservation of momentum, states that the change in momentum over time





In fluid mechanics, the Reynolds transport theorem must be used to convert the momentum
conservation of a system, that is, a fixed amount of mass, to momentum conservation with regards
to a control volume fixed in space. Using the substantial derivative to simplify, Equation (3.10)





Here it is useful to separate the body forces and forces acting on the surfaces of the control
volume. In all the models run in this project, gravity has been neglected. The sum of forces on the
right hand side of Equation (3.11) then becomes:
∑F =−∇p+∇ ·T′ (3.12)





















































∂ z +κ∇ ·V
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 (3.13)




























































































































































Similar to the mass conservation law, molecules of individual species must not be created
or destroyed within a control volume. Unlike the conservation of mass, species conservation has
an exception; if a chemical reaction is occurring within the control volume, the concentration of
different species may change within the volume. If the mole fraction of a species i is described by




=−∇ ·Ji +Ri +Si (3.17)





), Ri is the mass rate of creation or
destruction, and Si is the surface adsorption mass rate for the control volume for a given species.2
Because the sum of all mass fractions must be 1, for N species a total of N−1equations must be




(ρYi)+∇ · (ρVYi) =−∇ ·Ji +Ri +Si (3.18)
In the work described in this thesis, chemical reactions are largely ignored. This means that the
effects of spontaneous heating of coal within the gob and surrounding pillars are ignored.
2In scientific literature, Ji is usually taken as the molar flux and ji as the mass flux. ANSYS refers to mass flux as
Ji, so that notation is used here.
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where Di,m is the mass diffusion coefficient, and DT,i is the thermal diffusion coefficient ANSYS











where µt is the turbulent viscosity and Sct is the Schmidt number ANSYS (2010). It is also
critical to account for the transport of enthalpy in the mixing flows ANSYS (2010). This energy









In Cartesian coordinates, and assuming there are no reactions, the species transport









































In order to solve for species flow, as well as account for temperature changes caused by
expansion and compression of fluids in the domain, the conservation of energy equation must be
solved. The first law of thermodynamics states that energy of a system must be conserved. For a
fluid flow, this is usually stated as: the change in energy of a system is equal to the heat added to











where Et is the total energy of the system (usually in joules), Q is the heat added to the system,
and W is the work done on the system (Kee et al., 2003). The total energy of the system is












where p is the pressure. The relationship between a system and a control volume allows 3.23 to











FLUENT solves this equation for fluid flow in the form shown in Equation (3.26).
∂
∂ t
(ρEt)+∇ · (V(ρEt + p)) = ∇ ·
(







Here, the Sh term is a volumetric heat source, ke f f ,c∇T corresponds to conduction in the fluid,
∑
N
i=1 hiJi corresponds to enthalpy transfer by diffusion, and T ·V corresponds to viscous
dissipation by the flow field.
3.6 Turbulence Modeling
Turbulent flow is defined by the highly irregular flow patterns that develop in high energy
flows. Turbulent flows are chaotic, typically involve much faster mixing than laminar diffusion
would allow, and characterized by rapid dissipation of the kinetic energy of the fluid as the kinetic
energy of the turbulence is converted into internal energy of the fluid. To fully capture this chaotic
behavior numerically would be prohibitively expensive, so a number of methods have been
developed to solve for turbulent flows where the eddies created by turbulence are treated on an
average velocity basis.
FLUENT offers a variety of turbulent model options, but the two-equation k− ε models
were used in this research. According to the FLUENT Users Guide (ANSYS, 2010),
two-equation models are the most widely used turbulence models in industrial CFD, ANSYS
(2010). The k− ε turbulence models are offered in three variations: standard, RNG, and
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Realizable. The RNG (from renormalization group theory) k− ε method provides some
significant improvements over the standard k− ε model, and is more accurate over a wider range
of fluid flows than the standard version. The primary differences between the standard and RNG
k− ε models are described by ANSYS (2010):
The RNG model has an additional term in its ε equation that improves the accuracy
for rapidly strained flows. The effect of swirl on turbulence is included in the RNG
model, enhancing accuracy for swirling flows. The RNG theory provides an
analytical formula for turbulent Prandtl numbers, while the standard k− ε model uses
user-specified, constant values. While the standard k− ε model is a
high-Reynolds-number model, the RNG theory provides an analytically derived
differential formula for effective viscosity that accounts for low-Reynolds-number
effects.
This is significant in the modeling of longwall panels because of the existence of both
turbulent flows and laminar flows within the same computational domain. In comparison runs, the
standard k− ε model gives significantly different results than the RNG solution. Because of the
above reasons and the dependence of results on the turbulence model chosen, it is imperative that
the RNG turbulence model be used. At this point, realizable k− ε models have not shown a
significant improvement over RNG models (ANSYS, 2010).
3.6.1 Description of k− ε RNG Models
All two-equation k− ε models introduce the two transport equations for the variables k,
the turbulent kinetic energy, and ε , the turbulent dissipation. These two values are then used to
calculate a turbulent viscosity, µt , that is added to the fluid’s laminar viscosity in the Momentum
and Energy equations. This adds two additional non-linear variables that must be solved at each

















































































Using the definitions given by ANSYS (2010), Gk represents the relationship between the
turbulence kinetic energy to the the mean velocity gradients, and is calculated as Gk = µtS2. S is
the modulus of the shear rate-of-strain tensor, and is defined as S =
√
2Si jSi j.Gb is the generation
of turbulence kinetic energy due to buoyancy, but is zero when gravity is neglected. YM represents
the contribution of the fluctuating dilation in compressible turbulence to the overall dissipation
rate, and is neglected here. YM is defined as:
YM = 2ρεM2t (3.29)








γRT is the speed of sound. In the speed of sound equation, γ is the adiabatic index
and is defined as the ratio of specific heats of a gas at constant pressure and constant volume,
γ =Cp/Cv. The values αkand αε are the inverse Prandtl numbers for k and ε . Sk and Sε are user
defined source terms (not used in the efforts in this research project). C1ε = 1.42 , C2ε = 1.68, and






For clarity, µe f f = µ +µt , where µt is the turbulent viscosity. The turbulent viscosity ratio ν̂ is











This allows for low Reynolds number effects to be taken into account, but using the differential
definition of turbulent viscosity ratio requires that the “Differential Viscosity Model” option is
enabled in FLUENT. The term for Rε is the primary difference between the RNG and standard







where η ≡ Sk/ε , S =
√
2Si jSi j, η0 = 4.38 and β = 0.012.
Treatment of friction losses at the walls is accomplished with the default standard wall
functions. This is partly to reduce computational and meshing requirements over the very large
domain, but also because near wall behaviors are not particularly significant to the results the
group is interested in.
3.6.2 Turbulence Boundary Conditions
When using turbulence models, turbulent characteristics of the flow at the boundaries
must be defined. The k− ε models in ANSYS FLUENT allow for turbulent boundary conditions
to be defined using one of three methods, each requiring two values to be set. They are:
• k and epsilon (set the k− ε values directly)
• Turbulent Intensity and Hydraulic Diameter
• Turbulent Intensity and Length Scale
Turbulent Intensity and Hydraulic Diameter are primarily used for fully developed
internal flows, which did not apply here for the methane inlets. It is impossible to know k and ε at
the boundaries before solving the flow field. As a result, the boundary conditions were set with
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l = 0.07L (3.35)
where L is the relevant geometric flow length (taken as the hydraulic diameter of the entries),
ReDH is the Reynolds number of the flow for a given DH , the hydraulic diameter, u
′ is the root
mean square of the average turbulent velocity fluctuations, and uavg is the mean flow velocity
(ANSYS, 2010).
In general, the solutions developed are relatively independent of the turbulent boundary
conditions. This was shown to be true in the simulations done in this research. No difference was
seen between simulations using k and ε boundary conditions and Intensity and Length boundary
conditions.
3.7 Equation of State
For a compressible flow, an equation coupling pressure and density must be used. Because
the pressures in all of the simulations done to date do not differ significantly from atmospheric





where V is the volume and R is the ideal gas constant (8.314 J K−1mol−1).
3.8 List of Equations in FLUENT
For simulations performed in this research, the total list of nonlinear conservation
equations solved by FLUENT is shown below.
• continuity (of mass), Equation 3.9
• x-momentum, Equation 3.14
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• y-momentum, Equation 3.15
• z-momentum, Equation 3.16
• energy, Equation 3.26
• k, Equation 3.27
• epsilon, Equation 3.28
• N−1 species conservation equations, Equation 3.22
3.9 Solver Settings
FLUENT provides a number of solver options for simulation fluid flow. There are two
numerical methods, the pressure based solver and the density based solver. The pressure based
approach was initially developed to solve low speed, incompressible flows, and the density based
solver high-speed compressible flows. Currently, both methods are applicable to a wide variety of
flows ANSYS (2010), but the pressure based solver was used in this project. In the pressure based
solver, the pressure throughout the model is solved using the conservation of mass and momentum
equations, and then densities are extracted from the pressure field using the equation of state.
ANSYS FLUENT solves the governing equations using a control volume technique. This
begins with spatially dividing the computational domain into discrete control volumes. This
requires creating a mesh, created in this case in ANSYS Meshing. The governing equations are
then integrated on each individual control volume, resulting in a series of algebraic equations for
the flow unknowns (i.e. velocity, pressure, and species mole fraction). This system of algebraic
equations is then linearized, and the resulting linear system of equations is solved to provide
updated values for each unknown. This is repeated at each iteration until the updated values are
relatively unchanged from the previous iteration. If key physical monitors are not changing




The use of numerical control volume solution techniques require that the flow domain be
divided into discrete volumes. This was accomplished in ANSYS meshing. ANSYS recommends
using two main mesh statistics as quality control: the mesh skewness, which should be
minimized, and the aspect ratio, which should be maintained below 40. Higher aspect ratios are
acceptable in cases of flow aligned mesh cells. Skewness is calculated for each cell as the ratio of
the volume of a perfectly regular cell shape (either tetrahedral or hex based shapes are used)
minus the volume of the actual mesh cell divided by the regular cell volume. Figure 3.1 shows the
relative quality of mesh cell skewness values for solving flows in ANSYS FLUENT. Skewness
was kept below 0.95 for all cells in all of the meshes used in the modeling efforts described in this
document. The meshing process is described further in Appendix A.1.
Figure 3.1: Skewness Guidelines (ANSYS, 2010)
3.11 Flow in Porous Media
Fluid flow in porous media was initially described by Darcy’s law in the mid 19th century.
While Darcy’s law is a purely empirical definition, modern reservoir engineering uses Darcy’s
description of flow for describing most reservoir fluid flow behavior. This section discusses how
FLUENT implements flow in porous media and how this application compares to Darcy’s law.
3.11.1 Porous Media in FLUENT





= f−∇p+∇ ·T (3.37)
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where ρ is the fluid density,V is the velocity vector, f is the set of body forces acting on the fluid,
p is the pressure, and T is the stress tensor.
This is derived from Newton’s second law, which states that an acceleration must be the
result of external forces: ma = ∑F . In Equation (3.37), the left hand side captures the change in
velocity (acceleration) acting on a mass (in this case the density), while the right hand side
includes the summation of forces acting on the volumetric body. These include generic body
forces f (in units force per unit volume), forces due to the pressure gradient ∇p, and shear forces
from the divergence of the stress tensor ∇ ·T. The left hand side of Equation (3.37), to better







= f−∇p+∇ ·T (3.38)
In order to account for the loss of energy of fluid flow as it moves through a porous media,
FLUENT adds a source term to the right hand side of the momentum equation. For a simple
homogeneous porous media, this source term reduces to equation 7.2-2 from the FLUENT











where Si is the momentum source term in the ith direction, α is permeability in FLUENT’s
terminology, v is the velocity vector, and vi is the magnitude of velocity in the ith direction. This
includes two losses, one for laminar losses and one for additional turbulent losses. The µ
α
term
corresponds to the laminar losses, and when included as the only source term in the momentum
equation, will reduce to Darcy’s law. The C2 coefficient relates to the additional losses suffered by







Where Dp is the mean particle diameter and ε is the void fraction, defined as the volume
of voids divided by the volume of the packed bed region. Inserting the permeability source term,

























which is duplicated in the FLUENT manual (with a porosity correction) in Equation
7.2-31 (ANSYS, 2010).
3.11.2 Porous Media Flow in FLUENT and Darcy’s Law
Darcy’s Law is a common equation used to describe fluid flow in porous media. It is a
useful exercise to demonstrate how Darcy’s Law can be derived from the momentum Equation
(3.42), what assumptions are made in the presentation of Darcy’s Law, and the form of the
permeability used in FLUENT and how it is typically reported in the literature. The first form of
Darcy’s Law is from Reservoir Engineering by Van Kirk (2010):
q =
0.00127 k A (P1−P2)
µL
(3.43)
where q is the flow rate in reservoir barrels, k is the permeability in millidarcies, A is the cross
sectional area in square feet, µ is the viscosity in centipoise, L is the length of the flow path in
feet, and Pi are pressures in psig.
This form of Darcy’s Law refers to flow through a channel of a given cross section. The
pressure conditions at either end of the channel are the independent variables, and the flow rate is
solved for in volumetric form.





















In order to reduce Equation (3.45) to the standard form of Darcy’s Law, the following
assumptions must be made. Darcy’s Law allows for no reduction in fluid momentum due to
inertial losses, so C2 is treated as 0. In addition, there are no body forces in the simplified version
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Darcy’s Law also treats the viscosity µ as a constant. There are no velocities in the y or z
directions (assuming q is defined in the x direction), so the momentum equation can be rewritten
as Equation B.13 on page 767 of Chemically Reacting Flow (Kee et al., 2003). In this case V is










































The final assumption is that u does not vary with time, and does not vary in the x, y, or z
directions. That is to say u is constant throughout the channel flow described by Darcy’s Law.
















Discretizing the pressure derivative ∂ p
∂x as
P2−P1






The assumptions made earlier require that the cross sectional area remain constant, so the velocity




















It is important to note that FLUENT requires the permeability of a porous media to be entered as
resistance, 1
α





Building a computational fluid dynamics model of a longwall coal panel involved a
number of steps. A geometric representation of the domain was created using Computer Aided
Design (CAD) software. In order to use this domain in a CFD application like FLUENT, the
physical, or geometric, domain was discretized into a finite element mesh. The meshing process
was performed using the ANSYS Meshing package. The flow characteristics were defined in
FLUENT in such a way that the physics of the flow were simulated correctly and numerical
stability is achieved. The solutions to the defined fluid flows were performed on Mio, a super
computer at the Colorado School of Mines, and then analyzed using FLUENT’s post processing
software.
It was decided to focus on a longwall panel during the equipment recovery process. This
period is characterized by 1) a fully subsided gob that is in its final state of compaction (steady,
state geometry) and 2) recovery chutes that have been intercepted and are ventilated at a rate of
approximately 5,000 cfm (2.36 m3/s) each. In addition, this model is characterized by a
bleederless longwall panel gob. The sealing process is modeled in discrete steps as the shields are
recovered and concurrent ventilation adjustments are made (see Chapter 9). The goal of this
project is to create a model that will allow operators to more effectively minimize the amount of
hazardous gas mixtures present during the shield recovery operation.
4.1 Modeling Environment
The model developed describes the mixing of ventilation air and gob gases in a longwall
panel after extraction has been completed. At this point the face will have intercepted the recovery
chutes. Typically the recovery chutes are mined with continuous miners ahead of longwall panel
completion. The plan view of this situation is shown in Figure 4.1. The plan view layout is based
off of a mine map provided by Mine C, shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. A three dimensional
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illustration of a typical longwall installation was shown earlier in Figure 1.2. The headgate (HG)
is on the right hand side of the displayed images, and the tailgate (TG) is on the left.
Figure 4.1: Panel Geometry - Plan View
The ventilation of this system and the resulting inlets and outlets created in the FLUENT
models, is shown in Figure 4.2. The primary means of ventilating the panel is through the
ventilation inlet in the headgate entries. This carries fresh air from the surface and sweeps away
methane and other undesirable gases and dusts from the working face. When actively mining, the
HG ventilation flow rate is typically around 70,000 cfm. The primary ventilation return is through
the tailgate entries. All longwall mines have a methane concentration sensor or checkpoint in the
tailgate return to monitor the return air. At Mine C and for this dissertation this sensor is referred
to as the 24 meter sensor. Situating the model outlet in ANSYS FLUENT at the location of the 24
meter sensor allows the model to output gas concentration values that correspond to an actual
monitoring location in the physical longwall mine. In the studied case where the face has
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intercepted the recovery chutes, the recovery chutes must also be ventilated with fresh air. This is
represented by velocity inlets of 5,000 cfm in each of the recovery chutes (small green arrows in
Figure 4.2). The primary ventilation pathway is illustrated by the large green arrow across the
face in Figure 4.2.
Mine C utilizes two primary methods to reduce the presence of hazardous, explosive
methane-air mixtures in the gob. The first method is nitrogen injection. This takes place in the
two crosscuts behind the face on the headgate side of the panel, and through the last isolation
stopping on the tailgate side of the panel (Figure 4.2). The tailgate nitrogen inlet is incorporated
in the model as a velocity inlet in FLUENT. The second methane mitigation method is in drilling
simple gas wells, known as gob vent boreholes (GVBs) into the overlying strata, typically on the
tailgate side of a panel. These GVBs are completed with a simple slotted liner, in this case to
approximately 60 feet (18.3 meters) above the panel floor. Once the longwall face has progressed
past a pre-drilled GVB, the GVB is attached to a pump to extract methane from the gob near to
the working face. The rubblizing created by the caving process provides sufficient permeability
for the GVB to produce gas, but as the face continues to advance, the GVBs typically collapse,
shear or otherwise lose continuity or sufficient near well permeability to produce significant
quantities of gas. As a result, only the two GVBs closest to the face are included in the model as
shown in Figure 4.2, although in some cases more than two GVBs may still be actively producing.
4.2 Geometry
The geometry used in creating the final FLUENT model was initially created in
SolidWorks, a computer aided design software package. This was primarily due to the ability of
SolidWorks to handle multi-part assemblies. Multi-part assemblies allow individual parts to be
created in separate files and then combined into one final assembly.
4.2.1 Plan View
The initial plan view of the model was created from the mine maps of a completed panel
provided by Mine C. These maps were created in AutoCAD and then imported in to SolidWorks.
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Figure 4.2: Ventilation Plan of Panel - Plan View
The full plan view of the panel is shown in Figure 4.3 and a detail view of the recovery room end
of the panel is shown in Figure 4.4. The plan view maps show only the entries present. The
entries were modeled to a uniform mining height of 11 feet (3.4 meters), and then the center of
the panel was modeled to be the gob.
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Figure 4.3: Plan View of Mine C
The initial extruded entries are shown in Figure 4.5. The next step in the development of





Figure 4.4: Detail View of Mine C Entry
are marked in the maps provided by Mine C; see Figure 4.4, although the marks are difficult to
see even at that scale. In order to simplify the modeling process, it was assumed that the seals do
not leak, and thus that the seals can be treated as barriers to flow and the solid geometry of the
domain can be truncated at each seal. In reality, the seals do leak, although establishing the
leakage rate with actual measurements in an active mine is difficult. As the longwall retreats,
older seals closer to the start up room are subjected to higher stresses and thus tend to leak more
than newer seals. Nonetheless, the total volume of leakage is thought to be small and insignificant
and is ignored in this model. The resulting geometry is shown in Figure 4.6.a.
The “hanging” entries that result from this truncation tend to cause difficulties within
FLUENT. Because there is typically no significant flow through each particular entry, FLUENT
predicts recirculation zones in these hanging entries. These recirculation zones can make
conversion extremely difficult and even cause divergence in the solution at times. The
recirculation within the hanging entries has no significance to the flow of gases within the gob,
and the shock losses that would result are relatively small due to the low perpendicular flow rates
in the void. Because of this, the hanging entries were removed from the model and the geometry
cut flush to the last open entry as shown in Figure 4.6.b.
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Figure 4.5: Mine Map Entries Extruded in SolidWorks
(a) With Entries to Shields (b) With Hanging Entries Removed
Figure 4.6: Entry Removal
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When the roof caves behind the retreating longwall, the created rubble or gob falls
outward and fills the gate road entry immediately adjacent to the gob on both the headgate and
tailgate sides. Thus the entries directly adjacent to the gob are assumed to be consumed by the
caving process. The number two (center) entry on the tailgate side was removed from the model.
While this volume is connected to the gob, it is interrupted by isolation stoppings installed at
every other cross cut and thus assumed to allow insignificant flow. The final entry and cross cut
on the tailgate side before the face was kept in the model to simulate the nitrogen injection
performed through the last isolation stopping. Finally, two entries were added on the headgate
side at the locations of the actual cross cuts in the original mine map. This was done to provide
nitrogen inlets for the model at the location nitrogen is injected in Mine C. The final plan view of
the geometry is shown previously in Figure 1.4.
The end result of the removal of the hanging entries and the open entries outside of the
isolation stoppings is that the total volume of the modeled panel was reduced. This significantly
reduces the computational load, increases the model’s numerical stability, and should not
significantly affect the gas flows and gas mixing within the gob. The removed volume of the
number two (center) tailgate entry and connecting cross cuts may come into play in any transient
models where the response of the gob to a changing barometric pressure is modeled.
4.2.2 Cross Section
One of the early decisions in the project was to include the overlying strata in the flow
field in order to better capture a major source of methane and the resulting three dimensional
mixing present in the domain. The hypothesis behind this decision was that the overlying strata
were a significant source of methane, and that if this was so, the interface between fuel lean and
fuel rich gas mixtures would be three dimensional rather than two dimensional. The vertical cross
section of the model was based on the illustration shown in Figure 4.7 (Peng, 2006), and included
layers for the caved gob, the fractured zone, and a rider coal seam above the main seam. Final
modeling results confirm the importance of treating the domain as three dimensional.
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Figure 4.7: Cross Section of Caved Longwall Panel, Peng (2006)
4.2.3 Void
In a number of visits to western U.S. coal mines, researchers from the Colorado School of
Mines noticed the existence of open air passages, or voids, along the headgate and tailgate entries
immediately adjacent to the gob. Figure 4.8 is a picture taken from behind the shields showing the
existence of this void. The following section written by John Grubb, Worrall et al. (2012), recaps
the efforts of the research team taken to understand the nature of these voids.
Four western mines were visited by John Grubb examined for void formation and caving
characteristics. Mine A had competent shale as the immediate roof strata with a massive
sandstone as the primary strata above the roof, and was approximately 245 meters deep where
observed. Mine B had competent shale and sandstone strata as the roof and immediate
overburden, and was approximately 250 meters deep. Mine C was characterized by a roof with
weak, thin shale layers and coal partings in the immediate roof with shale and sandstone in the
strata above the immediate roof. Water bearing sandstone channels have been observed in the
overburden of Mine C. Depth in the observed area was approximately 150 meters. Mine D,
approximately 105 meters deep, had shale and mudstone bands in the immediate roof with almost
entirely shale and mudstone layers in the zone above the immediate roof. Mine D has frequently
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observed narrow, water bearing sandstone channels in the overburden. All four mines had mining
heights between 3 and 4.25 meters (9 to 14 feet) (Worrall et al., 2012).
Mine A, Mine B, and Mine C all had continuous open voids down both the headgate and
tailgate sides of the caved gob. This behavior in all three mines is accurately represented by the
photograph shown in Figure 4.8. Mine D had no observable void. The gob had caved tight to the
pillars, leaving the original gate roads fully filled by material from the overburden, with no open
air passages visible (Worrall et al., 2012). The location and orientation of the photograph is
shown in Figure 4.9.
The length of the open voids cannot be determined visually. The continuity of the void
deeper into the panel is supported by direct observations of mine officials, who measured high
oxygen levels in a bleedered gob at leaking back corner seals almost immediately after a breach
occurred in the seals on the recovery side of the sealed panel (Worrall et al., 2012). This would
only be possible if an open air passage existed that allowed leaking fresh air to quickly flow
around the edges of the gob.
Figure 4.8: Image of Western U.S. Longwall Void (Worrall et al., 2012)
When the roof caves behind the retreating longwall, the collapsing material tends to
completely fill the immediately adjacent gate road entries (on both the headgate and tailgate
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Figure 4.9: Location and Orientation of Void Photograph
sides), with the exception of the remaining void. The SolidWorks representation of the created
void and the eliminated gate road is shown in Figure 4.10. These sensitivity of the model to the
exact shape of the assumed void is discussed in more detail in Section 5.4.3.
4.2.4 Gob Vent Boreholes
Figure 4.11 shows a drawing of a typical gob vent borehole installation, taken from
Karacan et al. (2007b). The GVBs, as constructed by Mine C, are drilled to the top of the active
coal seam, cased with a slotted liner to allow for gas to enter the borehole, and then filled with
sand, which empties once the retreating longwall intercepts the GVB. A pump is attached to the
GVB at the surface to create a negative pressure drop that pulls gas from the gob and the
overburden through the GVB. Figure 4.12 is a cross section drawing that illustrates the
relationship between a GVB, the longwall miner, the surrounding strata, and the methane sources
present, Karacan (2009c).
As the face continues to retreat, many of the GVBs completely collapse or are sheared off
by further caving of the overburden. GVBs installed in the overburden that is more supported, i.e.
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Figure 4.10: Image of Modeled Trapezoid Shaped Void
near the pillars of the start up room or near the face, the GVBs are more likely to still be
continuous and capable of withdrawing gases from the gob. This behavior was represented in the
model by only modeling a total of three GVBs in the panel, two near the active face and one near
the start up room. All three GVBs were located on the tailgate side of the panel.
Due to the caving process and resulting fracturing of the overburden, it is difficult to know
exactly where the base of the GVB connectivity to the surface begins, even for the GVBs closest
to the active face. The distance of the base of the mined seam to the bottom of the GVB has been
estimated at 30 to 60 feet above the mine floor. The distance from the base of the model to the
bottom of the GVB used in FLUENT was 60 feet (18 meters). This distance was selected because
this geometry resulted in predicted gas concentrations at the GVB outlet that most closely
matched gas behavior at Mine C.
Initially, the GVBs were created as cylinders with a 4 inch diameter in the larger panel
model. The severe difference in scale between the relatively small diameter GVB and the
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Figure 4.11: Drawing of a Standard Gob Vent Borehole Karacan et al. (2007b)
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Figure 4.12: Cross Sectional View of Gob Vent Borehole in Relation to the Longwall Panel and
Various Methane Sources (Karacan, 2009c) (not to scale).
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voluminous gob led to challenges in achieving an acceptable mesh. A second cylinder with a
diameter of 20 feet (6.1 meters), referred to as the GVB tube, was created around the GVB to add
an intermediate step up in scale. By introducing a larger cylinder to the model, the mesher was
now able to resolve the difference between the cylindrical and rectangular geometry. The porosity
and permeability of the GVB tubes were set to the values of the adjacent strata; the GVB tube at
the caved zone, or gob, level was assigned the gob permeability UDF, while the GVB tube at the
fractured zone level was assigned the permeability and porosity of the fractured zone.
Two different diameters for the GVB itself were used, 4 inches (0.10 meters) and 24
inches (0.61 meters). The effects of this change are discussed in more detail in Section 5.4.1. The
24 inch (0.61 meter) diameter GVB was used in the final sensitivity studies. Note that for both the
4 inch (0.10 meter) and 24 inch (0.6 meter) cases, the GVB tube diameter (the larger surrounding
cylinder) did not change.
In all cases, the outlet boundary condition was applied on the top circular surface of the
GVB itself. Both pressure outlets and velocity outlets were used. Under most circumstances, the
velocity outlet boundary condition tends to provide more stable steady state and transient
solutions than an equivalent negative pressure boundary condition. However, care must be taken
with the velocity outlets. If too high of an outlet velocity is specified, absolute pressures in the
model will reach extremely low values; on the order of 1 Pa, very near to absolute zero. 3
One pitfall in this treatment of the GVBs is that FLUENT treats the cells inside the GVB
as part of the panel as a whole. Typically pipe flow solutions in CFD use near wall treatments to
approximate the effect of drag along tube walls, but this cannot be applied when the GVB volume
is treated as part of the whole. Large velocity gradients were developed between the low velocity
horizontal flows in the surrounding porous media GVB tubes and the high velocity vertical flows
within the GVBs themselves. These gradients lead to high shear rates and a resulting high
pressure drop in the fluid flow within the GVB tube. In order to bring the GVB pressure drops
more in line with the pressure drops required to create the physical flow rates observed at Mine C,
3Negative pressure refers to negative relative pressure.
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the turbulent viscosity of the fluid flow within the GVBs and GVB tubes was disabled, meaning
that only the molecular viscosity is considered. By making this change, the ˜400 cfm (˜0.19 m3/s)
flow rates generated in the GVBs require around 5 psia of pressure drop, which is a reasonable
relationship.
A variety of other boundary conditions were considered to test whether it was necessary to
include the small diameter GVB in the model. The GVB was removed, and a pressure outlet
boundary condition created at the surface interface between the GVB and GVB tube. The same
method was applied after the GVB tube was removed and a pressure outlet placed at the interface
between the rest of the panel (gob, fractured zone, and upper coal seam) and the GVB tube. In
both of these cases, the large pressure outlet resulted in an unstable solution and far too much
mass flow from the panel to the GVBs.
4.2.5 Final Geometric Cross Section
Figure 4.13 shows the tailgate side of the final cross section of the model, including the
GVB, GVB tube, and void. The strata layers, gob (or caved zone), fractured zone, and upper coal
seam are based loosely off of Peng’s work, depicted in Figure 4.7. The location and thickness of
the upper coal seam is taken from a stratigraphic column based on core samples acquired by Mine
C. The methane inlet is implemented in FLUENT as a constant velocity boundary distributed over
the top of the panel.
4.2.6 Leakage Through Shields
The leakage airflow through gaps in the longwall shields between the ventilated longwall
face and the gob directly behind the shields was modeled as follows. Each 2 meter wide shield
tends to have a gap of an inch or two between it and the adjacent shield, allowing ventilation air in
the face to leak from the face to the gob. There are a number of different ways to approach this
problem, but the method used in this project was to aggregate the flow area of a number of shields
into one single flow area. It is assumed that every 5 shields would have approximately 2.5 square
feet (0.093 m2) of flow area between the face and the gob, or vice versa. A 1 foot by 2.5 feet (0.30
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Figure 4.13: Model Cross Section
meters by 0.76 meter) gap was created between the shields every 30 feet (9.1 meters) across the
face to simulate this flow area in the model. A detailed view of these shield gaps is given in
Figure 4.14, and a larger scale view showing a number of shield gaps is included in Figure 4.15.
Tight check curtains are placed at the headgate and tailgate of each panel inby the face to
route the air across the longwall face. These curtains are not impermeable however, so a gap,
much like those used for the shields, was added to the headgate and tailgate voids to approximate
the leakage across the curtains and into the gob.
The performance of the shield and curtain gaps appears to qualitatively match mine
conditions. Schatzel et al. (2011) indicated that approximately 75% of the methane that migrates
from the gob to the face appears very near the tailgate corner of the panel. The velocity vectors of
gas velocity at each of the shield gaps in the FLUENT model qualitatively match this behavior, as
shown in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.14: Detailed Drawing of Shield Gap
Figure 4.15: Gaps in Shields between Face and Gob
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Figure 4.16: Plot of Velocity Vectors Across Shields
4.2.7 Panel Truncation
In order to simplify the meshing of the model and achieve sensitivity results more quickly,
two geometric models were created. The first was a model of the full longwall panel. The second
was truncated 1,000 feet (305 meters) behind the longwall face. The full panel results are detailed
primarily in Section 8.6. For the remainder of the studies, the truncated panel was used. While the
shape of the gas mixtures change somewhat from full panel to truncated panel, some of this
difference is due to the currently uncalibrated methane inlet on the top surface of the full panel
model. More importantly, the trends of gas mixtures are the same for both the truncated and full
panel models.
4.3 FLAC 3D Modeling
The permeability and porosity distributions throughout the gob were estimated using Fast
Lagrangian Analysis of Continua in Three-Dimensions (FLAC3D). FLAC3D is a commercial
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software package used for simulating stress and strain in rock beds. This work was primarily
completed by Elizabeth Wachel under the supervision of Dr. Ugur Ozbay, and is published in
detail in her Masters of Science thesis “Establishing Longwall Gob Porosity from Compaction in
Western Coal Mines” Wachel (2012).
The initial inputs assumed a caving zone extending 10 meters above the mined seam floor,
a fractured zone extending to 40 meters above the seam floor, and a bending zone reaching to a
plane 15 meters below the surface. The total depth of the mine floor was 148 meters below the
surface. The stratigraphy modeled using FLAC3D was based on a stratigraphic column provided
by Mine C. The strain-hardening curve used to model the response of the caved material in the
gob was based on work performed by Esterhuizen & Karacan (2007), itself based on work by
Pappas & Christopher (1993).
One additional feature of the FLAC3D modeling was that the caving process was modeled
using stepped excavation to more closely match the true mining progression. In practice, this
means calculating the stress field of the mine at one point in time, and then removing one 10
meter wide panel width of remaining coal, replacing it with designated caved zone, and then
recalculating the stress and strain fields in the mine. This technique dramatically impacted the
strain modeling results. Instead of a uniform permeability distribution uniform across both the
horizontal and vertical axes, the predicted strains differ significantly between the gob located
nearest the start up room and nearest the active face or recovery room.
The next step in the process was to estimate an initial porosity. FLAC3D outputs a vertical
strain distribution throughout the gob. It was assumed that a decrease in volume associated with
strain is the only source of change in porosity, and that strain in the horizontal directions is
assumed to be zero. As a result, the vertical strain can be converted directly to a volumetric strain
distribution which will correlate linearly to a porosity reduction. Thus the final porosity
distribution was calculated throughout the gob. This porosity distribution, and its implementation
in FLUENT is shown in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: Full Panel Implementation of Porosity Fit
The Kozeny-Carman equation provides a method for linking the porosity of a material and
its permeability. This formula was developed over a series of works, initially by Kozeny (1927),
and followed by Carman, Carman (1937, 1956). Esterhuizen & Karacan (2005) modified the base
equation to take into account strain based changes, and their formulation is used to convert the





where K0 is the permeability in meters squared, n is the porosity (usually described as φ ), and dm
is the mean particle size in meters. The relationship in Equation 4.1 was used to calculate the
permeability distribution throughout the gob. The FLAC3D model does not currently predict
vertical variations of permeability, so each layer, caved zone, fractured zone and upper coal seam,
was treated as having uniform permeability in the vertical direction.
Because the mesh and resulting output of the FLAC3D model is a uniform square 10
meter by 10 meter grid, and the mesh of the FLUENT model is much smaller and unstructured, a
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method of interpolating the results of the coarser FLAC3D model to the FLUENT mesh was
needed. Polynomial fits for both the porosity and permeability results were developed to fit the
data generated by the FLAC3D model while interpolating for the FLUENT model. In both cases,









so that a distribution in plan view could be imported to FLUENT. In addition to requiring
interpolation between grid points, the grid locations in FLAC3D are located at the center of each
10 by 10 cell. This means that the FLAC3D data nearest to the edge of the gob is 5 meters from
the actual edge of the caved zone. Since porosity and permeability data are needed by FLUENT
at these edges, the locations of the FLAC3D data points on the edges were shifted to coincide
with the edges of the gob before the fit was performed. The final porosity fit required an 11th
order polynomial to accurately fit the FLAC3D results, while the permeability fit required a 19th
order polynomial. It should also be noted that the fit result was sensitive to the truncation of the A
coefficients. In order to prevent distortion at the edges of the fit, 10 significant figures were
maintained in the fit equations. The final result of the permeability fit is shown in Figure 4.18,
where the x and y axes are the plan view location and the z axis denotes the corresponding
permeability.
In its formulation of fluid mechanics, FLUENT uses resistance rather than permeability.
Resistance is simply the reciprocal of the permeability value and has units of 1/m2. A User
Defined Function (UDF) was used to import the permeability fit, calculate the permeability for
each x and y location within the gob, take the reciprocal of this value and then assign the
resistance value for each mesh cell. The nature of the permeability fit means that there is the
occasional small number. When inverted to arrive at the reciprocal, these curve fit values can
result in resistance numbers with tens of orders of magnitude. In order to prevent non-physical
results from cropping up in the resistance values, the permeability calculation in the UDF was
capped at 2×10−7m2. The final UDF interpretation of the resistance fit is shown in Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.18: FLAC 3D Permeability Fit Output
Figure 4.19: Full Panel Implementation of Resistance Fit
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Expanded views of the recovery room end of the panel are shown in Figure 4.20 and
Figure 4.21 for the porosity fit and resistance fit, respectively. Note that while the permeability
and porosity of the gob vary in plan view (with x and y), the values do not change in the vertical
(z) direction throughout the gob section of the model. The fractured zone and upper coal seam are
assigned permeability and porosity values independent of those in the gob itself.
Figure 4.20: Zoomed View of the Gob
4.4 Summary of Model Assumptions
• The seals do not leak, and the model domain is cut off at this point.
• The isolation stoppings in the central tailgate entry are impermeable to flow.
• The blocked flow paths resulting from the isolation stoppings and seals are removed from
the domain (see hanging entries).
• The methane source from upper coal bed is uniformly distributed over the top of the panel.
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Figure 4.21: Zoomed View of Gob Resistance
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• Gob and voids are continuous, have constant cross sectional area, and do not change over
time.
• Permeability and porosity in the fractured zone and upper coal seam are constant vertically
and horizontally.
• Permeability and porosity in the gob are variable in plan view, unchanging vertically within
each layer.
• In some cases, the panel is truncated 1,000 feet (305 meters) behind the face.
4.5 Meshing
Once the geometry was completed in SolidWorks, it was then imported to ANSYS Design
Modeler, the equivalent ANSYS CAD program. Final geometry modifications were performed in
DesignModeler, then the model was meshed using ANSYS Meshing. The final mesh used to
generate the results presented in this dissertation maintained a maximum element skewness below
0.9 (0.95 is the maximum value recommended by ANSYS). The mesh statistics are shown in
Table 4.1 and the histogram of the resulting mesh elements are given in Figure 4.22.
Table 4.1: Final Mesh Statistics - Truncated Panel
Total Number of Elements 4,925,400
Max Skewness - 0.891
Average Skewness - 0.165
Max Aspect Ratio 32.15
Average Aspect Ratio 2.580
Figure 4.23 depicts a mesh created on one of the older geometries. Nonetheless, it gives a
relatively accurate depiction of current meshes used. The meshing process is described in more


















Figure 4.22: Histogram of Element Skewness
Figure 4.23: Mesh Image
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4.6 FLUENT
Once the mesh was complete and met quality standards, it was loaded into FLUENT and
the flow description was created. Within FLUENT, the mine operating conditions were set, solver
options are selected, and boundary conditions are defined. Many of these options are described in
detail over the following chapters, so this section will focus primarily on some universal choices
and descriptions of the various boundary conditions used.
All of the methane sources were simplified into a constant velocity inlet on the top of
upper coal seam over the entire panel (indicated in Figure 4.13). The basis for this assumption is
that operating experience at Mine C indicates that a likely major source of methane for the
longwall panels is the rider coal seam approximately 120 feet (36.6 meters) above the panel. Use
of a constant velocity boundary is appropriate for both of the two suspected methane emission
mechanisms. If the methane source is gas migrating updip from the geologic basin the coal seam
resides in, the atmospheric pressure of the mine would provide a constant pressure outlet for
typical Darcy flow, resulting in a constant flow rate of gas from the basin to the mine. This
assumes that the basin acts as an infinite source; reasonable because the methane exhausted to the
mine is insignificant compared to the gas in place in the entire basin. Methane desorption from
the upper coal seam would also behave as a constant velocity inlet: the atmospheric pressure of
the mine would fix the rate on the desorption isotherm, resulting in a constant volume flow rate.
Greater detail on how this upper coal seam can be a significant source of methane, as well as other
methane sources that are present but assumed to be negligible is given in Appendix A.1. The
velocity inlet at the upper coal seam is calibrated so that the methane concentrations at both the
24 meter sensor and the two active GVBs are matched to data provided by Mine C (see Section
6.1 for more detail).
Treating the methane source as a velocity inlet rather than a mass flux inlet led to better
convergence characteristics within FLUENT. When using the pressure based solver and a mass
flow inlet when porous media is involved, FLUENT had difficulty arriving at a converged solution
due to the high pressures (around 1000 Pa) required at the top surface inlet. Use of a velocity inlet
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provides more stable and rapid convergence. Nonetheless, methane mass flow inlet rates were
achieved in line with previous researchers results.
The gas mixture modeled within FLUENT consisted of three gases: nitrogen, oxygen and
methane. All other molecular gases were assumed to be negligible. In mining, concentrations of
CO and CO2 are important indicators of coal oxidation, self heating, and/or fires, but since the
focus of this research was on the mixing between oxygen and methane within the gob, these other
gases were ignored. The defined gas mixture used the Ideal Gas Law as its equation of state
meaning that the mixture was treated as a compressible flow. The dynamic viscosity was treated
as a constant 1.8×10−5 kg/(m·s).
When defining inlets, the composition of the velocity stream is set using mole fractions of
oxygen and methane. Nitrogen is then calculated as the remainder for every inlet. To approximate
an atmospheric gas mixture, the ventilation inlet is set to mole fractions of 0.20 oxygen, 0.00
methane with a resulting nitrogen mole fraction of 0.80. Although the earth’s atmosphere is
typically listed with an oxygen mole fraction of 0.2095, a mole fraction of 0.20 was used to take
into account degradation of the air by the time it reaches the mine inlet. This is an
over-correction, and the inlet oxygen mole fraction should be increased in future models. The use
of 20% oxygen will not impact methane concentrations in the model, but predicted oxygen
concentrations will low by a factor of 1/21.
The surface roughness of the voids were set to 0.15 meters (0.5 feet), a dimension
estimated from visual evidence. It should be noted that it is impossible within FLUENT to assign
surface roughness to an interface like the one between the void and the gob. Instead of creating
roughness along this boundary, surface roughness was assigned on the outside wall of the void.
This resolved an early issue with models with no surface roughness within the gob which allowed
unrealistically high velocities down the void. In these models the high velocity down the void
allowed too much methane to escape directly into the ventilation air in the face, resulting in low
methane concentrations at the GVBs. Adding in 0.15 meter surface roughness to the voids
alleviated this problem. While the 0.15 meter dimension is not verifiable, modeling indicated that
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once a relatively small roughness is exceeded ( at least ˜0.1 meter on this size mesh), greater
surface roughness will not have any effect on the solution.
Gravity in all of these models was neglected. There is a density gradient within the model
due to the higher methane concentration occurring at the top of the model versus heavier oxygen
and nitrogen at the base. The buoyancy forces present are smaller than the inertial forces, but the
primary reason to ignore gravity was to simplify convergence. In models with gravity enabled,
FLUENT did not successfully converge. It is possible that switching from the pressure based
solver to the density based solver would help in this regard, but that is considered beyond the
scope of this work.
A brief summary of the boundary conditions used in the FLUENT model is given below
(See Figure 4.2 for an illustration of their locations):
• Methane Inlet: velocity inlet on the top surface of the upper coal seam.
• Ventilation Inlet: velocity inlet to provide the primary ventilation inlet in the headgate.
• HG Nitrogen Inlets 1 and 2: two velocity inlets located where nitrogen is injected on the
headgate side, 1 and 2 crosscuts behind the face respectively.
• TG Nitrogen Inlet: velocity inlet on the tailgate side located at the last isolation stopping in
the center tailgate entry.
• Recovery Room Inlet 1 and 2: velocity inlets for the first and second recovery chutes.
During recovery operations these flow at 5000 cfm (2.36 m3/s).
• Ventilation Outlet: pressure outlet at the tailgate return.
• GVB Inlet 1 and 2: two velocity inlets with negative velocities defined. This results in a
constant volumetric flow rate out of the model. These are also sometimes set as pressure
outlets.
All of these boundary conditions are easily modifiable either in the FLUENT GUI or a
journal file.
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4.7 Gob Gas Analysis
Once FLUENT arrives at a converged solution, the model will have predicted the
distribution throughout the volumetric domain of pressure, velocity, oxygen concentration,
methane concentration and nitrogen concentration that satisfy the conservation equations. Two
analysis tools were developed as UDFs to visually identify explosion hazards within the gob. The
Gob Gas Analysis UDF allows the domain to be color coded based on the relative danger of the
mixtures present. The explosive integral UDF integrates the total volume of the model domain
with potentially explosive gas mixtures.
4.7.1 Gob Gas Analysis UDF
Figure 4.24 is a representation of Coward’s triangle (Coward, 1928). The x-axis shows
oxygen mole fraction; the y-axis shows methane mole fraction. The lines on the chart denote the
relative danger of the resulting mixture. The center triangle shows the combinations of oxygen
and methane that are flammable. A User Defined Function (UDF) was written to be used with the
FLUENT simulations that will analyze the gas concentrations solution for each element within
the model and return a value that will result in the colors shown in Figure 4.24. For example, if a
given element has an oxygen fraction of 15% and a methane fraction of 8%, the Gob Gas
Analysis UDF will return the value 1.0, colored red when plotted using FLUENT’s default
settings. Red is assigned to mixtures within the explosive zone, orange is assigned to an arbitrary
buffer zone immediately adjacent to the explosive triangle, yellow to fuel rich inert mixtures,
green to fuel lean inert mixtures, and blue to mixtures of primarily nitrogen.
Figure 4.25 shows a representation of this process. FLUENT converges to a solution
based on the assigned boundary conditions. This solution includes concentration distributions for
oxygen, methane and nitrogen. These concentrations are then analyzed with the Gob Gas
Analysis UDF, and a color is assigned to each mixture. The right hand side of Figure 4.25 shows
a plan view 1 meter above the mining floor of the Gob Gas Analysis UDF. The area in red in this
figure indicates the presence of explosive mixtures of gases. While these are all plan view
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Figure 4.24: Gob Gas Analysis Color Coding
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representations of gas concentrations and the Gob Gas Analysis UDF, the UDF itself runs in three
dimensions over the full volume of the computational domain.
4.7.2 Gob Gas Analysis UDF Algorithm
The Gob Gas Analysis UDF was written in C using the specific commands developed by
ANSYS for use with FLUENT. Full details of the use of UDFs are given in Appendix C, as well
as full UDF source code. In this section, the logic behind the Gob Gas Analysis UDF will be
briefly explained. As mentioned before, FLUENT will simulate a mole fraction value of oxygen
and methane for every finite element cell in the domain. The UDF then loops over all of the
internal cells and uses a barycentric technique for detection of a point within a triangle taken from
Ericson (2005) to identify gas mixtures in the explosive triangle.
The barycentric technique is a computationally efficient method. The first step is to define
two vectors on Coward’s triangle, Figure 4.24. The three points of the the triangle can be
described by their (x,y) coordinates (that is to say their methane and oxygen mole fractions
respectively). A is located at (5.5% methane, 12% oxygen), B is located at (5.5, 20) and C is
located at (13, 18). Using these coordinates, two vectors can be defined. The first vector, (B−A),
points from the corner of the explosive triangle at (5.5% methane, 12% oxygen) vertically to the
point (5.5, 20). The second vector, (C−A), goes from (5.5, 12) to (13, 18). Any point on the
plane (i.e. any combination of methane and oxygen mole fractions) can be described as a
combination of these two vectors:
P = A+u · (B−A)+ v · (C−A) (4.2)
where u and v are scalars. If A is subtracted from both sides, the equation becomes:
(P−A) = u · (B−A)+ v · (C−A) (4.3)
and can be further simplified by substituting P−A, B−A, and C−A with V2, V0and V1
respectively:
V2 =u ·V0+v∗V1 (4.4)
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Figure 4.25: Gob Gas Analysis Flow Chart
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Two equations are needed to solve for the two unknowns. The dot product of Equation 4.4 with
V0 and V1results in:
V2 ·V0 =u ·V0 ·V0+v∗V1 ·V0 (4.5)
V2 ·V1 =u ·V0 ·V1+v∗V1 ·V1 (4.6)
With these two equations, the unknowns can be solved for.
u =
(V1 ·V1)(V2 ·V0)− (V1 ·V0)(V2 ·V1)
(V0 ·V0)(V1 ·V1)− (V0 ·V1)(V1 ·V0)
(4.7)
v =
(V0 ·V0)(V2 ·V1)− (V0 ·V1)(V2 ·V0)
(V0 ·V0)(V1 ·V1)− (V0 ·V1)(V1 ·V0)
(4.8)
A point is in the triangle defined by V0 and V1 if u and v are both greater than 0, and their sum is
less than 1. The calculation of u and v and the following comparison are performed for the gas
concentrations in every cell in the model. The Gob Gas Analysis algorithm will compute over the
entire domain in a matter of seconds, despite the current use of six to ten million mesh elements.
If a gas mixture is located within the explosive mixture triangle, a value of 1.0 is stored in
user defined memory for that particular cell. If not, a similar check is run on the larger buffer zone
located just outside of Coward’s triangle. If a mixture is located within the arbitrary buffer, a
value of 0.80 is stored in user defined memory for that cell. If the gas mixture is not within the
outside triangle, the UDF checks if the point is in one of the other color coded areas and assigns a
corresponding value to each cell’s user defined memory. Once the user defined memory (defined
as udm-2 in FLUENT) is populated with the Gob Gas Analysis results, plots can be created to
visualize the values stored in udm-2. For the color coding to work properly, the contour plots
must use a scale from 0.0 to 1.0.
4.7.3 Explosive Integral
The Gob Gas Analysis UDF allows for a variety of plots of gas mixtures to be made, but a
more quantitative analysis would also be useful for comparing larger numbers of simulation cases
and sensitivity studies. The explosive integral returns the total volume within the domain in which
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an explosive gas mixture exists. The implementation of the explosive integral consists of two
steps. The first is the explosive integral UDF. This UDF goes through the values returned by the
Gob Gas Analysis UDF. Any cell with a Gob Gas Analysis UDF value of 1.0 (stored in udm-2)
(i.e. colored red) 4 is assigned a value of 1.0 in another user defined memory array (udm-3). For
any other Gob Gas Analysis value (i.e. colored anything other than red), the explosive integral
UDF returns the value 0 to udm-3. The second step is to create a “Volume Integral Report” within
FLUENT (typically called by the journal file) that returns the volume integral of the values
assigned to udm-3 by the explosive integral UDF. Because the UDF returns only 1 or 0, the
Volume Integral Report returns a volume in cubic meters that is equal to the volume of the
explosive mixture.
The explosive integral allows for a quick comparison of the volume of explosive gas
mixtures within the gob for multiple ventilation scenarios. The explosive integral does not take
into account the fact that the location of the explosive gas mixture increases or decreases the
danger caused by said mixture. A small volume of explosive gas mixture adjacent to the face
might be more hazardous than a larger volume deep in the gob, but the explosive integral only
evaluates the two mixtures by total volume, not location. In general, analysis of the location of the
explosive mixtures tends to reach the same conclusion as the explosive integral. Nonetheless, a
subjective analysis of plan view and cross section plots of the Gob Gas Analysis UDF should be
coupled with quantitative analysis using the explosive integral to fully evaluate the change in
hazard level within the gob.
4.8 Post Processing
For each steady state simulation, a number of reports and plots are created. Reports at
each of the model outlets and inlets are output once convergence is reached. These include:
• the area-weighted average of methane, oxygen and nitrogen mole fractions at the outlets.
• the area-weighted average relative pressure at each outlet.
4To be exact, cells with a Gob Gas Analysis value of greater than 0.99. Identities are always a bad idea with
computer numbers as 1 is not always exactly equal to 1.
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• the mass flux at each inlet and outlet.
• the volume flow rate at each inlet and outlet.
• the volume integral of the explosive integral UDF.
In addition to the reports, a series of contour plots are created. Three primary base planes
are used: a plan view plane 0.5 meters above the mining floor, a cross section parallel to the face
through the first gob vent borehole, and a cross section parallel to the face through the second gob
vent borehole. Plots are output on these three surfaces for:
• the mole fractions of methane, oxygen and nitrogen.
• the Gob Gas Analysis UDF.
When needed, velocity vector plots, pressure contour plots, as well as the previously listed
plots on additional planes are created. For transient runs, the reports can be plotted against
simulated time (see Figure 5.14), and the image outputs can be combined into animations,
demonstrating the changes in the model over time.
4.9 Running on Mio
The funding from NIOSH allowed the research group to purchase computing nodes on
Mio, a new supercomputer at the Colorado School of Mines. At the time of writing, the research
project controlled 4 nodes with 8 processor cores each and 2 nodes with 12 processor cores each
for a total of 56 processors. Mio provides a stable platform for large scale parallel runs to be
performed in batch mode.
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CHAPTER 5
FLUENT MODEL SET UP
As detailed in Section 3.9, there are a number of options within ANSYS FLUENT for
simulating the fluid flow within the domain. In order to ensure that the simulation results were
independent of the modeling choices made, a full analysis of all the available options was
performed. In summary, the following options were examined:
• Pressure - Velocity Coupling: SIMPLE or PISO
• Pressure Interpolation: Standard, Linear, or PRESTO!
• Convection Terms: 1st Order or 2nd Order
• Turbulence Model: Standard, RNG or Realizable
• Turbulent Boundary Conditions
• Turbulent Viscosity Model
• Turbulent Wall Treatment
• Positive Inlet Pressure or Negative Outlet Pressure for the Ventilation System
• GVB diameter: 4 inches and 24 inches
These FLUENT settings fit into three general categories: solver settings, physical model
selections, and general model options. Each option was tested and evaluated on a number of
outputs. On the quantitative side, the following outputs were monitored: the total pressure drop
across the face, the total volume of explosive mixtures, the methane concentration at the GVBs
and tailgate return and total model mass balance. In addition, the methane concentration at the
upper coal seam inlet, the average static pressure on the upper coal seam inlet, the total methane
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mass flow rate, the pressures at the GVB outlets, and the total flow in the GVB outlets were
monitored to be sure that the simulations themselves were comparable. These values are not set
directly as boundary conditions; instead, they are calculated by FLUENT. Finally the plots of gas
distribution can be evaluated to compare cases. Ultimately, it is the gas concentration predicted by
the simulation that is of use, so this is the most important step in differentiating between the
models.
All comparisons were performed on models with 70,000 cfm from the main ventilation
system across the face, 5,000 cfm inlet flow rate for each of the recovery chutes, pressure outlets
for the GVBs, and face surface roughness of 0.075m. The GVB pressure outlet initial pressure
was modulated to achieve a total GVB mass flow of around 0.0915 kg/s. A list of models run is
given in Table 5.1.
5.1 Solver Settings
ANSYS FLUENT provides a number of different options for achieving a numerical
solution to various fluid flows. The settings do not affect the actual flow, but it is important to
ensure that the options selected do not result in non-physical results and that the settings used aid
in model convergence.
5.1.1 Pressure - Velocity Coupling
By default, the pressure-velocity coupling used in FLUENT is SIMPLE. For most of the
models run in this project, SIMPLE was used. ANSYS recommends that PISO be used for
transient runs as it will typically allow for larger time steps. In steady state comparison runs
however, use of PISO for the pressure-velocity coupling resulted in divergence. It is possible that
PISO still may be more appropriate for transient runs but this option was not investigated.
5.1.2 Pressure Interpolation
There are three primary pressure interpolation schemes that would be applicable to this
project: standard, PRESTO!, and Linear. PRESTO! is recommended by ANSYS for use with
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Table 5.1: Solver Settings Comparison
Run GVB Outlet Pressure - Pressure Convection Turbulence Turbulent Differential Wall
No. Diameter Pressure Velocity Interpolation Terms Model BCs Viscosity Treatment
(in) (Pa) Coupling Model
30-3 4 0 SIMPLE Standard 1st order RNG-ke k and e No Standard
1 4 0 SIMPLE Linear 1st order RNG-ke I & L Yes Standard
2 4 0 SIMPLE PRESTO! 1st order RNG-ke I & L Yes Standard
3 4 -11 SIMPLE PRESTO! 1st order RNG-ke I & L Yes Standard
4 4 -20 SIMPLE PRESTO! 1st order RNG-ke I & L Yes Standard
5 4 0 SIMPLE PRESTO! 1stx200 -2nd RNG-ke I & L Yes Standard
6 4 0 SIMPLE PRESTO! 1stx200 -2nd RNG-ke I & L Yes Standard
7 4 0 SIMPLE Linear 1st order RNG-ke I & L Yes Enhanced
8 4 0 SIMPLE PRESTO! 1st order RNG-ke I & L Yes Enhanced
9 4 0 SIMPLE Linear 1st order Realizable I & L N/A Enhanced
10 4 0 SIMPLE PRESTO! 1st order Realizable I & L N/A Enhanced
11 4 0 PISO Linear 1st order RNG-ke I & L Yes Standard
12 4 0 PISO PRESTO! 1st order RNG-ke I & L Yes Standard
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Table 5.2: Solver Settings Comparison - Outputs
Run Volume of Methane at Methane at Methane at Face Pressure Final GVB Upper Methane Steps to
No. Explosive Mix Exit GVB 1 GVB 2 Drop Rate Inlet Pressure Converge
m3 Mole % Mole % Mole % Pa cfm Pa #
30-3 103000 0.562% 40.9% 47.0% 23.3 906 -350 554
1 124000 0.523% 47.7% 44.6% 24.4 913 -328 292
2 64100 0.520% 47.9% 52.6% 22.2 1002 -324 590
3 62800 0.497% 47.9% 52.5% 22.5 990 -322 520
4 89100 0.482% 47.5% 47.1% 23.5 922 -316 298
5 65100 0.516% 45.7% 50.6% 20.7 965 -385 5000
6 64200 0.523% 40.6% 49.8% 22.3 959 -384 5000
7 304000 0.510% 31.7% 39.2% 11.6 609 -343 5000






porous media flow. In cases with tetrahedral meshes, Linear Interpolation is recommended. Run
30-3 used standard interpolation, run 1 used Linear, and run 2 used PRESTO! while maintaining
all other settings. Run 2 has the smallest volume of hazardous mixtures of the three cases. The
reason for this differs for Run 1 and Run 30-3. The increase in explosive mixture between the
Linear solution and the PRESTO! solution is a result of a large predicted zone of methane at the
rear of the model. Figure 5.1 shows the differences in methane concentration between Run 1 and
Run 2. The methane plot for Run 1 appears to be a non-physical result, so the PRESTO!
interpolation method was selected for further models. The standard interpolation method
produces a similar final result to PRESTO!, although there is also a zone with higher methane
content at the rear of the model. The high methane concentration along the rear wall of the model
domain appears to be an artifact induced in the model. As a result, and because there were no
other significant differences, PRESTO! was judged to be the superior interpolation scheme.
(a) Run 1 - Linear (b) Run 2 - PRESTO!
Figure 5.1: Methane Plots Comparing Pressure Interpolation Methods
5.1.3 First Order vs. Second Order Accuracy
For the various non-pressure or velocity scalars associated with the flow solution, either
1st or 2nd order interpolation must be selected to find values at the cell boundaries (since the
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simulation calculates the solution at the cell center). These scalar values are density, momentum,
k, ε , species concentration, and energy. Note that while velocity and momentum are vectors, the
solver is actually solving for the scalar magnitudes of the vector components. Thus if the velocity
vector is represented as V =uex + vey +wez, the solver is iterating to find solution values for u, v,
and w.
Run 5 and Run 6 ran for 200 iterations using 1st order spatial discretization before
switching to 2nd order interpolation. In general, while both of these reached a consistent physical
answer (i.e. outlet monitors did not change from iteration to iteration), convergence to three
orders of magnitude was not achieved. Nevertheless, the 2nd order solutions do take significantly
more time to achieve a solution. The results do not differ from the 1st order solutions in a
significant enough manner to justify the added cost. Run 2 and Run 5 differ by only the 2nd order
spatial discretization terms used in Run 5. Table 5.3 demonstrates the similar results generated by
the two cases.
Table 5.3: Comparison of 1st and 2nd Order Solutions
Output Run 2 Run 5
Volume of Explosive Mix (m3) 64100 65100
Methane at Exit (Mole Frac) 0.520% 0.516%
Methane at GVB 1 (Mole Frac) 47.9% 45.7%
Methane at GVB 2 (Mole Frac) 52.6% 50.6%
Face Pressure Drop (Pa) 22.2 20.7
Qualitative analysis of the output plots show further similarities. Figure 5.2 shows the gob
gas analysis plots for the 1st order solution and the second order solution. While the second order
solution does produce slightly smoother gas concentration plots, the difference is not sufficient to
justify the added computational expense.
In addition to the steady state runs, a comparison was run between 1st order and 2nd order
solutions in a full size panel in a transient run. Figure 5.3 shows the methane concentration over
time at the GVB nearest to the panel face. The “no multi” and “with multi” markers indicate
whether or not multi component diffusion was enabled. Figure 5.4 shows the oxygen content over
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(a) Run 2 - 1st Order (b) Run 5 - 2nd Order
Figure 5.2: Methane Plots Comparing Pressure Interpolation Methods
time for the same three runs. These comparisons also demonstrate that the use of 2nd order
interpolation terms for the optional scalar values is not necessary.
5.2 Turbulence Modeling
The provided turbulent model choices allow the user to specify different methods of
describing the turbulent behavior of flow in the simulation. Different flow fields typically are
modeled more or less accurately by the turbulent model selected. Two equation models, more
specifically k− ε models, are most suited to industry applications due to their combination of
accuracy and relatively low computational cost. Within that family of models there are a number
of different choices to be made.
5.2.1 Turbulence Model Choices
There are three primary variations on the two equation k− ε turbulence model: standard,
RNG, and Realizable. The Realizable models, while generally recommended, achieved poor
stability in this study. The RNG model is considered to be a significant improvement over the
standard k− ε model in most flow conditions, but especially when both turbulent and laminar
flow conditions exist within the same simulation, ANSYS (2010). In this study, both standard and
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Figure 5.3: Plot of Methane Mole Fraction vs. Time at GVBs for 1st and 2nd Order Solutions
Figure 5.4: Plot of Oxygen Mole Fraction vs. Time at GVBs for 1st and 2nd Order Solutions
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RNG k− ε models converged well and showed numerical stability. Because the RNG model is
reputed to provide more accurate results in a wider range of applications ANSYS (2010), it was
used for all models presented in this thesis.
5.2.2 Turbulent Boundary Conditions
For inlet and outlet boundaries, the turbulent nature of the flow must be described.
Intensity and Length5 is the primarily recommended boundary definition method. ANSYS
recommends estimating turbulent intensity using the method shown in Equation 3.34. For all
inlets in entries, this resulted in values of turbulence intensity so close to 7%, that 7% was used
uniformly across the model inputs. For the methane inlet on the top of the model, the turbulent
intensity was set to 0.1%. For reference, a value of 10% is considered fully turbulent, while a
value of 1% is considered low ANSYS (2010). Use of a turbulent inlet definition is necessary
when enabling turbulence within the upper coal seam.
5.2.3 Turbulent Viscosity Model
ANSYS FLUENT offers the option of using a differential function to calculate the
effective viscosity of the turbulent fluid. This is highly recommended for flows that include
turbulent and laminar behavior. Because this is the case for fluid flows in longwall panels, the
differential turbulent viscosity option within FLUENT was enabled.
5.2.4 Wall Functions
Two wall function formulations were compared in this study; the standard wall function,
used in Run 2, and the enhanced wall function used in Runs 7 and 8. ANSYS recommends the
enhanced wall function for most turbulent flows using the k− ε model. In testing, the enhanced
wall function tended to produce non-physical results. The frictional pressure drop in the face was
predicted to be 0 Pa with the enhanced wall function model enabled, and 10-12 Pa for the
standard wall function. The second issue was the methane concentration at the methane inlet on
5FLUENT’s nomenclature for setting turbulence intensity and the turbulent length scale at a boundary
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the top of the computational domain (i.e. top of the model). This surface is defined as a boundary
condition inlet with 100% methane concentration. Thus the converged solution should report a
methane concentration of 100% on this surface. When the enhanced wall function was used, the
average concentration at this face was instead only 62%. As a result, the standard wall function is
recommended.
5.3 Ventilation Outlet Boundary Pressure
By default, the outlet boundary static gauge pressure is set to 0 and when using a
ventilation inlet, the required pressure profile at the inlet is calculated by the model. Once the
total pressure drop is known however, the outlet pressure can be set to a negative relative value.
Three comparison runs were made; Run 2 used a relative pressure boundary of 0 Pa, Run 3 used a
relative outlet pressure of -11 Pa, and Run 4 used a relative pressure outlet of -20 Pa. The use of a
greater pressure drop at the outlet appeared to aid in convergence. However, the greater outlet
pressure drop in Run 4 resulted in greater concentrations of oxygen in the gob. Table 5.4 shows
the monitor values of the three cases. Ideally the three would be identical, however there are two
major trends. As the outlet pressure decreases, the methane concentration at the ventilation inlet
decreases. Secondly, as the pressure decreases, the pressure of the methane inlet drops
significantly. Since it is a velocity inlet, this results in a lower methane mass flux into the model
(because the inlet gas will have higher density values as pressure increases). Run 4 has the highest
mass balance error of the three cases, meaning that if given more iterations, it is likely the
answers would have been closer. Because the methane inlet velocities were calibrated for a 0 Pa
outlet, and there are no significant differences in flow patterns between the three runs, it was
decided to continue using a 0 Pa pressure outlet. Plots of the gob gas analysis at Section A
(through the GVB nearest the longwall panel face), Figure 5.5, Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 show no
discernible difference between the flow patterns simulated by these three cases.
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Table 5.4: Comparison of Relative Static Outlet Pressures
Run 2 Run 3 Run 4
Outlet Pressure (Pa) 0 -11 -20
Volume of Explosive Mix (m3) 64100 62800 89100
Methane at Exit (Mole Frac) 0.520% 0.497% 0.482%
Methane at GVB 1 (Mole Frac) 47.9% 47.9% 47.5%
Methane at GVB 2 (Mole Frac) 52.6% 52.5% 47.1%
Face Pressure Drop (Pa) 22.2 22.5 23.5
CH4 Inlet Pressure (Pa) 1002 990 922
Final GVB Rate (cfm) -324 -322 -316
Mass Balance Error 0.056% 0.004% 0.315%
Figure 5.5: Gob Gas Analysis at Section A with 0 Pa Pressure Outlet
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Figure 5.6: Gob Gas Analysis at Section A with -11 Pa Pressure Outlet
Figure 5.7: Gob Gas Analysis at Section A with -20 Pa Pressure Outlet
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5.4 Geometry and Mesh Options
In addition to the assumptions stated in Chapter 4, there are several geometry assumptions
that must be made in constructing the model. When differences arose due to geometric
assumptions, the most representative geometric model of Mine C was used. In addition, a
“mesh-independent” solution is desired; i.e., a solution that does not change when the mesh of the
model is refined.
5.4.1 Gob Vent Borehole Diameter
Two different gob vent borehole diameters were tried. The bulk of the models, and all of
the early versions, were based on a 4 inch diameter GVB. This is the size of the ID of the GVBs
used in Mine C. The disadvantage of this GVB size is that it incurs a high pressure loss because
of the shear rates between the high velocity fluid flow in the GVB itself and the low velocity flows
in the surrounding fractured zone. In addition, the smaller diameter GVB requires significantly
more mesh elements to transition from the smaller length scales associated with the GVB to those
much larger elements within the gob. As a result, a 24 inch diameter GVB was also tested to
compare the results with the 4 inch diameter GVB.
One interesting change is that while a negative pressure boundary is more stable in the 4
inch diameter GVB, the larger GVB tends to be unstable with large negative pressure drops.
Instead, the 24 inch diameter GVB meshes converged in numerical computation much more
readily using a negative velocity inlet as the boundary condition. When setting identical outlet
flow rates, the 24 inch GVB required a 12,000 Pa lower pressure drop than the 4 inch diameter
GVB. This may help increase stability within the model, although both cases converge well at this
point. The two variations are compared in plan view in Figure 5.8, Figure 5.9, Figure 5.10 and
Figure 5.11. Further comparison plots in section A, the cross section through the first GVB, are
shown in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13. The two outputs are nearly identical, meaning the solution
is independent of the GVB diameter selected. The 24 inch GVB geometric model is
recommended because it allows for more stable run restarts (for instance after a computing
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interruption), more stable transient performance, more user control over volumetric flow rate, and
lower pressure drops within the solution.
In the oxygen, methane and nitrogen plots (Figure 5.8, Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10
respectively), the differences between the 4 inch and 24 inch models are slight. Similarly, the gob
gas analysis plots, Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12, maintain the same distribution of explosive
mixtures.
(a) 4 inch GVB (b) 24 inch GVB
Figure 5.8: Nitrogen Fraction Comparison between 4 in. and 24 in. GVB Models
(a) 4 inch GVB (b) 24 inch GVB
Figure 5.9: Oxygen Comparison Between 4 in. and 24 in. GVB Models
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(a) 4 inch GVB (b) 24 inch GVB
Figure 5.10: Methane Comparison Between 4 in. and 24 in. GVB Models
(a) 4 inch GVB (b) 24 inch GVB
Figure 5.11: Gob Gas Analysis Comparison Between 4 in. and 24 in. GVB Models
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(a) 4 inch GVB (b) 24 inch GVB
Figure 5.12: Gob Gas Analysis Comparison Between 4 in. and 24 in. GVB Models in Section A
(a) 4 inch GVB (b) 24 inch GVB
Figure 5.13: Comparison Between 4 in. and 24 in. GVB Models in Section A
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5.4.2 Mesh Study
In order to establish mesh independence, two comparison runs were performed using a
coarse mesh and a finer mesh. The “coarse” mesh contained over 4 million elements. The lack of
coarseness, and resulting high number of elements, was required in order to achieve a suitably
low mesh skewness. The maximum number of elements in the fine mesh is limited by computing
capability; anything greater than 10-14 million elements will not complete meshing on the
group’s workstations (using Intel quad core processors and 16 GB RAM). The run set up was
similar to that used in the transient 1st order versus 2nd order comparison. A full size panel was
meshed, then initialized with assumed gas distributions throughout the domain. The nitrogen
injection ports and GVBs were then turned on, while the gas concentrations at the GVBs were
monitored. Figure 5.14 shows the concentrations of methane and oxygen at GVB 1, the GVB
closest to the panel face. Table 5.5 shows some of the mesh statistics for the two meshes. Finally,
Figure 5.15 shows the plan view of the nitrogen distribution throughout the panel after 15 hours.
Increasing the spatial resolution of the mesh by a factor of nearly 3 shows no difference in the
transient response of the model. It is not a full mesh independence study, but given the constraints
and the identical results, the generated results can be viewed as mesh independent.
Table 5.5: Mesh Comparison
Standard Mesh Fine Mesh
# of elements 4,247,414 11,574,411
Max Skewness 0.9139 0.8974
Average Aspect Ratio 7.98 8.05
Stand Deviation Aspect Ratio 4.60 3.71
5.4.3 Void Shape
As stated in Section 4.2.3, for certain Western U.S. coal mines, there exists a void on both
gate roads, headgate and tailgate. It was assumed that the void was continuous along both
gateroads from the mining face to the rear of the longwall panel. However the shape of these
voids must also be assumed. Two different shapes were proposed: a trapezoid shaped void, and a
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of Gas Concentration at GVB 1 for Fine and Coarse Mesh Simulations
(a) Coarse Mesh (b) Fine Mesh
Figure 5.15: Nitrogen Distribution after 15 hours
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parallelogram shaped void. The parallelogram shape was used first, however officials at Mine C
suggested a trapezoid shape would be more appropriate. Both shapes were created in SolidWorks,
meshed, and then a simulation was run on each. Figure 5.16 shows a cross sectional view of the
parallelogram void that was initially used. Figure 5.17 shows the trapezoidal void adopted after
meeting with Mine C in July 2011. The same transient run comparison was made for the two void
shapes, however again there were no significant differences between the two results, likely due to
the large flow area provided by each option. It was decided to continue with the trapezoidal void
shown in Figure 5.17 as this is physically most similar to the mine being modeled.
Figure 5.16: Parallelogram Shaped Void
5.5 Final Model Recommendations
The final selections for future modeling are given in Table 5.6. This combination of solver
settings and boundary conditions produces a model that is numerically stable and independent
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Figure 5.17: Diagram of Trapezoidal Void
from the modeling choices. When a decision between model options was needed, the model
selection that resulted in the most physical output or that most closely described the physics of the
situation was selected.
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Table 5.6: Model Recommendations
Pressure - Velocity Coupling SIMPLE
Pressure Interpolation PRESTO!
Spatial Interpolation 1st Order
Turbulence Model k− ε RNG
Turbulent Boundary Conditions Intensity and Length
Differential Viscosity Model Yes
Wall Function Standard
Ventilation Outlet Static Pressure 0 Pa





One of the key steps in any modeling effort is establishing confidence in the model’s
predicted results. Mine C provided the research team with geometric dimensions, stratigraphic
and subsidence data, nitrogen injection rates, volumetric ventilation rates, and gas concentration6
measurements for a few locations from their tube bundle system. The primary boundary
conditions governing flow in the model are the ventilation inlet, the ventilation return, nitrogen
injection rates and locations, GVB rates and locations and the methane source rates and locations.
These can be divided into two categories: boundaries with rates and conditions that we know, and
boundary conditions that we do not know and must infer. The process of validating the model
consisted of varying the unknown boundary conditions until the model produced results that
matched measured data at the mine at specific locations or validation points while maintaining
fidelity to known operating conditions.
The primary validation points, i.e. what the model should predict at certain locations,
were the methane mole fractions at the GVBs and at the tailgate (TG) ventilation return. The TG
return location corresponds to the 24 meter sensor used in a study conducted at Mine C by
(Schatzel et al., 2011). This provides a useful validation point: the model concentration at the 24
meter sensor should correspond to data from the mine. Matching both the GVB methane
concentration and the methane concentration at the 24 meter sensor is difficult because changes at
one validation point typically impacts values at the other points as well. Decreasing the methane
inlet velocity will decrease the methane concentration at the 24 m sensor but also decrease the
methane concentration at the GVBs. This was a problem because keeping the GVB methane
concentration in line with measured values was a challenge. Similarly, increasing the flow at the
GVB boundaries resulted in decreased methane concentrations at both the 24 meter sensor and
6Concentration will always refer to mole fraction in this document.
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the GVBs.
The best data available for validation came from a study by NIOSH, (Schatzel et al.,
2011), including some unpublished data gathered in their research, personal communication with
personnel at Mine C, and the operating experience of John Grubb, former mine executive. In the
mine, actual concentrations of methane at the 24 meter sensor and the GVBs are variable, so a
representative average value was selected. This is especially difficult because Mine C does not
use the nitrogen injection or the GVBs continuously, and the barometric pressure changes over
the course of a day mean that the gob gas behavior is transient by nature. Nonetheless, steady
state models provide a more useful tool for validating boundary conditions (due to the reduced
computing requirements) as well as the difficulty in selecting an appropriate initialization state
that a transient run would require. The final validation points decided upon were:
• Less than 0.005 methane mole fraction (0.5%) at the TG return (24 meter sensor); measured
as an area weighted average of the outlet face.
• Methane mole fraction between 0.5 and 0.7 (50% to 70%) for the area weighted average of
the GVB outlets.
The boundary conditions of the methane inlet velocity and the GVB outlet pressure were
varied in order to match the validation points. For all validation cases, the ventilation inlets were
set as velocity inlets, when combined with the constant flow area of the different inlets, provided a
volumetric flow rate of 70,000 cfm, consisting of 20% oxygen and 80% nitrogen by mole
fraction. The inlets at the recovery room faces were treated in the same manner as the primary
ventilation inlet with the flow rate set to 5,000 cfm. The ventilation return for the cases presented
here was set to a 0 Pa gauge pressure outlet (again, this is where the 24 meter sensor data is
collected). Nitrogen injection rates were set to 400 cfm on both the headgate and tailgate sides,
although split into two 400 cfm inlets on the headgate. These values were confirmed with Mine C
as reasonable conditions for continuous operation.
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The final result was a model that maintained the known operating conditions of the mine
and that accurately predicted the measured concentrations at the 24 meter sensor and the GVBs.
In addition to these quantitative matches, a number of other predicted behaviors within the gob
correspond to either measured data or anecdotal experience of operators.
6.1 Methane Inlet Velocity and GVB Rate Parametric Study
A parametric study was set up to find the optimum values of velocity at the methane inlet
and outlet pressure that result in area weighted average methane mole percent of less than 0.5% at
the tailgate return and between 50% and 70% at the two GVBs. In addition, it was desired to keep
the GVB flow rates as close to 400 cfm as possible.
Table 6.1: Validation Runs and Concentration Results
Run # Initial GVB Methane Inlet GVB Average TG return GVB Flow
Pressure (Pa) Velocity (m/s) Methane % Methane % Rate (cfm)
54 -20000 4.10E-06 59% 0.67% 135
55 -20000 5.02E-06 63% 0.82% 157
56 -20000 5.80E-06 67% 0.96% 224
57 -30000 4.10E-06 52% 0.63% 235
58 -30000 5.02E-06 60% 0.80% 239
59 -30000 5.80E-06 66% 0.93% 242
60 -40000 4.10E-06 50% 0.61% 388
61 -40000 5.02E-06 58% 0.77% 395
62 -40000 5.80E-06 62% 0.89% 396
63 -50000 4.10E-06 48% 0.59% 565
64 -50000 5.02E-06 56% 0.75% 581
65 -50000 5.80E-06 61% 0.88% 594
67 -30000 3.00E-06 42% 0.46% 231
68 -40000 3.00E-06 42% 0.45% 387
69 -50000 3.00E-06 38% 0.44% 557
70 -20000 2.00E-06 36% 0.32% 148
71 -30000 2.00E-06 31% 0.31% 229
72 -40000 2.00E-06 30% 0.29% 374
73 -50000 2.00E-06 27% 0.29% 541
The methane source was initially treated as a mass flow inlet. The large surface area of the
inlet at the upper coal seam surface coupled with the relatively high pressures required of flow
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through the porous media immediately below the methane inlet result in divergence within the
FLUENT solver when a mass flow inlet was used. Instead a constant velocity boundary was used,
and the velocity was varied to achieve a desired mass flow. After a fairly large number of
exploratory runs, a range of 2.0×10−6 m/s to 5.8×10−6 m/s was selected for the initial
parametric study.
It should be noted that the validation study was performed before the ANSYS FLUENT
solver study described in Chapter 5. The results of the final match have actually improved since
then with the changes in model set up that resulted. This study was performed on the 4 inch GVB
diameter geometry (see Section 5.4.1) and thus used negative relative pressure outlets with mass
flow targets for the GVB boundary conditions. The final study ranged from initial outlet pressures
of -20,000 Pa to -50,000 Pa (-2.9 psi to -7.3 psi or -5.9 inHg to -14.76 inHg).
The list of runs performed in this study and the resulting methane mole fractions (stated as
a percentage) are shown in Table 6.1. This table also displays the final GVB flow rate for the
individual runs, which is a function of primarily initial GVB pressure and secondarily methane
inlet velocity. With this data, relationships were observed between the methane mole fraction in
the tailgate return and the GVBs and the methane inlet velocity. Figure 6.1 shows the methane
concentration at the tailgate return as a function of the methane inlet velocity7. The first four
series shown are for each outlet pressure tested. There is a strong linear correlation between the
methane inlet velocity and the resulting methane concentration in the tailgate return.
Figure 6.2 shows the resulting concentration of methane at the GVBs as a function of
methane inlet velocity. The reported concentration is the average of the area weighted average of
the methane mole fraction calculated for GVB 1 and GVB 2. Again, the first four series shown
are for each of the different outlet pressures tested but in this case the variations between the GVB
outlet pressures and the y axis are much more pronounced. Increasing the negative outlet pressure
results in greater volume flow at the GVBs, but lowers the concentration of methane at the GVB
outlets because more of the face air is pulled to the GVBs. Increasing the methane inlet velocity





























































Figure 6.1: Methane Concentration at the TG Return
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results in greater methane concentrations at the GVBs, but in this case a logarithmic relationship














































































Figure 6.2: Average Methane Concentration at the GVBs
In order to get as close as possible to the desired GVB flow rates (in cfm), the -40 kPa and
-50 kPa outlet pressures were tested. The GVB flow rates of the -20 kPa and -30 kPa cases were
all far below the performance levels seen at Mine C. The linear fit from Figure 6.1 predicts that a
methane inlet velocity of 3.34×10−6m/s with a -40 kPa GVB pressure outlet will result in a
methane concentration of 0.5% in the tailgate return. In order to leave a margin of error (0.5% is
an absolute maximum for steady state operations), follow up runs were performed with a methane
inlet velocity of 3.25×10−6m/s for both the -40 kPa and -50 kPa cases. The results of these two
cases are plotted as blue crosses in both Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 and were quite close to the fit
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predictions. The results are tabulated in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Results of 3.25 m/s Methane Inlet Velocity Runs
TG Return Average GVB GVB Flow
Methane mole % Methane mole % Rate (cfm)
Fit Prediction for -40 kPa 0.486% 44.1%
Result with -40 kPa 0.486% 43.5% 398
Result with -50 kPa 0.474% 40.4% 563
While the -50 kPa case had closer to reality flow rates (the total should be around 600
cfm), this would have resulted in methane rates at the GVB outlets that were too low. Both cases
had methane rates in the TG Return that were under the 0.5% cut off, but both cases were under
the desired 50% methane at the GVBs. Improvement was realized in this metric once the
improvements in the FLUENT model in Chapter 5 were implemented.
6.2 Final Base Case Results
After the FLUENT model set up study was performed (see Chapter 5), the same case was
re-run using the methane inlet velocity of 3.25×10−6m/s arrived at in Section 6.1. The final
model settings shown in Table 5.6 produced methane concentrations of 0.441% at the tailgate
return and an average of 55.3% at the GVBs; both of these numbers are well within the goal
concentrations. The total GVB flow rate was 318 cfm, less than desired, but because the large
diameter GVB (24 inches rather than 4 inches) results in a lower outlet pressure and thus higher
gas densities, a mass flow rate at the GVBs of 0.0891 kg/s was achieved. Table 6.3 compares the
results of the simulation from the validation study discussed in Section 6.1 with the results for the
same case using the the FLUENT set up described by Table 5.6.
This run is something of a base case for all following studies and it is worth considering
the results in more detail. Base case implies that the model produces reasonable values at the
outputs (by matching methane concentrations at the tailgate return and the GVBs), while
maintaining input boundary conditions that match those used by the operator in regular mine
operating conditions. This includes 70,000 cfm of ventilation air across the face, 5,000 cfm
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Table 6.3: Significant Outputs of Base Case
TG Return Average GVB GVB GVB Mass
Methane Methane Flow Rate Flow Rate
mole % mole % (cfm) (kg/s)
Validation Goals < 0.5% 50%→70% 600 –
Initial FLUENT Settings 0.486% 43.5% 398 0.0964
Final FLUENT Settings 0.441% 55.3% 318 0.0891
Table 6.4: Flow Conditions for Base Case Model
Face Ventilation 70,000 cfm
Recovery Chutes 5,000 cfm /ea.
TG Nitrogen Injection 400 cfm
HG Nitrogen Injection 400 cfm
Methane Inlet Velocity 3.25×10−6m/s
through both of the recovery chutes, and 400 cfm of nitrogen in the headgate and tailgate voids,
shown in Table 6.4. In short, this is the most representative model of actual mine conditions
before the shield recovery process is begun.
Note that in this case, the inlet atmospheric conditions (i.e. the concentration of the
ventilation inlet gas) was 20% oxygen and 80% nitrogen by mole fraction. Standard atmosphere
is typically considered 21% oxygen, but in this case the inlet oxygen concentration was lowered
to take into account the reduction in oxygen concentration typically measured from a mine’s inlet
to the headgate entry of a panel. Lowering from 21% to 20% was an over-correction, so all
oxygen concentrations are slightly under-reported by the model. The methane concentrations
predicted within the model will not be affected by this deviation.
6.2.1 Discussion of Gas Distributions
The FLUENT model solves for pressure, velocity, and mole fraction for nitrogen, methane
and oxygen over the model’s computational domain to predict these values for a steady state case.
The mole fraction distributions are the most critical for predicting the existence of hazardous gas
mixtures. There are three primary section views used in these analyses: a plan view of the panel
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taken 0.5 meters above the mine floor (Plan View), a section view that intersects the first gob vent
borehole (Section A), and a section view that intersects the second gob vent borehole (Section B).
The locations of the two section views are shown in Figure 6.3. Refer to Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2
for the ventilation plan and layout.
A 
B 
Figure 6.3: Locations of Sections A and B
Figure 6.4 shows the oxygen mole fraction plotted on the plan view layer 0.5 meters above
the mine floor. The red area shows oxygen rich areas in the domain. The face and ventilation
airways show high oxygen concentrations as expected, but what is interesting is the large plume
of oxygen at this layer that penetrates the gob directly behind the shields on the HG side. The
oxygen concentration at the immediate TG corner is depleted; this is due to methane travel down
the void, as well as the nitrogen injection point behind the first isolation stopping. The model’s
prediction of a low-oxygen zone immediately behind the shields on the TG corner corresponds
exactly to where low oxygen levels are known to exist in operating bleederless panels (personal
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Figure 6.4: Plan View of Oxygen Mole Fraction
Figure 6.5 shows the oxygen concentration plotted on Section A. The top of the panel
shows an oxygen poor area corresponding to the methane source in the overlying strata. The red
section of high oxygen further shows the existence of an oxygen plume within the gob, and gives
some shape to the three dimensional nature of this distribution. The bottom left corner of
Figure 6.5 is also oxygen poor. This low oxygen concentration is the result of nitrogen injection
performed in the tailgate of the panel and will be further discussed with Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7.
The final characteristic worth mentioning is the green colored area (indicating oxygen
concentrations of around 10%) around the GVB on the tailgate side of the panel. This plume
appears because of the pressure sink created by the GVB, and some oxygen from the ventilation
system is pulled into the gob and the overlying strata by the GVB.
Figure 6.6 is a plan view plot of nitrogen concentration. The high nitrogen concentrations
in the HG void and adjacent gob result from the nitrogen injection points in the two crosscuts






Figure 6.5: Section A View of Oxygen Mole Fraction
headgate to the tailgate behind the plume of oxygen in the gob adjacent to the face. The nitrogen
injected on the tailgate side appears to have a much lower impact on the gas distribution in the
gob. There is a slight showing of nitrogen right at the TG corner, but the nitrogen is quickly
exhausted into the ventilation system. The model does not predict any oxygen levels below the
19.5% cutoff in the tailgate return. Note that nitrogen concentrations of 80% correspond to the
initial atmospheric composition defined in this model (20% oxygen, 80% nitrogen), so the area
behind the shields corresponding to the oxygen plume is showing standard atmospheric nitrogen
levels. Figure 6.7 shows the nitrogen concentration plotted on Section A. The effects of the
nitrogen injection into the HG side of the panel can be seen in the bottom left corner of Figure 6.7.
The nitrogen concentrations shown in Figure 6.6 also provide a further validation point in
comparing model results with measured data at Mine C. When active, the mine monitors nitrogen
using a tube bundle system. The tube bundle locations are fixed in previous crosscuts (XC), i.e.
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Figure 6.7: Section A View of Nitrogen Mole Fraction
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data was provided by the mine (see Figure F.1 and Figure F.2) showing the concentrations
measured by the tube bundle. At that point the panel was active but not currently mining, nitrogen
injection was ongoing, and the relevant tubes were located in the headgate side of the panel two
crosscuts behind the face (about 200 ft), three crosscuts behind the face (˜300 ft), and four
crosscuts behind the face (˜400 ft). The mine measures only oxygen, methane and other trace
gases, not nitrogen, so nitrogen must be calculated from the measured data. Table 6.5 shows a
comparison of the measurements taken by Mine C, and the outputs produced by the base case
model.
Table 6.5: Nitrogen Concentration Comparison
Headgate Nitrogen Mole Fraction (%) Percent
Location Model Output Mine C Measurements Error (%)
2 XC Behind Face 99.9% 95.2% 4.9%
3 XC Behind Face 95.1% 97.5% 2.5%
4 XC Behind Face 94.9% 97.6% 2.8%
With the exception of the comparison point at the second crosscut, the results are very
similar between the model predictions and the nitrogen inertization. The data point at the second
crosscut in the model is immediately behind one of the nitrogen injection points, hence the very
high nitrogen level in the model output (i.e. the second crosscut is essentially reading nitrogen
inlet conditions). This match may seem trivial, but even with very similar boundary conditions,
the nitrogen levels did not always match so closely with the measured data at the mine. For
instance, in cases with higher pressures at the ventilation inlet (this could be due to a variety of
reasons, one example being more surface roughness in the face), the higher energy of the larger
flow rate at the ventilation inlet essentially overpowers the injected nitrogen and concentrations
with nearly 15% oxygen are found in the headgate void.
Another lesson that can be learned from this match is that a measurement of greater than
95% nitrogen in the headgate a few cross cuts behind the face does not mean that nitrogen levels
in the gob at that distance behind the face are also at that level. Figure 6.6 shows that the high
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nitrogen concentrations in the headgate side of the panel are not continuous throughout the
remainder of the gob, and that the impact of the nitrogen injections may be reduced deeper in the
gob. This does not mean that nitrogen injection is not effective as a countermeasure, but mine
operators must be aware that measurements taken with the tube bundle system are only
representative of gob conditions near the inlet of the tube.
Figure 6.8 is a plan view plot of the methane concentration. While the methane
concentration is generally low at the 0.5 meter plan view, some trends can still be seen. The TG
corner away from the face (bottom left) shows some methane reaching this cross section from the
methane inlet on the top of the panel. This occurs at the bottom left corner because that is the
location furthest from any of the nitrogen inlets. The TG nitrogen injection tends to exhaust
immediately into the ventilation outlet rather than impacting methane levels further back in the
panel. The TG void also shows the highest concentration of methane on the 0.5 meter level. This
is due to the downward migration of methane gas from the methane inlet, which then
preferentially flows out the void. The impact of the high rate of methane flow down the tailgate
void is significant, and demonstrates the importance of including the void in models of longwall
panels to accurately simulate mines that have voids along their gateroads. The preferential flow
down the tailgate of the panel would not be captured without including the void in the model. A
comparison of the model utilizing the void is compared with a model without the void is shown in
Section 8.3.
What Figure 6.8 also helps illustrate is that the vast majority of the methane entering the
face arrives at the tailgate corner. This matches measurements taken in Mine C, and
communicated in person by NIOSH researchers Robert Krog and Steven Schatzel, that indicated
75% of the methane that reaches the face from the gob arrives at the tailgate corner.
The two GVB locations are also marked in the methane plan view shown in Figure 6.8.
Gob vent boreholes are used in bleederless panels to provide some element of methane drainage
to the gob. From this image, it appears that the GVBs are effective in achieving that. There is a






Figure 6.8: Plan View of Methane Mole Fraction
trade off is that the GVBs pull more fresh air, and hence more oxygen, from the longwall face. In
Figure 6.4, the effects of the two GVBs can be seen by the presence of slightly more oxygen
pulled deeper into the gob. Figure 6.9 shows a side by side comparison of the two plots and
illustrates the impact generated by the GVBs. It is important to note that the general shape of the
oxygen plume is not due to the GVB but rather to the general flow characteristics of the
ventilation system and the panel geometry itself. Further discussion of GVB performance and the
model’s sensitivity is included in Section 8.5.
Figure 6.10 shows the methane concentration generated by the model in Section A. The
high methane concentrations at the top of the panel correspond to the methane source in the
overlying strata and its abstraction as an even velocity inlet on the top surface of the panel. The
methane poor zone in Section A consists of areas diluted with high nitrogen concentrations and
areas diluted with high oxygen concentrations.8 These high nitrogen and high oxygen areas were













Figure 6.9: GVB Performance Analysis
illustrated in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.7. Low methane areas can also be seen in the lower left
corner of Section A in Figure 6.10, corresponding to the high nitrogen concentration in the
headgate side of the gob. There is a volume of explosive mixtures between the oxygen rich
ventilation air (fuel lean inert) and the methane rich (fuel rich inert) zones in the panel. This can
be inferred by looking at the series of Section A and Plan View images, but the Gob Gas Analysis
algorithm described in Section 4.7 makes this significantly easier.
Figure 6.11 shows an expanded view of the tailgate corner of the Section A methane plot
shown in Figure 6.10. This methane migrates from the methane inlet on the top surface of the
panel downwards, arriving in the tailgate corner of the model away from the face and migrating
into the void itself directly from the overlying strata. This again illustrates how the existence of a
void will significantly impact the behavior of gas flows in longwall coal mine gobs.
6.2.2 Gob Gas Analysis of Base Case
In Section 4.7 the Gob Gas Analysis algorithm was introduced. Figure 6.12 shows the
actual color mapping performed by FLUENT within the model domain and is labeled with the
respective zones of interest. The numbered zones in the Coward’s Triangle plot correspond to the











Figure 6.11: Expanded View of TG Void in Section A Methane Mole Fraction
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1 - Explosive 
2 - Near Explosive 
4 - Fuel Lean Inert 
5-6 - Fuel Rich Inert 
3 - Fuel Rich, O2 
greater than 8% 
Figure 6.12: Scale for Gob Gas Analysis
Figure 6.13 is the Gob Gas Analysis output plotted on the same 0.5 meter plan view used
in earlier figures. This image shows the dark blue nitrogen inertized zone on the bottom right of
Figure 6.13. The bottom left of Figure 6.13 is also inert, in this case due to higher nitrogen and
methane concentrations and the fact that the fresh air plume does not reach deep into the gob. The
fresh air plume described above is also easily distinguishable; oxygen from the headgate
ventilation inlet leaks past the seals and sweeps a large portion of the gob nearest the face and
immediately behind the shields. Most of the contact between the atmospheric plume and the gob
on the headgate side of the panel is not explosive. This is a byproduct of the nitrogen injection in
the headgate; instead of fuel lean and fuel rich inert zones mixing directly, the contact between
the oxygen rich atmospheric plume is muted by the higher than atmospheric nitrogen
concentrations created by the nitrogen injection. The impact of nitrogen inertization will be
discussed in more detail in Section 7.4.
On the tailgate side of the gob in Figure 6.13, the Gob Gas Analysis plot identifies a
tongue of explosive gas mixtures originating in the gob and extending to the panel face.
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TG HG 
Figure 6.13: Plan View of Gob Gas Analysis
Figure 6.14 is a plot of the Gob Gas Analysis output in Section A and Figure 6.15 is the same plot
in Section B of the panel. These two plots help visualize the three dimensional nature of the gas
mixing. What appears as a thin line, or tongue, in the plan view plot of Figure 6.13 appears as a
thin layer of hazardous gas mixtures overlying the contact zone between the fuel rich inert and
fuel lean inert gases in the gob in Figure 6.14. Figure 6.15 shows that the atmospheric plume has
been mostly exhausted by the time it reaches the second GVB; the resulting cross sectional plot
shows mostly methane and nitrogen rich inert zones. The large dark blue layer in the bottom left
corner of the image (on the headgate side) indicates the presence of a nitrogen inert zone deep in
the gob. This further indicates how headgate nitrogen injection may improve the safety of
longwall panels with high quantities of methane present. The FLUENT settings used are









Figure 6.15: Section B View of Oxygen Mole Fraction
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6.3 Importance of Three Dimensional Geometry in Validation
ust be dispersed throughout the volume of the gob and the overlying strata. It is a result of
the dual nature of these flows in coal mine panels that the mixing will vary in three dimensions
rather than simply the mine panel plane.
In addition to the three dimensional mixing of gases within the gob, it would not be
possible to achieve the methane concentration match at both the tailgate return and the GVBs
without treating the gob as a three dimensional body. Recall that the tailgate return required a
methane concentration of less than 0.5%, while the GVB desired methane concentration was
greater than 50%. This was achieved using the base case model described in Section 6.2.2, and
shown in Table 6.3.
In Figure 6.8, the methane concentration of the base case run is plotted 0.5 meters from
the mine floor. In this plot, the methane concentration at the tailgate return is below 0.5%.
However, at the two GVB locations, the methane concentrations are between 7.5% and 10% for
the GVB nearest the face and between 15% and 17.5% for the GVB furthest from the face.
Averaged, this would result in a GVB methane concentration of 12.75%, far below the desired
(and achieved) minimum GVB methane concentration of 50%. These are calculated in a three
dimensional model rather than a two dimensional model. Nonetheless, the methane values at the
GVBs would not be sufficiently raised by flattening the model, and methane rates far too low are
characteristic of other two dimensional gob gas modeling efforts (for example see Dziurzynski &
Wasilewski (2012), which produces similar gas distributions).
6.4 Treatment of Gravity
Because methane has a lower molecular weight than oxygen and nitrogen (16g/mol vs. 32
g/mol and 28 g/mol, respectively), these gases tend to form a density gradient where methane
rises to the top while the fresh air tends to stay lower in the gob. Nonetheless, the effects of
gravity were ignored for this modeling study. One reason is the instability of the flow field in the
FLUENT simulator. It is possible that by slowly increasing the magnitude of the gravity vector, a
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solution could be achieved. Rather than arriving at a single gravity solution, the decision was
made to maximize the number of scenarios modeled in cases in which gravity was neglected.
The decision to ignore gravity can also be defended by a brief analysis on the body forces
acting on a given volume of fluid. If methane is reaching the mine face from the overburden, it
must first overcome an adverse density gradient to do so; the methane in the overburden must have
enough pressure (or kinetic energy) to displace lighter weight oxygen and atmosphere at the lower
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An equivalent methane velocity results from the higher pressure overburden seams (or potentially
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∇ · (∇p−ρg∇D) (6.4)
The model treats the methane inlet as a constant velocity boundary in order to match the amount
of methane produced in the tailgate return and GVBs. This velocity source is thus supported by
mine observation. Equation (6.4) implies that it does not make a difference to the model on a
macro scale whether the gravity is modeled independently; or if the pressure and gravity term
gradients are combined into one term. It is still possible that there could be important local effects
of gas gravity within the gob, especially in areas with low flow. For the most part, however,
inertial effects will dominate.
A simple linear calculation of predicted methane velocities provides some sense of the
magnitude of gravity effects in comparison to inertial effects. For this comparison, Equation (6.1)
was assumed to represent a linear density gradient and vertical flow, and molecular interactions
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and diffusion between methane and air were ignored. The vertical flow assumption drives the
depth gradient, ∇D, to 1. The divergence of the ρg term can be simplified to a finite difference
over the mining height for the purposes of this exercise, and densities assumed to be those of






















If the total flow length, Ltotal is 42m, then the vertical permeability can be represented as








This is five orders of magnitude lower than the 3.25 m/s used as the methane velocity inlet
bundary condition.
6.5 Transient Behavior Test
A transient test of the model was performed to insure that the model would respond to a
known input in a reasonable manner. In this case, the gob was initialized to an initial nitrogen
concentration of 93% (to correspond to an actual nitrogen headgate reading at Mine C), and the
face and entries were initialized to 20% oxygen and 80% nitrogen. Nitrogen was then injected at
a rate of 460 cfm in the three injection locations shown in Figure 6.17.
This test was performed on an earlier, simpler version of the mesh that did not include the
shields, and in which the face had completely caved. The goal was to simulate full inertization of
the panel just after final sealing after all shield recovery was completed. A 3 ft. wide
parallelogram void was modeled across the face and on both the headgate and tailgate sides of the
gob. The permeability of the gob was also defined as a constant 2.61×10−6m2 rather than with
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the variable UDF used in all of the other models discussed in this document. The porosity was
also defined as a constant, in this case 0.18. The color scale for the following nitrogen images is
shown in Figure 6.16. The entries on the tailgate side are also left open in this geometry, and the
isolation stoppings that would normally retard flow in this entry are ignored. As a result, flow





Figure 6.16: Nitrogen Color Scale for Following Figures
Figure 6.17 shows the response of the headgate to nitrogen injection at the three injection
locations indicated. The image on the left is taken immediately after beginning the run, at 0 hours
of flow time elapsed. The image on the right shows the same tailgate corner after 22 hours of
nitrogen injection. The flow in the face and tailgate void clearly dominates; the nitrogen
concentration a few meters into the gob is essentially unchanged after 22 hours, while the gas
concentrations in the void are rapidly displaced with 100% nitrogen.
Figure 6.18 consists of four snapshots of the tailgate corner of the transient run at elapsed















Figure 6.17: Transient Nitrogen Concentration in HG Corner
atmospheric gas in the recovery chutes and the face near the headgate corner being driven down
the face and towards the GVBs (seen in green). On the tailgate side the combination of the void
and the open entries dominate flow.
6.6 Validation Conclusions
The results discussed in this chapter demonstrate that the model is producing reasonable
results that are validated to the data available. Quantitatively, when using boundary conditions
matched to known values, the model predicts accurate methane concentrations in the tailgate
return and the GVBs and accurate nitrogen concentrations in the headgate void. The model
predicts that methane entering the face from the gob will primarily enter in the tailgate corner;
this also matches experimental data taken by NIOSH at Mine C.
Qualitatively, many of the model predictions and transient responses correspond to mine
engineers’ observations based on years of operating experience. This discussion is presented as
merely supporting anecdotal evidence, but when data validation points are sparse, agreement



















Figure 6.18: Transient Nitrogen Concentration in TG Corner
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The presence of low oxygen concentrations immediately behind the shields at the tailgate
corner of longwall panels has long been known to exist. The model presented here predicts the
existence of this zone in the correct location. The tongue of explosive mixtures present, also near
the tailgate corner, in Figure 6.13, corresponds closely with the suspicions of Mine C ventilation
engineers.
Section 6.5 discusses transient tests of gas migration in a similarly meshed model. The
transient gas displacement appears reasonable and the gas migration dominates in the open entries
and voids, as would be expected. In addition, the leakage across the shields as discussed in
Section 4.2.6 and shown in Figure 4.16 correlate closely to behavior seen in longwall panels.
Models of gases in longwall panels will likely never be exact in the gas distributions that
they predict. Some of this is due to the difficulties in matching boundary conditions, but much of
the uncertainty lies in the sparsity of data present for model comparison. Nonetheless, a model
that is calibrated to the degree allowable by the available data, and whose predictions correlate
well to anecdotal evidence can be useful in evaluating mine safety.
The model presented here meets these requirements. All boundary conditions are
reasonable and based on measurements taken by Mine C. There are no unrealistic domain or
operating conditions assigned and the model accurately uses known boundary condition values
where possible. Finally, the qualitative output and general behavior of the model agree with
anecdotal evidence and operator experience.
The following list reviews the evidence supporting the model’s accuracy:
• Methane concentration at the TG return matched to Mine C measurements.
• Methane concentration at the GVBs matched to Mine C measurements.
• Methane enters the face primarily at the TG corner.
• Low oxygen air exists behind the shields at the TG corner.
• Velocity profile across shields matches expectations.
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• Transient model of nitrogen migration is physically reasonable.
• Prediction of explosive mixture zones touching the tailgate corner and overlying the oxygen
rich ventilation in the gob agree with Mine C experience.
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CHAPTER 7
MINIMIZING EXPLOSIVE GAS VOLUMES IN LONGWALL GOBS
Models can be a useful tool to better understand gas mixtures within longwall gobs;
however unless a safety metric is established, various sensitivity studies may not achieve greater
mine safety through minimizing explosive gas volumes. Traditionally, network ventilation models
are used to develop ventilation plans for both diluting methane in the longwall face and tailgate
areas. This is also consistent with mine operation procedures and MSHA regulations. In sealed
panel operations, ventilation layouts are typically designed to dilute and minimize methane
concentrations in the tailgate return.
The Gob Gas Composition Analysis technique proposed in this dissertation in Section 4.7
offers a way to evaluate various ventilation options to improve gob safety. The Gob Gas
Composition Analysis technique allows the model to predict the impact of these ventilation
conditions on the volume and location of explosive areas of the gob. This information simplifies
evaluating the safety of various ventilation options. The aim of this research is to allow analysis
and optimization of the safety of gas mixtures in the gob while still meeting MSHA requirements
in the active areas.
7.1 Traditional Gob Safety
Appendix F.1 discusses the MSHA regulations governing methane management, (Mine
Safety & Health Administration, 2011). The regulations focus on the maximum concentration of
methane in the intake airways, working areas, and ventilation returns. The focus on methane
concentrations in the tailgate return and face mean that ventilation systems are designed primarily
to keep mines operating by proscribing methane thresholds in these specified areas. The quality
of gob gases is not discussed in current regulations. Regulations focus on the active mine areas
where human operators work and where electrical equipment and other potential ignition sources
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are located. Additionally, measuring gas concentrations in these areas is far easier than in the gob
itself.
A study by Dziurzynski and Wasilewski, published in 2012, presents a different approach
to modeling gas compositions and flows. Their simulation used their in house VentZroby
software; an application of a network ventilation model in which the gob is represented by a
network of discrete air paths. The researcher’s model was calibrated to methane concentrations
measured in an active coal mine in Poland. The data for their calibration results appears to be of
high quality, and the simulation results both appear reasonable and to predict the same general
behavior as the model presented in this dissertation. The following quote describes “pushing
back” explosive mixtures deeper into the gob and away from working faces (Dziurzynski &
Wasilewski, 2012):
It is widely known that providing safe air circulation in longwall areas, maintaining
stable air circulation and gas distribution, as well as pushing explosive mixtures back
from longwall workings and other workings where ignition or explosive conditions,
or initiators may occur, are all vital elements of [explosion] prevention. (Word
explosion added for clarification)
They performed two sensitivity runs on their calibrated model, one with the baseline flow
across the face of 1033 m3/min (36,500 cfm) and one with 800 m3/min (28,300 cfm). Figure 7.1
and Figure 7.2 show the plan view of methane concentration in the longwall panel for the 1033
m3/min and 800 m3/min cases respectively. These two figures are similar to the plan view results
plotted as part of this dissertation. The base case methane concentration illustrated in Figure 6.8
conveys the same information as Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2. Figure 6.8 shows methane
concentration variation using a color scale instead of the isolines used by Dziurzynski &
Wasilewski (2012). Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2 are rotated 90 degrees counter clockwise, and the
tailgate and headgate are on opposite sides of their respective locations in Figure 6.8.




measured air inflow of 1033 m3/min and methane inflow 
into the goaf of longwall 558 in the amount of 24.5 
m3/min,  including assumed 3 m3/min leakage from goaf of 
the abandoned longwall. The values for the methane inflow 
were determined based on the data obtained from the 
mine's monitoring system during the observation period.  
Due to the inability to take direct measurements in the 
goaf, the parameters of the flow within the goaf has to be 
determined based on a theoretical model of permeability 
distribution and the formation of the goaf's height 
(Dziurzyński W. 1998), as well as the information provided by 
the seam map, properties of rocks, the geological profile of the 
area, the longwall mining plan (geometry, spot heights, seam 
thickness, type of roof rocks). In order to determine the 
parameters of the numerical model of longwall 558, seam 
510, an initial permeability distribution was adopted, then 
modified in further simulations, in order to make the methane 
concentration results calculated in the simulation similar to the 
values measured at the inlet and outlet measurement stations.  
 
3.2 An attempt at reproducing the state of ventilation  
in longwall 558 and in the adjacent goaf 
As a result of conducting a series of simulations in the 
process of validation and changing the model parameters 
(to make the in situ measurements more similar to the 
calculated values), a satisfactory result was obtained, 
which is shown in Fig. 4 and Table 3, which includes the 
distribution of methane concentration in the goaf of 
longwall 558 and the adjacent goaf, as well as the routes 
carrying the air away from longwall 558 and the 
decommissioned longwall. 
When observing the distribution of methane 
concentration (fig. 4), there are very clear isolines shown 
every 2% of the CH4, visible in the locations of the 
integrated goaf sensors. We have observed a methane 
concentration level identical to the one measured by the 
outlet probe. One can notice that even though both gobs 
were separated by a coal pillar, the methane from longwall 
558 leaks through permeable pillar to the gobs of the 
decommissioned longwall. Based on the obtained 
simulation results, the methane balance in the workings 
and goaf in the ventilation area was calculated.  
Table 3 shows the workings in the area that illustrate 
the distribution of the methane stream transported 
through the workings. Interestingly, the flow balance 
indicates, that 13 m3/min. of methane flows from the 
goaf of longwall 558 into the goaf of adjacent 
decommissioned longwall. 
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Fig. 4.  Isolines of methane concentration distribution in the goaf of longwall 558 in seam 510, the flow 1033 m3/min. 
 
Table 3 Calculation results obtained from the simulation of the propagation of air and methane 
 







1 Heading IX east longwall inlet 1063 0.32 3.40 
2 Longwall 558 outlet 1008 0,904 9.47 
3 Heading VIIA east, heading outlet 1357 1.12 15.19 
4 Outlet of the goaf of the decommissioned longwall 47.4 33.72 16.01 
5  Inclined drift I east area outlet 2523 1.29 32.54 
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Figure 7.1: Isolines of methane concentration distribution in the goaf of longwall 558 in seam 510,
the flow 1033 m3/min. (Dziurzynski & Wasilew ki, 2012)
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Fig. 5.  Isolines of methane concentration distribution in the goaf of longwall 558 in seam 510, 
the flow limited to 800 m3/min. 
 






















1 Heading IX east 
longwall inlet 
1063 1.32 0.32 831 1.03 0.41 
2 Longwall 558 outlet 1008 1.976 0.904 798 1.976 1.15 
3 Heading VIIA east, 
outlet 
1357 1,66 1.12 1137 1.39 1.30 
4 Inlet measuring station 24.5 0.11 0.33 24.5 0.11 0.41 
5 Outlet measuring station 18.2 0.072 8.9 18.2 0.072 13.21 
 
 
3.3 A simulation scenario of decreasing the oxygen 
expenditure in longwall 558 
The positive result of the validation calculations for 
longwall 558 and its goaf allows us to show consequences 
of a decrease of flow of air in longwall 558a to 800m3/min.  
This solution is shown in the form of the methane 
concentration isolines in Figure 5. Table 4 shows a 
comparison of calculation results from the simulation of 
the propagation of air and methane in the longwall 
workings, as well as in the goaf in the locations of inlet and 
outlet probes with limited air inflow into the area from 
1033 m3/min, to 800 m3/min. resulting from spontaneous 
combustion hazard When comparing the distribution of 
methane concentrations in the goaf for a flow limited to 
800 m3/min (Table 4) to the results calculated for the initial 
flow of 1033m3/min, one can notice a significant increase 
of the methane concentration in the goaf for longwall 558. 
Moreover, it is very important to note the hazardous 
approach of the high explosive methane concentrations 
closer to longwall 558. 
4 Summary  
The experimental study of monitoring the methane and fire 
hazard with continuous measurement of goaf gases using 
an automatic measurement system has confirmed 
(Wasilewski St., Cimr A., Wach M., 2010) that this method 
can be considered complementary to the early fire 
detection procedure required by the regulations. This 
method of monitoring the hazard is independent and allows  
an objective observation of the composition of goaf air 
without the participation of sampling personnel and the 
need to transport air samples to the surface. 
In the analysis of methane ignitions and explosions, 
especially in the goaf of caving longwalls, computer 
simulation methods have become increasingly useful. The 
effectiveness of simulation and the reliability of 
calculations is possible, provided that the models are 
validated using in situ data, e.g., obtained in experiments 
or from monitoring systems. Such studies are presented in 
this paper for the data recorded in the goaf of caving 
longwall ventilated using a “U“ system. 
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Figure 7.2: Isolines of methane concentration distribution in the goaf of longwall 558 in seam 510,
the flow limited to 800 m3/min. (Dziurzynski & Wasilewski, 2012)
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When comparing the distribution of methane concentrations in the goaf for a flow
limited to 800 m3/min (36,500 cfm) (Table 4) to the results calculated for the initial
flow of 1033m3/min (28,300 cfm), one can notice a significant increase of the
methane concentration in the goaf for longwall 558. Moreover, it is very important to
note the hazardous approach of the high explosive methane concentrations closer to
longwall 558.
From the modeling studies in Wasileski’s project, they concluded that increasing the face
ventilation flow rate is preferable because the high methane concentrations are driven deeper into
the gob.
If these results were analyzed with the Gob Gas Analysis algorithm developed in this
dissertation, it is suspected that the conclusion would be different. The oxygen isolines are not
included in the paper, but if it is assumed that no nitrogen is injected and that there is no CO2
present, the percent oxygen can be predicted by the following relationship:
[O2] = (100− [CH4])∗0.21
If this holds true, and it must be again stated that this is an assumption and not the data from the
authors’ simulation, isolines of methane concentration between 5% and 15% methane would
yield an explosive gas mixture. Figure 7.3 shows comparison plots of the two cases if the areas of
the gob with explosive mixtures of gases are color coded red. What becomes apparent here is how
much larger the explosive mixture zone is in the higher face velocity case. While the nearest
explosive mixture zone of the 800 m3/min case is 10 meters nearer the face on the headgate side
than the original case, the volume of hazardous gas mixtures present is significantly smaller. This
larger explosive mixture zone in the 1033 m3/min case is also much larger and equally close to
the face on the tailgate side of the panel.
7.2 Effects of Increasing Face Velocity on Gob Gas Mixture
A similar study of face ventilation rates was performed using the model developed in this
dissertation. In comparing the results between those proposed by Dziurzynski & Wasilewski
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(a) 1033 m3/min Face Ventilation Rate
(b) 800m3/min Face Ventilation Rate
Figure 7.3: Assumed Explosive Mixtures in Longwall Panel (Dziurzynski & Wasilewski, 2012)
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(2012) and those developed here, recall that the two models are fairly different. This work is a
three dimensional model, while Dziurzynski & Wasilewski (2012) use a two dimensional model;
meaning that all of the vertical mixing behavior is “flattened” into one plane. In addition, the
models presented here include nitrogen injection of 400 cfm (0.19 m3/s) on both the headgate and
tailgate sides of the panel, and the overall ventilation rates are a good deal higher than the
research presented in this dissertation. Despite the rather great differences in modeling
parameters, the overall shape of gas distributions, and more importantly the trend of gas
distributions as a function of face velocity are the same.
A total of nine runs were performed with face ventilation rates ranging from 40,000 cfm
to 80,000 cfm (18.9 m3/s to 37.8 m3/s). Figure 7.4 shows the plan view (at 0.5 meters above the
mine floor) of the oxygen and methane concentrations for the same longwall panel using 40,000
cfm and 70,000 cfm (18.9 m3/s and 33 m3/s). The methane plots on the right show that as the face
ventilation rate is increased from 40,000 cfm to 70,000 cfm (18.9 m3/s to 33 m3/s), the high
methane concentrations are forced deeper into the gob. The oxygen plots on the left hand side
show that as the face ventilation flow rates increase, the quantity of oxygen driven in to the gob
increases; oxygen penetrates nearly 100 feet (30.5 meters) deeper into the gob for the 70,000 cfm
(33 m3/s) case than for the 40,000 cfm (18.9 m3/s) case. Both of these observations appear
reasonable, and the impact of face ventilation rates on methane in the gob therefore agrees
qualitatively with the results presented by Dziurzynski & Wasilewski (2012).
The Gob Gas Analysis (see Section 4.7) will automatically detect the hazardous mixtures
of gases present for different ventilation plan comparisons. This is especially true in cases such as
this, where 100% nitrogen is being injected on the headgate and tailgate corners of the panel and
the non-methane composition of gases in the mine cannot be assumed to have the standard
atmospheric ratio. The nine ventilation cases tested were analyzed using the Gob Gas Analysis
technique. The results are plotted in plan view inFigure 7.5. As the rate across the face increases,

















Figure 7.5: Explosive Mixtures of Oxygen and Methane Using the Gob Gas Analysis Algorithm
for Various Ventilation Rates, Plan View
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This model predicts gas concentrations in all three dimensions, so simply looking at the
plan view is not sufficient to see the full effect of ventilation rates on gob gas mixing. Figure 7.6
shows the Gob Gas Analysis output plotted on cross sections Section A (left) and Section B
(right). Figure 6.3 shows the locations of the two cross sections. It is interesting to note that while
the explosive gas mixtures in Section A (left) of Figure 7.6 shift slightly as face ventilation rates
increase, it is deeper in the panel at Section B that large increases in the size of explosive and
near-explosive mixtures are seen. The presence of a much larger explosive area 100 feet deeper in
the gob indicates a large increase in explosive mixture volume.
Because of the three dimensional variability of gas concentrations within the gob,
visualizing the full extent of hazardous gas mixtures is important. The explosive integral UDF
introduced in Section 4.7.3 helps to ensure that no hazardous gas concentrations are overlooked,
and provides a quantitative analysis point for comparing various ventilation scenarios to
complement the 2D images. The explosive integral essentially returns the total volume of the
model domain that the Gob Gas Analysis algorithm has marked as containing explosive gas
mixtures. A volume value of the explosive integral was returned for each of the nine ventilation
rates, from 40,000 cfm to 80,000 cfm (18.9 m3/s to 37.8 m3/s). These values were then
normalized to values ranging from 0 to 1.
Figure 7.7 plots the normalized explosive integral values, called “Relative Hazardous
Mixture Volume” and shown in black on the left hand y-axis, and the methane mole fraction in
the tailgate return, shown in red on the right hand y-axis. The behavior of the methane
concentration in the tailgate return essentially confirms common sense: as ventilation flow rates
across the face are increased, the methane in the tailgate return is diluted. Using traditional
analysis, increasing ventilation rates across the face would be considered beneficial: the methane
in the panel is pushed deeper into the gob (Figure 7.4) and the methane that does reach the face is















Figure 7.6: Gob Gas Analysis Plots for Various Ventilation Rates, Cross Sections A and B
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The explosive integral plotted on the left y-axis of Figure 7.7 tells a different story. As
ventilation rates are increased, the total volume of explosive gas mixtures increases (this does not
include additional increases in the size of the near explosive gas mixtures). Higher ventilation
rates lead to larger momentum flux that would tend to push more fresh air into the gob. This
would lead to an increase of oxygen in the gob, and a corresponding increase in the volume of
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Figure 7.7: Impact of Flow Rate Across Face on Relative Hazardous Mixture Volume and Methane
Concentration in the Tailgate Return
7.3 Limitations and Discussion
This dissertation does not suggest that ventilation rates in longwall mines should be
decreased. Modern longwall panels have been safely operated using the principle of minimizing
methane in the active face. It is also not proven that the model’s prediction of greater volumes of
flammable gas mixtures within the gob correlates to actual physical hazards. In addition, until gas
concentration data is available within the gob itself, it will be impossible to fully validate the CFD
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Table 7.1: Results from Face Flow Rate Study
Scenario Face Flow Relative Methane
Rate Explosive Mole %
# (cfm) Volume in TG Return
1 40000 0.404 0.72%
2 45000 0.467 0.64%
3 50000 0.529 0.59%
4 55000 0.585 0.55%
5 60000 0.641 0.51%
6 65000 0.698 0.48%
7 70000 0.757 0.45%
8 75000 0.822 0.43%
9 80000 0.883 0.46%
model predictions of gas distributions.
In the interim, the Gob Gas Analysis technique can be useful for evaluating other
technologies for reducing the potential danger of the hazardous mixing zones that occur at the
interface between fuel rich and fuel lean gas mixtures. These technologies include, but are not
limited to, nitrogen injection and the use of gob vent boreholes. As confidence builds in the
predictions of the Gob Gas Analysis and FLUENT-type CFD models, then reducing face airflow
can be analyzed as a potential safety precaution.
7.4 Impact of Nitrogen Injection on Gob Gas Hazards
The Gob Gas Analysis technique can also be used to evaluate and optimize the use of
mitigation techniques. Nitrogen can be injected into both the headgate and tailgate panels.
Currently Mine C injects 200 cfm (0.094 m3/s) of nitrogen into the first headgate cross cut behind
the active face, 200 cfm (0.094 m3/s) into the second headgate cross cut behind the active face,
and 400 cfm (0.19 m3/s) into the tailgate behind the last accessible isolation stopping in the center
entry. This situation corresponds to the base case described in Section 6.2.2, although it should be
noted that the base case is associated with a panel after it has intercepted the recovery chutes.
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A nitrogen injection sensitivity study was performed on the base case model by varying
the volume flow rate of nitrogen in the headgate and tailgate velocity inlet boundary conditions.
Other than the nitrogen inlets, all solver settings, geometry and boundary conditions were held
constant at the base case settings. Nitrogen injection volume rates of 200 cfm to 1600 cfm (0.094
m3/s to 0.76 m3/s) in the headgate and 0 cfm to 800 cfm (0 m3/s to 0.38 m3/s) in the tailgate were
evaluated. The headgate injection volumes are split evenly between the two headgate nitrogen
inlets. Mine C currently uses between 200-800 cfm per gate road on an active panel, depending
on operating conditions. The higher injection volumes (800-1600 cfm (0.38-0.76 m3/s)) were
tested to better understand the response of the explosive mixture volume to the nitrogen injection.
The runs performed and the resulting explosive mixture volumes predicted by the model are
shown in Table 7.2. The explosive mixture volumes are reported in terms of “relative explosive
mixture volume” and are normalized to the same volume used in Table 7.1 (40,000 m3).
Figure 7.8 shows the impact of increasing headgate nitrogen injection. The x axis
corresponds to the volume flowrate in cfm for each of the individual runs, and the y axis shows
the resulting relative explosive mixture volume. There are five different series plotted on this
chart, one for each of the tailgate nitrogen volume rates. It is apparent that the behavior of the
explosive mixture versus headgate nitrogen quantity does not change with added nitrogen on the
tailgate side. The trend also appears to be exponential. Rate increases at smaller nitrogen
injection rates have a larger impact in reducing the relative explosive mixture of the panel than
equivalent increases at larger nitrogen rates. Increasing nitrogen injection beyond 1200 cfm rates
yields diminishing returns.
If the same plot is created with tailgate nitrogen rate as the x axis, the trends appear to be
significantly different. Figure 7.9 includes eight different series for the different headgate nitrogen
injection rates, and plots the results from the 34 FLUENT runs performed (see Table 7.2). Here
the relationship between tailgate nitrogen rate and the predicted explosive mixture volume is close
to linear and nearly flat. This means that almost all of the reduction in explosive mixture volume
is due to nitrogen injected in the headgate side of the panel, and that increasing tailgate nitrogen
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Table 7.2: Nitrogen Injection Runs 1-17
Run HG N2 TG N2 Relative Explosive
cfm cfm Mixture Volume
1 200 0 1.24
2 200 200 1.24
3 400 200 0.62
4 400 400 0.52
5 400 0 0.60
6 600 200 0.32
7 600 400 0.32
8 600 600 0.29
9 600 0 0.37
10 800 0 0.25
11 800 200 0.22
12 800 400 0.23
13 800 600 0.21
14 800 800 0.19
15 1000 0 0.15
16 1000 200 0.12
17 1000 400 0.14
18 1000 600 0.09
19 1000 800 0.11
20 1200 0 0.09
21 1200 200 0.09
22 1200 400 0.08
23 1200 600 0.08
24 1200 800 0.08
25 1400 0 0.08
26 1400 200 0.08
27 1400 400 0.07
28 1400 600 0.07
29 1400 800 0.07
30 1600 0 0.08
31 1600 200 0.09
32 1600 400 0.09
33 1600 600 0.08
34 1600 800 0.08
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Figure 7.8: Plot of Relative Explosive Mixture Volume vs. Headgate Nitrogen Injection Rate
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does not have a large impact on the safety of gas mixtures in the gob. Table 7.3 is a table of the
sensitivities of the explosive mixture volume to increasing tailgate nitrogen rates. These
sensitivities, while mostly negative (meaning increasing TG nitrogen will decrease the relative
explosive mixture in the gob) are very small.
The plots of nitrogen concentration in Figure 7.13 help to explain this phenomenon. If the
results from the HG 400 cfm (0.19 m3/s) - TG 400 cfm (0.19 m3/s) case and the HG 800 cfm
(0.38 m3/s) - TG 800 cfm (0.19 m3/s) cases are compared, it can be seen that doubling the
quantity of nitrogen in the tailgate does not increase the volume of gob that is swept by the
nitrogen injection. Increasing tailgate nitrogen appears to simply pump more nitrogen into the
tailgate ventilation return.
The primary purpose of injecting nitrogen in the tailgate is to keep the open tailgate entry
behind the isolation stoppings inert primarily to prevent spontaneous combustion as there are
exposed coal pillars in that area. Tailgate nitrogen injection will achieve this goal, but should not
be relied upon to impact gas concentrations in the gob.
Table 7.3: Sensitivity of Relative Explosive Mixture Volume to TG Nitrogen Injection
HG Series Sensitivity to TG Nitrogen







The next series of figures, Figure 7.10, Figure 7.11, Figure 7.12, Figure 7.13, and
Figure 7.14, show output plots from FLUENT for runs 1 (HG 200 cfm - TG 0 cfm), 4 (HG 400
cfm - TG 400 cfm), 10 (HG 800 cfm - TG 0 cfm), 14 (HG 800 cfm - TG 800 cfm), 30 (HG 1600
cfm - TG 0 cfm) and 34 (HG 1600 cfm - TG 800 cfm). These runs were selected to give an
indication for how the trends discussed above look like in the panel itself. Figure 7.10 shows the
plan view plots of the explosive mixture algorithm for those six runs. At the lower nitrogen
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Figure 7.9: Plot of Relative Explosive Mixture Volume vs. Tailgate Nitrogen Injection Rate
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injection rates, there appears a large area of explosive mixtures and near explosive mixtures in the
gob towards the tailgate corner. As the nitrogen injection rates in the headgate side are increased
from 400 cfm to 800 cfm to 1600 cfm, the volume of explosive mixtures decreases. The
diminishing returns become apparent in the lack of reduction in explosive mixture volume in the
plan view images of the HG 800 cfm and 1600 cfm cases. The low impact of the tailgate nitrogen
injection can also be seen. The HG 800 cfm - TG 0 cfm, and 800 cfm - TG 800 cfm cases show
almost no improvement with the increased TG nitrogen, and the same can be said for the HG
1600 cfm - TG 0 cfm to HG 1600 cfm - TG 800 cfm cases. For the color scale used in these
figures, refer back to Figure 4.24.
In the Section A plots in Figure 7.11, a difference between the 800 cfm and 1600 cfm
headgate nitrogen rates can be seen. For the HG 800 cfm cases there appears an overriding
mixing layer between the oxygen rich ventilation air and the methane in the gob that is
suppressed in the 1600 cfm cases, however it is still much reduced from the lower rate cases. This
means that the existing explosive mixtures are also driven away from mine working areas and
therefore are much safer than small areas of explosive mixtures located near the shields.
Figure 7.12 shows the explosive mixture algorithm plotted on Section B. Again, the increased HG
nitrogen nearly completely suppresses the explosive mixtures present within the gob.
Figure 7.13, a plot of nitrogen mole fraction in plan view, shows the impact of the
increased nitrogen injection in the headgate. As the headgate nitrogen rate is increased from 200
cfm to 400 cfm to 800 cfm, nitrogen concentrations along the headgate void start to build up and
protrude along the back side of the oxygen plume created by the ventilation air. The nitrogen
buildup in this area of the gob helps to suppress the hazardous gas mixtures that occur between
the fuel lean inert and fuel rich inert gases within the gob. As mentioned above, the relatively low
impact of the tailgate nitrogen can be see from comparing the HG 400 cfm - TG 400 cfm and HG
800 cfm - TG 800 cfm cases. The tailgate nitrogen is doubled, but the area of the gob that is
swept by this nitrogen does not significantly increase. This is likely due to the fact that much of
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Figure 7.10: Plan View of Gob Gas Analysis for Various Nitrogen Injection Rates
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Figure 7.12: Section B of Gob Gas Analysis for Various Nitrogen Injection Rates
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with the ventilation air.
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Figure 7.13: Plan View of Nitrogen Concentration for Various Nitrogen Injection Rates
Figure 7.14 shows the oxygen mole fraction plotted on the plan view section of the same
six cases. Note how the low oxygen concentration zone (higher than 1% but lower than 15%)
stretches deeper into the gob as nitrogen is shifted from the tailgate to the headgate for both the
HG 400 cfm - TG 400 cfm to HG 800 cfm - TG 0 cfm case and the HG 800 cfm - TG 800 cfm to
HG 1600 cfm - TG 0 cfm case.
In all of the models, there is a fairly substantial zone of low oxygen content immediately
behind the tailgate shields. Increasing the total amount of nitrogen injected does appear to
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correlate to larger zones with low oxygen content behind the shields. None of the models show
low oxygen concentrations in the face itself, but any mine utilizing nitrogen injection must
manage the low oxygen concentrations in the gob at the tailgate corner.
One additional comment is that while the results demonstrate that nitrogen in the tailgate
has little to no effect on the mixing of gases within the gob, the tailgate nitrogen has one
beneficial effect that is not captured by the existing geometry of the model. Nitrogen is injected
into the last accessible isolation stopping in order help to prevent explosive mixtures of gases
from forming in these isolated airways and the occurrence of spontaneous combustion around the
exposed coal pillars. While tailgate nitrogen does not appear to increase gas mixture safety in the
gob, some tailgate nitrogen injection should still be utilized to help inertize any trapped oxygen in
the tailgate entries that is left behind as the face advances. Minimizing this rate while not
sacrificing safety using a CFD study would allow mine operators to either save money or increase
nitrogen injection rates into the headgate of the panel without sacrificing tailgate oxygen quality.
7.5 Operating Recommendations
The results presented above have introduced four major conclusions. Increasing nitrogen
injection into the headgate side of the panel will reduce the volume of explosive mixtures in the
gob. Diminishing reductions in flammable volume are achieved with increases of higher nitrogen
rates, especially for headgate injection rates over 1000 cfm (0.47 m3/s). Tailgate nitrogen does not
have a significant effect on gob gas mixing but in an operating mine may be useful in sweeping
trapped oxygen pockets left behind in the center entry as the face advances to prevent
spontaneous combustion.
Therefore mine operators should use just enough nitrogen in the tailgate to suppress
explosive mixtures in the tailgate entry isolated by stoppings, and reduce oxygen concentrations
in this area enough to prevent spontaneous combustion of the exposed coal pillars. Finding the
required quantity of tailgate nitrogen would be a useful future study using a CFD model of the
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Figure 7.14: Plan View of Oxygen Concentration for Various Nitrogen Injection Rates
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steadily increased up to 1000 cfm. If measured oxygen concentrations in the face begin to
approach regulatory minimums, likely during periods of falling barometric pressure., nitrogen
injection rates should be reduced. While the model does not predict low oxygen concentrations in
the face, it does predict low oxygen concentrations behind the tailgate shield, meaning oxygen
concentration at this location should be closely monitored.
Historically, it has been considered undesirable to produce this nitrogen at the gob vent
boreholes, but this model would suggest that if the nitrogen flows from the headgate to the gob
vent borehole, its most important job, suppressing the explosive mixtures between the oxygen
rich face ventilation and the methane rich gob gases, has already been accomplished.
The protocol at Mine C is to increase nitrogen injection during a rising barometer to
counter oxygen inflow into the gob and to increase gob vent borehole output during a falling
barometer to prevent methane low above 1% into the longwall face. The performance of Gob
Vent Boreholes and their impact on gob gas safety is covered briefly in Chapter 8, and is a
recommended topic for future study.
7.6 Spontaneous Combustion
One additional consideration in this discussion is the side benefits of minimizing oxygen
volumes within the gob. According to Wasilewski, in a presentation to the 14th U.S. / North
American Mine Ventilation Conference in 2012, the four Polish coal mine ignition and explosion
events were triggered by spontaneous combustion. Increasing the face velocity decreases the
amount of methane near the face, but it will increase the amount of oxygen in the gob. Since coal
oxidation is in part a function of oxygen concentration, increasing face velocity increases the
potential for spontaneous combustion and the volume of the hazardous mixing zone. The
incorporation of coal oxidation models to the existing FLUENT simulations are a suggested




The following chapter details the attempt to characterize the sensitivity of the FLUENT
model to variations in various user assigned parameters9. Simulations were performed with
different values for the permeabilities of the gob and fractured zone, with and without voids along
the gate road, with different GVB flow rates, and with different inlet velocities of methane. By
simulating a range of values for these independent variables, the output response of the model can
be better understood.
The range of permeability values for the gob and overlying strata was guided by the values
found in the literature described in Section 2.2. Simulations were run in which the void was
included or closed in by caving because operating mines have visually confirmed panels in which
void space was observed as well as panels in which the gob caved tight to the remaining pillars.
The rate at which methane is released into the gob is a source of great uncertainty. The
range of inlet velocities tested remain within the boundaries of methane emission rates found in
the literature as described in Section 2.3. Isolating and measuring the physical release of methane
in coal mines will always be a challenge. In light of this uncertainty, understanding the response
of the model’s dependent variables to different volumes of methane leads to a more fully
developed understanding of the relationship between the ventilation system and the methane
released in longwall panels. Mine operators can control the rates at which GVBs will remove gas
from the domain which means there is little uncertainty in the flow rate at the boundary. However,
three different rates were tested to evaluate the impact on mine safety the GVBs will have.
For all of these simulations, all other independent variables and model settings were
identical to those in the base case described in Section 6.2.2. The sensitivity runs performed and
their key results are listed in Table 8.1. The table heading “gob resistance seed” refers to the
9i.e. independent variables
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scalar multiplier applied to the resistance UDF, and is explained in more detail in Section 8.1.1.
8.1 Permeability (Resistance) of the Gob
The nature and location of longwall gobs make establishing experimental values for gob
permeability difficult, so there is a considerable amount of uncertainty in both the total magnitude
of gob permeability as well as the distribution of permeability within the gob. Two different
studies were performed on the model’s sensitivity to these uncertainties. The first study, described
in Section 8.1.1, was an exploration of the importance of the resistance magnitude when using a
variable resistance model. The second study, described in Section 8.1.2, compared results from
from gob resistance calculated with the Wachel distribution (and tested in Section 8.1.1), to a
uniform resistance within the gob.
8.1.1 Gob Permeability Magnitude
Two additional steady state runs were performed based on the base case described above
(Section 6.2.2). Two additional UDFs were created to implement the previous resistance
distribution within the gob but with magnitudes modified: one with 2 times the resistance
magnitude (1/2 the permeability) and one with 5 times the resistance magnitude (1/5 the
permeability).
Essentially each UDF applied a linear multiplier to each cell value calculated using
Wachel’s fit, Wachel (2012). If the original fit treated resistance, 1/k, as a function of x and y,
1/k(x,y), the new resistance functions could be treated, where the values used for n were 2 and 5:





The three cases, base (1x resistance), 2x resistance, and 5x resistance, were simulated
using the same settings, with the exception of resistance, described in the base case setup in
Section 6.2.2.
The resulting oxygen distributions are compared in Figure 8.1. As the resistance of the
gob increases, the oxygen plume resulting from ventilation air permeating the gob is reduced.
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Table 8.1: Sensitivity Runs
Scenario Methane GVB Gob Fractured Void Relative Methane
Inlet Outlet Resistance Zone Status Explosive Concentration in
Velocity Velocity Multiplier Resistance Volume Tailgate Return GVB
(m/s) (m/s) (1/m2) (mole %) (mole %)
Base Case 3.25E-06 -0.26182 x1 1.0133E+12 open 0.52 0.441% 55.3%
2x Gob Resistance 3.25E-06 -0.26182 x2 1.0133E+12 open 0.35 0.405% 57.8%
5x Gob Resistance 3.25E-06 -0.26182 x5 1.0133E+12 open 0.19 0.390% 64.1%
0.1x Fractured Resist 3.25E-06 -0.26182 x1 1.0133E+11 open 0.55 0.417% 53.9%
0.01x Fractured Resist 3.25E-06 -0.26182 x1 1.0133E+10 open 0.55 0.421% 53.8%
High GVB Rate 3.25E-06 -0.4000 x1 1.0133E+12 open 0.58 0.394% 50.4%
No GVB 3.25E-06 -0.0010 x1 1.0133E+12 open 0.47 0.553% 98.1%
Closed Void 3.25E-06 -0.26182 x1 1.0133E+12 closed 0.19 0.395% 74.3%
Constant Gob Resist. 3.25E-06 -0.26182 100000 m−2 1.0133E+12 open 1.05 0.467% 32.4%
1.5x Methane Inlet 4.88E-06 -0.26182 x1 1.0133E+12 open 0.37 0.686% 70.8%
2x Methane Inlet 6.50E-06 -0.26182 x1 1.0133E+12 open 0.27 0.967% 81.6%
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Figure 8.2 shows the impact of resistance on nitrogen distribution within the gob. The nitrogen
injected in the tailgate still escapes directly to the tailgate return. The nitrogen injected in the
headgate penetrates slightly deeper into the gob as resistance increases, taking the place of
oxygen from the ventilation system. This is explained by the reduction in energy of ventilation air
penetrating into the gob by the greater resistance; as this flow has less and less energy, the nitrogen
displaces what would have previously been ventilation air. The injected nitrogen still has enough
kinetic energy to prevent being displaced by the low energy methane flows.Figure 8.3 shows the
methane concentration in plan view for the 1x, 2x, and 5x resistance cases. Just as the nitrogen
injected in the headgate dominated larger areas of the gob as resistance increased, methane
concentrations in the rear tailgate corner increased to displace the reduced flow of ventilation air.
The change in concentration in methane throughout the gob is also reflected in the mole
fraction of methane seen at the monitoring locations, shown in Table 8.2. The methane
concentrations at the gob vent boreholes were 55% for the 1x resistance case, 58% for the 2x case,
and 64% for the 5x case. The higher resistance more greatly impedes ventilation oxygen from
entering the gob. This results in higher methane concentration gas mixtures being produced in the
gob vent boreholes. Additionally, because more methane is produced at the GVBs in the higher
resistance cases, there is less methane available to reach the tailgate return. As a result, the mole
fraction of methane in the return reduces from 0.44% to 0.39% as the gob resistance increases.
The combined gas distributions result in the Gob Gas Analysis plots shown in Figure 8.4.
As the gob resistance is increased, the amount of oxygen in the gob decreases, resulting in smaller
zones of explosive mixtures present in the gob. Table 8.2 also shows the relative explosive
mixture decreasing as gob resistance increases, going from 0.52 to 0.35 to 0.19 for the 1x, 2x, and
5x resistance cases respectively.
What these results show is that the absolute values for gas concentrations throughout the
gob are sensitive to the resistance values assigned. As discussed earlier, the resistance values have
a degree of uncertainty to them for any coal mine. In addition to this uncertainty for every case,
the resistance of every gob will be different because of different overburden material, caving
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behavior, and mine geometry. What will be shown in Section 8.6 is that the relationship between
nitrogen injection and increased gob gas safety derived in Chapter 7 is not sensitive to the
variations in gob permeability.
Table 8.2: Gob Resistance Sensitivity
Case % CH4in % CH4 in Relative Explosive
TG Return GVBs Mixture Volume
1x Resistance 0.44% 55% 0.52
2x Resistance 0.41% 58% 0.35
5x Resistance 0.39% 64% 0.19
8.1.2 Variability of Gob Permeability
In order to ascertain the importance of the permeability and porosity distribution, a model
was run with a constant porosity of 40% and constant resistance of 100,000 m−2. These values
are slightly lower than the porosity and higher than the resistance of the gob at the corners of the
distributed permeability solution.
The plan view plots, taken 0.5 meters above the mine floor, of oxygen mole fraction,
nitrogen mole fraction, and methane mole fraction are shown in Figure 8.5, Figure 8.6, and
Figure 8.7 respectively. These images illustrate how the ventilation flow across the face influences
the other fluid flows in the model, if a low, constant resistance value is used in the gob. This leads
to a penetration of great quantities of ventilation air within the gob.
Figure 8.8 shows the Gob Gas Analysis plot in plan view for the constant permeability and
porosity case compared to the base case. The large quantities of oxygen in the gob lead to a larger
explosive mixture zone along the tailgate void, which also shows different shape characteristics
than those seen in the variable permeability cases. Interestingly, the overlying explosive zone over
the oxygen plume in the gob is smaller in Section A, shown in Figure 8.9, but this is simply
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Figure 8.7: Methane Concentration Plots in Plan View
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These results show that for a given permeability value, there is a significant difference
between constant permeability and variable permeability performance. Furthermore, the lack of
high resistance (low permeability) zones in the center of the gob lead to model predictions of
oxygen concentrations far too great in the center. If the constant permeability is increased, then
flow in the area immediately behind the shields would be under-represented, leading to an
inaccurate prediction of gas distributions in the other direction. In summary, in order to accurately
describe gob gas flows in underground longwall mines, a variable permeability and porosity
model must be used.
8.2 Permeability of the Fractured Zone
The permeability of the fractured zone and all overburden layers are similarly subject to
uncertainty. Karacan (2009c) used well testing experiments and theory to attempt to measure flow
averaged values of permeability within the fractured zone. This is the closest to an actual
measurement of fractured zone permeability, but the nature of well testing means that the
permeabilities of these zones are still not well understood. This work, and other sources of
permeability values in the literature was reviewed in Section 2.2.
The permeability of the fractured zones will also vary significantly from mine to mine. To
better understand the sensitivity of the model to the fractured zone permeability, three cases were
run and compared. In the current model, all fractured zone and upper coal seam layers are treated
as having uniform three dimensional permeability and porosity. To vary fractured zone
permeability, the fluid zone definitions in FLUENT were simply modified in the respective
journal files of each case.
The three cases consisted of the base case, and cases in which the fractured zone and
upper coal seam were given 10x the permeability (1/10 resistance) and 100x the permeability
(1/100 resistance). Lower resistance values were used because comparison to the literature
showed our base case to be at the lowest end of potential permeabilities.
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In general, the results showed that there was little to no sensitivity of the model to
fractured zone permeability. The plan view plots of oxygen concentration, nitrogen concentration,
and methane concentration, in Figure 8.11, Figure 8.13 and Figure 8.12 respectively, show the
consistent results between the three permeability cases. Unsurprisingly, the Gob Gas Analysis
plots in Figure 8.14 also demonstrated no significant differences between the base, 10x, and 100x
fractured zone permeability cases. It would be reasonable to expect that, even if the plan view gas
distributions remain constant, when the upper layer’s permeabilities are changed the cross
sectional gas behaviors may be different. However, Figure 8.15 and Figure 8.16 demonstrate that
the Gob Gas Analysis plots have only insignificant changes at Section A and Section B. For
individual mines the major impact of fracture zone permeability may be the rate of release of
methane and other strata gases.
These results suggest two future sensitivity studies that may be useful. One is whether or
not it is necessary to include the upper coal seam and fractured zone in the model. The initial
reasoning for including these layers in the model was to allow a truer representation of the ability
of gas to mix along the top of the gob. Removing these layers could potentially distort these
flows, but it is possible that placing the methane inlet on the top face of the gob could lead to
similar results. Removing these layers, or modeling them using a much coarser mesh, would
reduce the total mesh element count significantly.
Secondly, directional variability was not checked in this model. The geologic materials
are non-isotropic and the mining induced stresses are not uniform, therefore fracturing is highly
directionally dependent; the fractures tend to develop as a consequence of tensile and shear
stresses. This means that the non-fractured horizontal axis will have much higher resistance than
the fractured axis. FLUENT allows a user to specify the porous flow resistance in the x, y, and z
directions independently. A simulation of directional fractures would be relatively simple to
enact. It would be a valuable study to ascertain the importance of the fracture directionality in the
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Figure 8.13: Nitrogen Concentration Plots in Plan View
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Figure 8.16: Gob Gas Analysis Section B
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8.3 Effect of Void
A comparison case was run in which the void geometry was essentially eliminated by
assigning the void the same porosity and permeability as the edge of the gob. This is significant
because including the void adds a great deal of complexity to the mesh. If removing the void did
not change the results, the model should be simplified and the void removed. The second major
reason to perform this run was that there are operating mines in the Western United States in
which the gob caves and completely fills the gate road entries on either side of the gob, leaving no
discernible void.
Figure 8.17 shows the oxygen concentration, Figure 8.18 shows the nitrogen
concentration, and Figure 8.19 shows the methane concentration in plan view for the panel with
the closed void compared to the base, open void case. Here the closed void shuts down oxygen
penetration into the gob along the gate roads, but also limits the mobility and penetration of the
injected nitrogen. The side effect is that the methane now has less competition for flow through
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Nevertheless, the lower oxygen content in the gob, and especially the lack of a low
gradient transition from high to low oxygen concentration within the gob, means that the no void
case has a resulting smaller total volume of explosive mixture present, especially in the important
near face region. This is shown in Figure 8.20. The sectional views of the explosive mixture,
Figure 8.21 and Figure 8.22, show that the explosive mixtures are not entirely absent. The mixing
zones are still present above the primary oxygen plume in Section A, but are confined to the
center of the panel and again further from mine workers and ignition sources.
In summary, this run demonstrates that mines with and without voids adjacent to the gate
roads must be modeled separately in order to accurately depict fluid flows within longwall gobs.
Additionally, it appears that mines that do not form voids during the caving process will likely
have safer operating conditions than mines with voids present. For gassy mines, methane
mitigation methods, for example nitrogen injection and gob vent boreholes, are likely to be more





Figure 8.20: Gob Gas Analysis Plots in Plan View for Void and No Void Cases
8.4 Methane Emission Rate
The amount of methane entering the panel is also a source of uncertainty. This uncertainty
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Figure 8.22: Gob Gas Analysis Plots in Plan View for Void and No Void Cases
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the model is by necessity a simplification of the actual physical methane liberation processes.
Secondly, the actual methane emitted varies from mine to mine as well as from panel to panel
within a given mine. In Chapter 6, the case for the methane inlet rate used as the baseline in this
model was established in order to minimize the first type of uncertainty. To further understand
what significantly higher methane rates could do to the gas mixtures in the gob, two cases were
performed in which the methane emission rates were increased by 50% and 100% . These results
are summarized in Table 8.3. The 1.5x and 2x methane emission cases increased the methane at
the tailgate return from 0.441% to 0.686% and 0.967% respectively. Meanwhile, the methane
mole fraction at the two GVBs increased from 55.3% to 70.8% and 81.6% for the 1.5x and 2x
methane cases. This matches expectations: increasing methane forced into the gob will result in
higher concentrations of methane in the primary outlets.
It is surprising that the explosive mixing zones have a reduced relative volume compared
to the base case: 0.52 for 1x, 0.37 for the 1.5 x case, and 0.27 for the 2x case. This is explained
upon review of the plan view plots. Figure 8.24 shows how the increased methane in the 2x case
displaces much fresh air that would otherwise penetrate into the gob. This is also reflected in the
oxygen plots: Figure 8.23 shows that the deeper regions of the gob have no oxygen present, while
the base case has a small but non-zero amount of oxygen present. The total size of the high
oxygen plume is relatively unchanged, however. The only major change near the face is the
increase in size of the oxygen poor region at the tailgate corner created by the increased quantity
of escaping methane.
The increase in methane also displaces the injected nitrogen, this time closer to the face.
Figure 8.25 shows the resulting nitrogen distribution. The rear tailgate corner of the model is now
nitrogen poor due to the greater quantities of methane present. Forcing the nitrogen towards the
face has the beneficial effect of increasing the nitrogen’s primary purpose: damping the explosive
mixtures that develop as the oxygen rich atmosphere mixes with methane rich gob air.
The result is that the mixing zones in the increased methane cases are smaller than those
of the standard case. Figure 8.26 shows the difference in explosive mixture zones between the
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base methane case and the double methane case. The shape of the two plots are very similar,
however the mixing boundary has been pushed towards the headgate side of the panel. In the two
section views, Figure 8.27 and Figure 8.28, the mixing zone is driven downward by the higher
methane inlet, but it is not apparent where the larger hazardous mixture volume occurs.
Table 8.3: Model Responses to Increasing Methane Make (Inlet Velocity Boundary Condition)
Case Relative Methane at Methane
Explosive Tailgate Return at GVB
Volume (mole %) (mole %)
1x Methane Inlet Velocity 0.52 0.441% 55.3%
1.5x Methane Inlet Velocity 0.37 0.686% 70.8%
2x Methane Inlet Velocity 0.27 0.967% 81.6%
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Figure 8.23: Oxygen Concentration Plots in Plan View
8.5 GVB Rate
The final sensitivity study evaluated how the gas mixtures in the gob responded to
increased and decreased gob vent borehole flowrates. The GVB outlets are defined in FLUENT as
negative constant velocity “inlets,” and are thus given a value when the model is set up. The base
case velocity of -0.26 m/s was increased to -0.40 m/s and decreased to -0.0010 m/s (referring to
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Figure 8.28: Gob Gas Analysis Section B
The model predicts that increasing the GVB rate reduces the methane concentration in the
tailgate return. This matches the experience of mine operators, and is the primary reason some
Western U.S. coal mines employ gob vent boreholes; GVB production directly reduces high
tailgate methane concentrations that would otherwise force mines to cease operating until the
methane has dropped to manageable levels. The increased GVB operation has a secondary effect
however, and that is pulling more of the fresh air from the face ventilation system into the gob.
Phrased differently, the increased GVB flow rates caused an increase in the magnitudes of the
pressure sinks that form at the base of the GVB, drawing an increased volume of ventilation air
into the gob. The end result is that methane concentrations at the GVB decrease, from 98.1% to
55.3% to 50.4% respectively, due to the increase in ventilation air in the gob.
This can be seen in Figure 8.29; as the GVB rate increases from image a.) to c.), the
yellow oxygen contours (around 10% oxygen by mole fraction) move closer to the GVBs along
the tailgate side of the panel. The methane and nitrogen concentration, shown in Figure 8.30 and
Figure 8.31 respectively, do not demonstrate significant differences as the GVB rates are
increased. This is also reflected in the Gob Gas Analysis plan view plots in Figure 8.32. While
the base case appears to have a slightly larger near-explosive zone, the differences are nearly
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imperceptible. The same can be said for the cross sectional views in Figure 8.33 and Figure 8.34.
Overall, the model predicts a significant impact on methane concentration at the tailgate
return but not a large scale improvement in the volume of explosive gas mixtures within the gob
itself. In fact, by introducing greater quantities of ventilation air into the gob, conditions may be
made hazardous.
Table 8.4: Comparison of GVB Rates
Case GVB Outlet Relative Methane at Methane
Velocity Explosive Tailgate Return at GVB
(m/s) Volume (mole %) (mole %)
no GVB -0.001 0.47 0.553% 98.1%
base GVB -0.262 0.52 0.441% 55.3%
high GVB -0.400 0.58 0.394% 50.4%
8.6 Full Panel Models
One of the early assumptions of the models presented here was that the behavior of gases
in the longwall could be effectively modeled with a truncated geometry, as described in Section
4.2. Figure 8.35 shows the gas distributions predicted by the base case of the full panel model,
where the inlet boundary conditions were left at the base case values used in the truncated panel.
More detailed image comparisons of the base full panel model to the base case (truncated panel)
are shown in Appendix D.2.
The methane inlet rate in the full panel models (including for the base case) was never
calibrated to match methane concentrations at the GVBs or the tailgate returns in the same manner
as the truncated panel. At present, the full panel model’s methane in the tailgate return is higher
than the maximum validation value for the tailgate return (0.5%). The full panel model predicts
0.73% in the tailgate return, compared to 0.44% for the validated truncated case. The 0.73% is
beyond the range of reasonable methane concentrations under standard conditions. An additional
study similar to the work presented in the previous chapters would be needed to generate a fully
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Figure 8.35: Full Panel Base Case Plots in Plan View
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behavior of the methane inlet (or inlets), treating the void as continuous for the entire length of
the panel, and capping the maximum value of the permeability calculated in the center of the gob.
While a validated model of the full panel was not achieved, the results were sufficient to
allow for the nitrogen sensitivity study to be duplicated for the full panel. The goal was to ensure
that while the gas concentration distribution calculated by the model may be sensitive to
geometry, the conclusions of the truncated study were not sensitive to the geometry assumptions.
Matching the truncated panel conclusions was made more difficult by increasing the resistance of
the gob by 5x for the full panel model (by implementing the 5x gob resistance UDF, tested on the
truncated panel in Section 8.1.1). After running seven comparison cases, the full panel model,
even with its uncalibrated methane inlet velocity and increased gob resistance, one arrives at the
same conclusion as in the truncated panel model shown in Section 7.4. Both full panel and
truncated panel models conclude that injecting nitrogen into the headgate of the panel is the most
effective way to increase gob gas safety. Table 8.5 includes a summary of results for the full panel
cases, as well as the results from the base truncated cases.
Table 8.5: Full Panel Nitrogen Study Results
Full HG TG Relative Methane at Methane
Panel N2 N2 Explosive TG Return at GVB
Case (cfm) (cfm) Volume (mole %) (mole %)
1 200 40 6.89 0.90% 44%
base - full 400 400 1.25 0.73% 54%
base - truncated 400 400 0.52 0.44% 55%
3 600 100 1.18 0.97% 43%
4 800 100 0.89 0.80% 43%
5 1000 100 0.66 0.70% 37%
6 1000 400 0.53 0.80% 51%
7 1600 100 0.05 0.74% 33%
The most important comparisons between the full panel results and the truncated panels
are shown in Figure 8.37 and Figure 8.36. The same normalization value, 40,000 m3, was used
for both the truncated panel and the full panel when calculating each run’s relative explosive
mixture volume . The larger magnitude of the relative explosive mixture volumes in the full panel
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models was a result of using the same volume denominator in a domain volume six times larger.
The normalization value was unchanged, in order to maintain a linear comparison between the
two treatments of the panel geometry. Figure 8.36 plots the results of all of the truncated panel
nitrogen sensitivity studies with the results from the full panel cases. The tailgate nitrogen
injection rate for the full panel cases was 100 cfm (0.0472 m3/s).
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Figure 8.36: Comparison of Nitrogen Injection Results - Full Panel vs. Truncated Panel
Figure 8.37 shows the results of the nitrogen injection sensitivity study for the full panel
cases. Again, there is a logarithmic correlation between nitrogen injection in the headgate and the
volume of explosive mixtures within the gob. In addition, the results show little sensitivity to the
amount of nitrogen injected in the tailgate, as the 400-400 and 1000-400 cases demonstrate.
A detailed analysis of the full panel results help explain the plot in Figure 8.37.
Figure 8.38 shows plots of the nitrogen concentration over the entire gob. Increasing the injection
of nitrogen in the headgate side of the panel helps create a high nitrogen concentration zone in the
headgate side of the gob and adjacent to the face. The oxygen concentration plots in Figure 8.39
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behave similarly to the truncated panel oxygen concentration plots in Section 7.4; as nitrogen
quantities are increased, the amount of oxygen that penetrates the gob is decreased. In the oxygen
plots, the effect of the 5x gob resistance becomes apparent. The total penetration of the
ventilation oxygen into the gob is sharply reduced by the higher resistance assigned to the porous
media in the gob. These results are consistent with the high permeability cases run on truncated
panels described earlier in Section 8.1.1. More detailed side by side comparisons of these two
cases are found in Appendix D.2.
The methane concentration plots in Figure 8.40 show one of the key differences between
the truncated and full panel models. The high methane concentrations at the 0.5 meter level are
much further back in the gob for the full panel models when compared to the truncated panels.
This may be due in part to the uncalibrated methane inlet in the full panel models, but also to the
higher kinetic energy of the methane inlet in the truncated panel when compared to the full panel.
In order to roughly match the total mass flow of methane into the model, the methane inlet
velocity for the truncated panel is 6.5 times higher than the methane inlet velocity of the full panel
(3.25 ×10−6m/s versus 5.0 ×10−7m/s ). Thus the methane source’s kinetic energy decreases by
over 40 fold.
The plots of the Gob Gas Analysis algorithm for the full panel case are shown in
Figure 8.41 and Figure 8.42, in plan view and section view respectively. In the full panel model,
the only nitrogen injection rate that resulted in explosive mixtures at the 0.5 meter level was the
HG-200 TG-100 case (i.e. lowest nitrogen injection case). The largest volume of explosive
mixtures occur on the top surface of the gob, as shown in the Section A plots in Figure 8.42. This
is a result of the assigned high gob resistance rather than the full panel geometry. The high gob
resistance results in the truncated panel described in Section 8.1.1 show the same behavior as the
high resistance case.
There are sufficient differences between the full panel and truncated panels to justify
further studies to calibrate the full panel model. If future work delves into leakage and other
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The results of the sensitivity studies point to one critical conclusion: the model predicts a
relationship between decreasing volume of explosive mixtures in the gob with increasing volume
flow rates of headgate nitrogen injection. This relationship does not appear to be sensitive to the
large uncertainties present in setting up a numerical model of the longwall panel as a physical
system.
From the sensitivity study, it appears that using a distributed permeability, rather than a
uniform permeability distribution within the gob, is critical for generating accurate results. In
order to accurately model gas flows in longwall gobs, the center of the gob must be assigned
higher resistance values than the edges of the gob. The results show that ignoring this distribution
will heavily skew model results. Any model treating permeability as constant within the gob
should be carefully reviewed. These results also show that the presence of void space within a
given longwall panel has a significant impact on safety. Mines in which the gob caves evenly up
to the side pillars will likely have much safer distributions of gases than a mine with a void, when
other variables are held constant.
The model is not sensitive to the permeability values assigned to the fractured zone and
upper coal seam. Since the values for permeability in the fractured zone and upper coal seam are
perhaps the most uncertain of the independent variables, see Section 2.2, it is helpful that the
uncertainty in the permeability of the fractured zone and upper coal seam do not significantly
impact results.
Higher resistance gobs result in lower amounts of oxygen within the gob, but injecting
more nitrogen in the headgate of a longwall panel will still make operating conditions in these
mines safer. This is true whether the gob resistance is higher due to natural variations from mine
to mine or whether the permeability assigned in the model underestimates the physical case
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One other interesting observation is the lower than expected impact of the GVBs on
explosive mixture volumes in the gob for the steady state case. Higher GVB rates lower methane
concentration in the tailgate, but do not result in a corresponding decrease in the explosive
mixture volume. This imparts a valuable warning however; the magnitude of the explosive
mixture volume cannot be used independently of analysis of the gas concentration plots. For the
GVB rate study, the larger explosive mixture volumes seen for the higher GVB rates are farther
from the active face than the lower volumes seen in the low GVB rate cases. Thus, to assess the
explosion hazard, one must consider both the volume and location of flammable gas volumes.
GVBs have proven to be a valuable tool in managing a falling barometric trend. The results
presented here are steady state only; it is possible that the GVBs in a transient model would




One of the goals of this research project was to analyze how the gases in a bleederless gob
responded to ventilation changes as the panel underwent the final sealing, shield removal, and
abandonment. Longwall panel operators typically excavate two recovery chutes at an angle to the
face of the panel and then intercept these chutes as they progress to the final face location. A large
barrier pillar is typically left at the front of the panel to help maintain structural support of the
seals between the abandoned panel and the ventilation airways still open in the mine.
9.1 Discrete Step Models
In order to model this process, the face equipment recovery procedure was divided into
five different steps; each with its own ventilation plan. The first step is essentially the base case as
described in Section 6.2.2. Mine C injects 400 cfm of nitrogen in the headgate and tailgate sides
of an active panel, and the ventilation across the face remains 70,000 cfm (33 m3/s), the face has
intercepted the recovery chutes, and these chutes are ventilated with 5,000 cfm (2.36 m3/s) of
fresh air each. This is referred to as “Step 1” of the sealing process. The FLUENT interpretation
of this case is illustrated in Figure 9.2. For reference, the geometry layout is repeated in
Figure 9.1. Once all coal mining is complete, the ventilation air across the face is reduced from
70,000 cfm (33 m3/s) to between 30,000 and 40,000 cfm (14.2 to 18.9 m3/s) in preparation for
shield removal. This is referred to as “Step 2” and is shown in Figure 9.3. During Step 2 the mine
begins to remove the shields, starting with the last shield in the tailgate corner and working back,
shield by shield, to the headgate of the panel. Each shield is lowered, pulled forward, and then
dragged out through the recovery chute. As each shield is removed, the mine ventilation
conditions change. Rather than capture each individual shield removal, the model divides this
process into five discrete steps, three of which contain shield removal.
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“Step 3” represents the shield removal process as the shields are pulled past the first chute
until the second chute is reached. At this point in the recovery process the area in the face (also
referred to as the recovery room) may have caved where the shields have been removed. This is
represented in the model by a permeable flow resistance value assigned to the recovery room
between the tailgate and the first recovery chute, and can be seen in Figure 9.4. The resistance
assigned was a constant 87,500 m2, same as the value seen in the corner of the gob. Step 3 also
includes other changes to the ventilation plan. At this point the ventilation air is returned through
the first recovery chute (nearest the tailgate). The tailgate return has been sealed, and a nitrogen
injection line is installed through the tailgate shields. This is treated in the model as a nitrogen
velocity inlet in exactly the same manner as the headgate and tailgate velocity inlets. The
previous tailgate nitrogen velocity inlet is reduced to 0 cfm since it is unusable once the tailgate is
sealed. For Step 3 the primary face ventilation is held at 40,000 cfm (18.9 m3/s), and the second
recovery chute is ventilated with 5,000 cfm (2.36 m3/s).
“Step 4”, illustrated in Figure 9.5, represents the physical state of the mine once the
second recovery chute is reached. At this point the permeability (resistance) zone for the caved
face/recovery room has reached the second recovery chute, extending from the tailgate corner to
this point. The first recovery chute is now sealed, and nitrogen is injected down this point. The
second recovery chute is treated as the primary return for Step 4. The ventilation inlet remains at
a flowrate of 40,000 cfm (18.9 m3/s) through the headgate inlet.
“Step 5” represents the period once the last seal is under construction in the headgate
ventilation entry, all ventilation air is routed away from the panel (i.e. routed to other locations in
the mine), and nitrogen is injected in all available ports while the seals are constructed. The
permeable zone representing the caved face has been extended all the way from the tailgate to the
headgate in this case. Step 5 is illustrated in Figure 9.6. In all five steps, the GVB flow rate
remains constant.
All five of these steps are modeled as steady state cases. This means the results essentially
describe what the gob gas distribution would be if the boundary conditions were held constant at
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the user defined conditions for a long enough period to reach steady state. This is clearly not
physically representative. As boundary conditions change, and ventilation air is rerouted, the
gases in the gob will respond in a transient manner. In addition to reacting to the changed
boundary conditions, the situation itself is constantly changing as shields are removed and the
recovery room slowly caves in. Ultimately, transient models of the sealing process are the desired
goal. However, the steady state simulation runs, performed in a stepwise process, give an
approximation of how the gases within the gob react to both the changing conditions and injected
nitrogen. What the studies show is that this sealing process leads to a safe environment, with
limited mixing of oxygen and methane in dangerous concentrations near working areas.
Additionally, the use of nitrogen appears to be important in managing the transition from active
mine panels to sealed panels. Finally, this study demonstrates use of the model as a predictive tool
to examine the impact of ventilation changes on the longwall and gob area of the mine.
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9.2 Steady State Results
The gas distribution plots for each of the steps are shown in the following figures. For all
gases, the steps proceed from left to right, top to bottom. The oxygen plots of Steps 1 through 5
are shown in Figure 9.7. The results of Step 1 and Step 2 are essentially unchanged from the
ventilation rate study in Chapter 7. As the flow rate of atmosphere across the face of the panel
decreases, the amount of oxygen present in the gob shows a corresponding decrease. It is
surprising in Step 3 and Step 4 that little oxygen migrates into the gob. The combination of
methane escaping directly toward the recovery chute outlets, the resistance in the face, and the
nitrogen injection on both the headgate and tailgate sides leads to a situation in which little fresh
air penetrates past the shields and into the gob. There is some oxygen present in the gob at the
recovery chute where the air current has to turn and leave the face.
The methane concentration plots in Figure 9.8 helps to demonstrate the importance of the
nitrogen injection in Step 3 and Step 4. On both the headgate and tailgate side, large triangle
shaped blue areas denote zones with low methane concentration. Achieving low methane
concentration in these areas is critical, as this would be where any remaining oxygen would
collect during sealing of the panel. The nitrogen concentration plots in Figure 9.9 confirm this
observation for Step 3 and Step 4. Areas with greater than 95% nitrogen can be seen in the
tailgate corner as well as the headgate corner behind the face. By Step 4, the nitrogen in the
headgate appears to quickly exit the panel out the ventilation return, but likely still gives some
protection for the only remaining oxygen rich zone in the recovery room. In Step 5 the oxygen is
no longer present in the model and the gob gas is dominated by methane (fuel-rich inert), with the
exception of nitrogen present in the headgate and tailgate corners near the injection points. This
gas distribution closely reflects the measured gas concentrations in sealed panels of Mine C: high
nitrogen near injection points and very high methane deeper in the panel.
These results are captured in the Gob Gas Analysis plots in Figure 9.10. Step 1 and Step 2
have the same mixing zones seen in earlier chapters, showing a decrease in the volume of
explosive mixture as the velocity of ventilation across the face decreases. Step 3 and Step 4
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demonstrate the effectiveness of the panel abandonment process as well as the impact of nitrogen
inertization. The nitrogen has induced non-explosive regions in both the headgate and tailgate
sides of the panel, and the explosive mixtures in the transition zone between the oxygen rich face
and the methane rich gob has been completely diluted with nitrogen. There is not even a
highlighted transition zone. The most hazardous spots appear to be directly opposite the recovery
chutes; in Step 3 there is a small bump of oxygen opposite both chutes and in Step 4 there is a
slight oxygen bump in the gob opposite the last open recovery chute. The explosive mixtures of
the five steps are shown on Section A in Figure 9.11 and on Section B in Figure 9.12.
Because of the high nitrogen injection quantities in both the headgate and tailgate of the
panel, any methane that is not captured by the GVBs is driven toward the center of the ventilation
inlet and outlet. This means that there is a high methane concentration zone in Step 3 that extends
all the way to the mine face in between the two recovery chutes, and in Step 4 there is a high
methane concentration zone that extends up to the face between the primary ventilation inlet and
the second recovery chute (the ventilation outlet in Step 4). These results suggest that the nitrogen
is useful in preventing explosive mixtures in the panel, but there still exists a problem in the area
in the center of the ventilated face (i.e. in the face between the ventilation inlet and the return
recovery chute ), where there are high methane concentrations immediately adjacent to high
oxygen concentrations. Step 5, where no oxygen is introduced to the panel, shows no zones of
concern.
This leads to the following guideline that the mine could adopt based upon examining the
recovery ventilation plan: inject nitrogen injection in the headgate and tailgate site of a panel
during the permanent sealing process. If possible, a nitrogen line should be extended along the
face and nitrogen injected directly behind the seals in the center of the current ventilation circuit.
These steps should enable consistent safe ventilation of the panel face during shield recovery.
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(e) Step 5 (f) Gob Gas Analysis Color Coding




The computational fluid model developed in this research, through a study of the impact
of changing face ventilation rates on volumes of explosive gas mixtures in the gob (Section 7.2)
and a study of the volume of explosive gob gas mixtures under varying nitrogen injection rates
(Section 7.4 and Section 8.6), has demonstrated that longwall mine operators can directly
influence the mixing of gases in longwall gobs. Secondly, modeling the changing ventilation plan
during a longwall recovery at Mine C demonstrated the use of the model as a predictive tool for
evaluating different ventilation scenarios. Previously, a tool to examine the impacts of ventilation
changes on the longwall face and gob did not exist for mines to easily use; this research has
initiated the first steps of creating such a tool. The step by step analysis of the sealing and shield
recovery process detailed in Chapter 9 is an example of the use of the model as a predictive tool.
This research has also resulted in significant improvements in modeling the behavior of
gas flows in longwall gobs and increased understanding of various safety measures deployed in
progressively sealed bleederless longwall panels. A CFD model was created using FLUENT to
simulate fluid flow in longwall gobs. This included building and testing geometric models,
meshes, and the FLUENT settings and boundary conditions required to accurately and efficiently
model airflow in longwall gobs. The results were validated against available gas concentration
values provided by Mine C, a longwall coal mine with a progressively sealed gob, located in the
Western United States. Three degrees of freedom were matched to Mine C measurements: the gas
concentrations in the tailgate return, the gas concentrations in the gob vent boreholes, and the gas
concentrations in the headgate void. Fidelity to known geometry and boundary conditions was
maintained throughout the process.
The model incorporated three significant new features in the simulation and analysis of
gob gas behavior. The first is the coupling of the permeability and porosity modeling (Wachel,
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2012) with a variable two dimensional distribution within the gob model in FLUENT. The second
was the introduction, coding, and implementation of the Gob Gas Analysis algorithm. The Gob
Gas Analysis algorithm was used to demonstrate visually apparent explosive mixtures within the
panel, and to create a metric that allowed quantitative comparisons between cases by integrating
the predicted explosive mixture volumes. Finally, this model incorporated the geometry of the
gate road voids that exist in some longwall mines as well as the gaps in the longwall shields
within the computational domain. The end result was a model that matched operational data and
predicted behavior that largely confirmed anecdotal evidence and predictions of experienced
mining engineers.
Once established, the model was subjected to a series of sensitivity studies to test various
safety measures. This resulted in the following primary conclusions and operating suggestions:
• Nitrogen injected in the headgate is effective at reducing the volume of explosive mixtures
within the gob where the oxygen rich ventilation air meets the methane rich gob gas. While
nitrogen injected in the tailgate is less effective in reducing explosive mixtures in the gob
itself, it is still necessary to sweep the tailgate entries separated from the ventilation system
by isolation stoppings as the face advances. The operational recommendation during
normal mine operations is therefore to:
– Maximize the injection of nitrogen into the headgate side of the gob. The volumetric
flowrate at which injecting more nitrogen yields diminishing returns is around 800
cfm (0.38 m3/s).
– Reduce nitrogen injection rates if injection brings oxygen levels below the statutory
minimum of 19.5% throughout the active mining areas.
– Nitrogen injected into the tailgate does not appear to increase the safety of gob gas
mixtures. Use tailgate nitrogen injection to prevent spontaneous combustion of the
coal pillars as well as to establish a non-explosive gas mixture in the remaining fully
open entry.
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– Do not reduce headgate nitrogen injection when nitrogen concentrations increase in
the GVBs. Nitrogen found in the area of the GVBs coincides with the location of the
largest and most hazardous mixing zone of oxygen and methane within the gob.
– The reduction in explosive mixture volumes through the use of nitrogen injection is
more pronounced for longwall mines that see greater rates of methane emission.
• Simulations consistently showed increasing explosive volumes in the gob when the
longwall face quantity was increased. This research suggests that decreasing methane
concentrations in the ventilation return is not correlated with a reduction in explosive gas
volumes within the gob.
• The steps followed by Mine C in recovering shields and completing final sealing of a
bleederless panel appear to successfully minimize explosive mixtures within the gob. One
change to this process is recommended: operators should utilize nitrogen injection behind
the shields between the currently active ventilation inlet and ventilation return during the
recovery process. The models also confirm the impact of nitrogen on gob safety during
shield recovery.
Further conclusions are:
• The presence of voids along the headgate and tailgate sides of a gob significantly affects gas
concentrations within the panel by allowing greater quantities of oxygen to penetrate the
gob. The model predicts that gobs that cave tight to the adjacent pillars without forming
voids will have smaller explosive mixture volumes than gobs that do form voids.
• Utilizing a porosity distribution within the gob is more important than getting the exact
permeability magnitude correct. Without a distribution applied, flow in the center of the gob
will be significantly overestimated, while flow along the gob edges will be underestimated.
• The Gob Gas Analysis algorithm is useful in comparing cases and in rapidly identifying
areas of explosive mixture within the gob. The ability of the algorithm to predict explosive
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zones that can be further investigated by mine ventilation engineers is important. This
provides a useful warning, and the integral of the total explosive mixture volume allows for
simple quantitative comparisons between cases. However the gob gas analysis plots should
never be used as the sole evaluation of the impact of a operational change on the hazardous
nature of the gas mixes present. In particular, the Gob Gas Analysis has two weaknesses:
– The Gob Gas Analysis algorithm may give a false confidence in assessing explosive
risks when the transition between high methane and high oxygen occurs over such a
short distance that only insignificantly small volumes of explosive mixtures are
formed. See the Step 3 and Step 4 results in Chapter 9 for an example. This is easily
mitigated by performing a quick check of the oxygen and methane concentration plots
in conjunction with the Gob Gas Analysis. In a true steady state system, this could be
acceptable. However the operating conditions are constantly changing, and any
adjacent volumes of methane and oxygen would be at risk of forming explosive
mixtures with subtle transient operating changes.
– The integrated volume of explosive gas mixtures does not account for the location of
explosive volumes in relation to working areas. A qualitative analysis of the Gob Gas
Analysis plots will allow a more complete understanding of gob safety than relying
entirely on the explosive integral.
• It is important to remember that the domain is three dimensional, meaning the gas
distributions are also three dimensional. The results show that it is important to capture the
three dimensional mixing of the flows, but it is also critical to look at multiple cross
sectional plots to fully understand gas composition within the gob. The results here have
been simplified to three standard planes, Plan View, Cross Section A, and Cross Section B,
for consistency and to simplify comparisons between models.
• The simulations showed that even when the headgate or tailgate void has high nitrogen
concentrations (matching mine measurements of > 90% nitrogen), the gob may have
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methane concentrations in excess of 6% only a few meters inward from the void. This
confirms the industry understanding that tube bundle measurements are only capturing very





Recommendations for future work fall into four broad categories: improving the quantity
and quality of data for model validation, studying transient effects in the model, simplifying the
geometric model, and improving the existing model and modeling work flow.
11.1 Data Quality
One of the great challenges of this project was finding high quality and quantity data.
Acquisition of high quality data should be a priority of any modeling effort. Validation of this
model could be considered more complete with quality data. Suggestions include:
• Logging operational changes in the mine so that changes in measured concentrations can be
tied to changes in ventilation.
• Logging measurement locations through time. While this was performed in the data
provided to Colorado School of Mines, the measured concentrations in many cases
indicated the true measurement point was different from the logged measurement point.
• Tracking nitrogen injection rates, choke positions, and injection locations.
• Tracking longwall face ventilation rates.
• Logging changes in GVB rates, measured concentrations, and locations.
11.2 Transient Studies
The transient behavior of the panel needs to be further studied. To date, some transient
models have been completed but results are limited and properly utilized transient boundary
conditions were not fully implemented or studied. A validated transient model would help
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researchers and operators better understand both the sealing process and how the gob reacts under
changes in boundary conditions (e.g. in periods with changing barometric pressures).
A model of the transient response of the GVBs would also be of interest as a potential
validation point; if a GVB flow rate is changed, the oxygen concentration at the GVB should
increase if the flowrate is increased, or decrease if the flowrate is decreased.
Finally, a simple transient model simulating the nitrogen flushing of the tailgate entries
isolated by the isolation stoppings would help determine a reasonable minimum nitrogen injection
rate in the tailgate side of bleederless nitrogen panels.
11.3 Model Simplification
Simplifying the model could provide a number of benefits: faster simulations, faster
meshing (allowing for geometric variations to be more quickly tested), and more mesh density
where it is most needed. It is possible that these simplifications would not impact model accuracy.
A number of different simplification options are available.
• The existing mesh is based off of a geometric model that has undergone many iterative
changes. Creating a new geometry from the ground up could improve mesh performance by
eliminating some small non-essential features that have crept into the geometric model over
time.
• There may be a solution available to duplicate the shield leakage results achieved in this
model with a far simpler model. Larger, less frequent gaps could be tested. The current gap
method could be replaced with a porous jump between the face and the gob. Finally,
different shapes could be tested to increase mesh efficiency.
• A simulation should be tested in which the upper coal seam and fractured zone are removed
from the model. It is likely that these zones still serve a significant purpose by simulating a
more accurate physical representation of the ability of gas to mix along the top of the gob
that would eliminated by capping the model immediately at the top of the caved zone.
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However, if these zones proved superfluous, removing these layers would reduce the total
cell count significantly.
If these simpler geometric models and meshes proved satisfactory, it would allow for far
greater numbers of sensitivity studies to be performed and analyzed, as well as longer duration
transient models to be run. This could also allow for modeling sensitivity to geometric changes
themselves, such as studying the panel at different stages of development, and with different
distances from face to last crosscut (i.e. the nitrogen injection point).
11.4 Incremental Improvements
There are several model set up choices to test, parameters to vary, and features to include
that could improve the accuracy of the existing model as well as deepen understanding of gas
behavior within the gob.
• The sensitivity study of the performance of gob vent boreholes yielded some surprising
results. While the GVBs decreased the amount of methane in the tailgate return, they did
not appear to significantly impact the explosive mixtures present in the gob. The
implementation of GVBs in the model still needs some fine tuning, but, if accurately
realized, further modeling may yield improvements in the placement and operational use of
gob vent boreholes.
• The oxidation reactions that occur with in situ coal are not currently modeled.
Incorporating these effects could improve the understanding of conditions within longwall
gobs, and lead to greater understanding of any propensities for spontaneous combustion.
• Isolation stoppings are treated as impermeable boundaries, and the entries behind them on
the tailgate side eliminated. Treating the last isolation stopping as a fixed quantity outlets
would be a useful study, as would testing the impact of incorporating the additional storage
in the tailgate entries, especially for transient models.
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• There is interest among mine operators in knowing the effect of GVB location, relative to
the longwall face, on gas concentrations in the gob.
• The explosive integral currently only accounts for gas mixtures within the explosive
mixture zone, but analyzing the near explosive volumes may provide further insight into
mine operating safety.
• A test of variation in the directional permeability within the gob and/or the overburden
would be a useful extension of the work presented here. The fracturing behavior of the
overburden is highly directionally dependent; the fractures tend to develop in a plane along
the vertical axis and along one of the two horizontal axes. This means that the non-fractured
horizontal axis will have much higher resistance than the fractured axis. Understanding the
impact of directional permeability would be a valuable contribution to mine ventilation.
• A complete validation match should be completed for the full size panel, followed by a
repeat of the nitrogen injection study. There are three suggested independent variables that,
if varied, would most likely lead to a match: the location and behavior of the methane inlet
(or inlets), treating the void as continuous for the entire length of the panel, and capping the
maximum value of the permeability calculated in the center of the gob.
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GLOSSARY
Bleeder Fan shaft and fan used to pull methane out of the bleeder system.
Chutes In this dissertation, refers to entries prepared such that the longwall face with intersect
them at the completion of mining. They are used for removal of the shields and other
longwall mining equipment.
Crosscut Shorter entries, typically perpendicular to the mine development entries.
Entries An underground passage used for mine development, transportation, ventilation, or
haulage.
Face The face is the area where coal is mined by the shearer.
Gateroad Mine development entry. See entries.
Goaf See Gob. More commonly used in former Commonwealth countries.
Gob The gob is the caved area left behind by the advancing longwall. This material typically
consists of mudstones, shales, and other sedimentary deposits from the rock overlying a
longwall mine.
Headgate Entry on the haulage side of a longwall panel serving as a ventilation inlet.
Isolation Stoppings Barriers installed in crosscuts and certain tailgate entries to block air flow.
Longwall Longwall mining is a type of mining that allows an entire panel to be removed while
the overburden caves behind it. Longwall mining can remove over 90 % of resource in
place, through the use longwall machinery.
Panel A coal mining block, 1,000 ft. to 1,500 ft wide and several thousand feet long. A longwall
installation will typically be set up to remove coal from a panel.
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Shearer A longwall cutting and loading machine with rotating cutting drums that remove the
coal from the seam.
Shield Steel hydraulic roof supports that use by large diameter hydraulic rams to support the
roof. Shields move forward with the longwall face conveyor and shearer through the use of
a hydraulic relay bar.
Subsidence Sinking of the layers of rock and soil above an underground mine after the coal has
been removed.
Tailgate Entry on the side of a longwall panel opposite of the headgate, serving as the ventilation
return airway and secondary escape route.
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APPENDIX A - GUIDE TO USING FLUENT TO MODEL LONGWALL MINES
The following sections review the steps taken to mesh the computational domain,
comments on the use of FLUENT in modeling longwall coal mines, and a guide to running
FLUENT simulations on Linux based super computers.
A.1 Meshing Process and Guidelines
The individual parts imported from the SolidWorks model are then grouped into three
parts: an assembly of the gob, GVBs and overlying strata, an assembly including the headgate
void and nitrogen inlets, and an assembly including the face and the tailgate void. Using ANSYS’
definitions, a “part” consists of a number of “bodies”; the equivalent terminology for SolidWorks
or standard English would be “assembly” and “parts.” Any group of “bodies” within an ANSYS
part will be meshed with a conformal mesh. That means that all boundaries between bodies will
have identical corresponding faces and nodes. Between separate “parts,” a non-conformal
boundary may be created by creating a named selection” on the two corresponding faces and
creating an “interface” at that point within the FLUENT model set up. Essentially this means that
the separate “parts” are meshed entirely independently, and then FLUENT is told to allow flow
across the two boundaries when the interface is created.
These non-conformal interfaces have the great advantage of allowing different “parts” to
be meshed separately. Some of the greatest meshing difficulties arise when meshing identities
with dissimilar volumes within one part, such as the very large gob and the very thin voids.
Separating the bodies into “parts,” and then meshing each part separately results in much higher
quality meshes.
According to ANSYS, as long as non-conformal mesh interfaces have mesh element sizes
within one order of magnitude of each other (closer being better), the FLUENT solver should still
be stable and accurate. Nonetheless, a significant number of meshes were created to try to
maximize mesh quality while minimizing the number of non-conformal interfaces. The final
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product resulted in the three “parts” mentioned above: a gob assembly, the headgate void and
headgate nitrogen inlets, and the face and tailgate void.
According to ANSYS training materials, the most important metric to minimize while
meshing is the mesh “skewness”. Skewness is essentially the ratio of the volume of “ideal” mesh
element minus the volume of the actual mesh element divided by the volume of an “ideal” mesh
element. In this context, “ideal” is defined as a perfect pyramid for a tetrahedral mesh element or
a perfect cube for a hexahedral mesh element. Figure 3.1, taken from the User’s Guide to
FLUENT ANSYS (2010), shows the relative quality of various skewness values. Poor quality
mesh cells can make it difficult to reach a converged solution in FLUENT or can result in an
inaccurate solution. In all results presented in this document, the maximum skewness for a single
mesh element never exceeded 0.95.
The following comments may help future users mesh the computational domain of
longwall mines.
• The geometry was created in SolidWorks, imported to ANSYS DesignModeler, and then
edited to its final shape.
• The surfaces were all named in ANSYS DesignModeler rather than Meshing, so future
Mesh revisions can call up the stored part and face names.
• The mesh is created by selectively suppressing geometry bodies and meshing the bodies
part by part. The order that was typical used is: GVBs, GVB tubes, Gob, Fractured Zone,
Coal seam. Followed by the headgate (all pieces together), then the entries & tailgate (all
pieces together).
• The maximum skewness element must have a skewness value of less than 0.95, but typical
was around 0.91. It is important to look at both the MAX skewness number as well as the
histogram of skewness of the elements.
• The GVBs stop 60 ft above mining height to replicate the base of the GVB, because the
cased GVB does not penetrate the whole thickness of the gob. There is a lot of uncertainty
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about this exact depth.
• The GVB mesh hole was done to provide stability to the model as the transition from the
borehole to the gob at such small elements sizes produces instabilities and boundary
conditions / interface are unknown at the gob/GVB.
• The SolidWorks geometry was created in inches (it will not support the model at full scale)
and then scaled to feet in ANSYS DesignModeler. So 1-in. in SolidWorks = 1 ft. in
ANSYS. When loading in the .SAT file to DesignModeler, it will ask you what units.
Specify feet and it will load automatically scaled. This will not work for all geometry
output formats.
A.2 General Discussion of FLUENT Modeling
On May 14, 2012 a discussion between researchers at NIOSH and the Colorado School of
Mines was held. A number of the points discussed may be beneficial to future modelers.
• Test models with more randomness in the porosity and perm distribution in the overlying
strata to capture any variation there.
• Liming Yuan, a CFD modeler with NIOSH, has used a porous jump to represent the shields
between the gob and the longwall face instead of the 1x2.5’ connections used by
researchers at the Colorado School of Mines. It would probably be useful to do a sensitivity
study of the window sizes as well as using porous jump vs. window openings.
• A sensitivity study of how the model reacts to different methane location placements was
recommended.
• NIOSH reported that their models were not sensitive to RNG or standard k-e selections for
turbulent flow modeling, but believe the RNG solution is better at resolving complex flows
with large velocity variations.
• NIOSH agrees with the trend of increasing face velocity causing more oxygen in the gob.
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• PRESTO! was recommended for the solution method rather than the standard pressure
linkage. It works best in porous media flows.
A.3 Using FLUENT on Mio
FLUENT allows for two methods for defining the flow simulation: the graphical user
interface (GUI), and the text user interface (TUI). Both methods provide the same basic
functionality. FLUENT uses three primary file types when creating and saving simulation set ups
and results. Case files (extension .cas) are created in the GUI and can include all necessary set up
commands, but are relatively large files (up to 10 GB for the largest models). Data files (extension
.dat) include all generated data for each mesh element. This would include cell pressure, gas
concentrations, velocities etc. A data file can be output after a simulation is complete and fully
converged, or after any intermediate solution iteration or time step. Journal files (extension .jou)
allow for a list of text commands (provided by FLUENT’s TUI) to be submitted to FLUENT
without the use of the GUI. A single case file can modified to perform an infinite number of
simulations by redefining the boundary and operating conditions using a journal file. These
journal files are significantly smaller than case files (in the kilobyte range) and allow for multiple
simulation batch runs to be quickly set up and performed on Mio.
A series instructions on using FLUENT in batch mode on Mio are presented here. These
directions are equally applicable to running FLUENT on any remote Linux cluster / server. Batch
mode is a method of queuing runs on a supercomputer, and then allowing the runs to be
performed in order. Once the required files are loaded on to Mio and the runs are submitted to the
queue, no further input is required from the user.
The following list of programs is recommended:
• Notepad++ : a free, powerful text editor for writing the journal and shell files required.
• FileZilla : a free FTP program for transferring files to and from Mio and the user’s local PC.
• putty : a terminal emulator for Windows used to submit commands to Mio.
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• ANSYS FLUENT : FLUENT is required on both the user’s PC and Mio.
Further details on using Mio can be found at the Mio User’s Guide website maintained by
the High Performance Computing Group at the Colorado School of Mines
(http://inside.mines.edu/mio/page3.html). In addition, John Bush has created an excellent
reference page for using FLUENT on Mio (http://inside.mines.edu/˜jobush/research/index.html).
Running a FLUENT simulation on Mio consists of four basic steps that will be explained
in the following sections.
1. Load the necessary files on Mio.
2. Prepare the run environment.
3. Submit the run to Mio.
4. Analyze the results.
A.3.1 Loading Files on Mio
FileZilla, a free FTP program, allows for easy loading of files to Mio. Use FileZilla to
create a working directory on Mio for the planned family of runs, and then load the required files
to Mio. The files necessary to complete a FLUENT run on Mio are:
• FLUENT .cas file - a standard saved case file created in FLUENT on the user’s local PC.
• Journal file - a list of commands given to FLUENT describing how to perform the
simulation. See Appendix B for more details.
• Shell file - a list of commands tell Mio what to do.
• User Defined Function Source Code (optional) - a C source code with the code required to
compile the user defined functions. See Appendix C for more details.
All of the FLUENT commands that would normally be performed by the user must be
saved in either the case file or the journal file, although there is no preference between the two
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from FLUENT’s perspective. A journal file is required to tell FLUENT to load a case file and to
run the case file, but it is possible to perform all other set up options at the user’s local PC and
then save them directly into the case file. Using journal files to modify boundary conditions can
be a very efficient way of using a single large case file to run many dozens of sensitivity models
based on the same case and mesh.
A.3.2 Preparing the Run Environment
Once the necessary files are in place, the following steps must be performed:
1. Log in to Mio using putty.exe. This will open a Unix terminal emulator, allowing the user
to interface directly with Mio.
2. Go to the previously created working directory.
3. Enter the command “module load fluent/130”.
4. Compile the UDF source code if necessary. See Section C.2 for more details.
Mio is now ready to run a FLUENT simulation.
A.3.3 Running FLUENT on Mio
Once the environment is prepared, the run is initiated by submitting the shell file to Mio
using the command qsub in the putty terminal. The text input in the putty terminal is:
[username@mio working-directory]$ qsub my-example.sh
where working-directory is the working directory, and my-example.sh is the desired shell
file.
The shell file includes a number of commands telling Mio what to do. The below code is a
sample shell file.
Listing A.1: Sample Shell File
#PBS − l nodes =2: ppn =12: dmunoz : core12
#PBS − l w a l l t i m e =4:00:00:00
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#PBS −N sample−s t e p−1− j o u r n a l
#PBS − j oe
#PBS −o sample−s t e p−1− j o u r n a l . o u t
#PBS −V
#PBS −m ae
#PBS −M username@mines . edu
cd $PBS O WORKDIR
export ncpus = ‘ c a t $PBS NODEFILE | wc −l ‘
# run t h e program on 16 p r o c e s s o r s
f l u e n t 3ddp −t $ n c p u s −c n f =$PBS NODEFILE −gu − i sample−s t e p−1− j o u r n a l .
j o u > sample−s t e p−1− j o u r n a l . t r n −d r i v e r n u l l
Going through the shell file by the important user defined lines, the commands perform as
follows:
• #PBS -l nodes=2:ppn=12:dmunoz:core12
– Requests 2 nodes of 12 processors each, that exist within the node group dmunoz, that
have only 12 core nodes (rather than 8 core nodes).
• #PBS -l walltime=4:00:00:00
– Tells the Mio to run this job for 4 days, 0 hours, 0 minutes, and 0 seconds. This will
be ended earlier if the “exit” command is reached in the journal file.
• #PBS -N sample-step-1-journal
– Names the job on Mio “sample-step-1-journal”
• #PBS -o sample-step-1-journal.out
– Tells Mio to create the output file “sample-step-1-journal.out”. This will contain all
errors or output pertaining to the use of Mio itself. FLUENT outputs are left in the
transcript file.
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• #PBS -M username@mines.edu
– Sends an email to username after the job is complete.
• cd $PBS O WORKDIR
• export ncpus=‘cat $PBS NODEFILE — wc -l‘
– These two commands are necessary to sync the parallel run initialization of FLUENT
with the number of processors requested at the beginning of the shell file.
• fluent 3ddp -t$ncpus -cnf=$PBS NODEFILE -gu -i sample-step-1-journal.jou >
sample-step-1-journal.trn -driver null
– fluent 3ddp : tells Mio to run FLUENT in 3D, with double precision accuracy (very
important).
– -t$ncpus : sets FLUENT to call the correct number of parallel instances.
– -cnf=$PBS NODEFILE : tells FLUENT which nodes to run the simulation on.
– -gu : run FLUENT without the graphical user interface.
– -i : disable interactive mode.
– sample-step-1-journal.jou : Tells FLUENT to run the FLUENT commands specified
in the named journal file.
– > sample-step-1-journal.trn : outputs all feedback from FLUENT to the named
transcript file. This is the same as the white text box output at the bottom of the
FLUENT GUI.
– -driver null : tells FLUENT there are no graphical output devices to use.
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A.3.4 Analyze Results
This process is again aided by FileZilla. Download all of the created output necessary
from Mio to the user’s PC. The three primary outputs are as follows:
• data files - these are the end of run save file that FLUENT creates. These include ALL
calculated data and can be quite large (>1 GB)
• transcript files - these are the output defined earlier in the shell file. These will include the
residual output created during the simulation as well as the output from any reports defined
in the journal files.
• image files - any png outputs directed in the journal file. In a transient run, these can be
output at every time step and combined to create animations in a program like Windows
MovieMaker.
A.3.5 Reference File Names
To prevent confusion due to the large number of files generated in this research project
and to allow for future repeatability of the results discussed above, Table A.1 provides a list of the
files used to generate the base case model.













APPENDIX B - JOURNAL FILES
This section details some tips and guidelines to using journal files to run many varied
cases on Mio. The journal files are based off of commands listed in ANSYS Text Command List.
Anything that can be done in ANSYS FLUENT can be accomplished using text commands, and
in many cases more flexibility is offered than when using the GUI (graphical user interface). In
general it is best to load a generic .cas file in to the operating directory on Mio and then run
several iterations using journal files to very the boundary conditions, operating conditions, or
model choices.
B.1 How to restart Pressure Boundaries
Because mass target pressure boundaries vary over time step and over iteration, it can
create instability in the model when restarting from previously saved data. In order to resolve this
issue, ANSYS recommends the following steps:
When you are writing the data automatically, you should write the profile file also at the
same iteration or time step. When you are opening new session and read the data, read the profile
file and load it in the pressure outlet boundary condition. Please follow the below procedure to do
the same.
1. Load you case and go to calculation activity.
2. Click create/edit under execute command.
3. Increase define commands by 1.
4. Give name as “write-profile”.
5. Set value under “every” equal to “Auto save every (iteration)” value.
6. Change “when” to “Timestep” if you are writing data with respect to time step.
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7. Type the following in the command
fi wr-pr out ok outlet , pre q
This will write profile at the every interval automatically and replace the old one.
In the above command, “ok” is to over write the existing profile file. So, if there is no file
available, this command will through error. So, you will have to manually create a profile file with
same name (out) before you start the simulation. Please follow the below procedure to create
profile file. 1. file -> write -> profile. 2. select “outlet” under surfaces and “static pressure”
under variable. 3. click write and give name as “out”.
“outlet” in the command line is the boundary zone name, where you want to write the
profile file. if you are using different boundary zone name, replace “outlet” with the pressure
outlet boundary zone name.
B.2 Using Journal Files
When developing a new journal file, it is always best to try the text commands in a open
window of ANSYS FLUENT on a local PC before trying it on Mio. If there are still issues once
running in batch mode on a remote Linux server, the output transcript file can be used to
troubleshoot any remaining issues.
Perhaps the most confusing aspect of using journal files is that the text commands for
setting boundary conditions CHANGE when using steady state or transient flows. Typically there
are one or two extra commands required when setting a boundary or fluid condition using the TUI
(text user interface) for a transient run, so any journal files must be carefully translated to move
from steady state to transient.
B.3 Example Journal File
The following journal file was used to run the basic step 1 case on Mio. Some formatting
things to keep in mind:
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• the ASCII mark ; means that everything on that line after the semi-colon is a comment and
not read by FLUENT.
• In the actual journal files, the lines are quite long so they are broken for printing purposes
here.
• FLUENT reads a space as an enter, so for example “no no no” is interpreted as the
command “no”, followed by the command “no”, followed by the command “no”.
• It is critical to use a text editor that uses UNIX line endings rather than Windows line
endings. Otherwise end lines (returns) will not be interpreted as such in FLUENT.
• Notepad++ is free and is recommended as a text editor for creating text files. After
installing Notepad++, it is necessary to change the default line endings created by this
program.
• Be very careful with all boundary and zone names. These must be EXACTLY the same as
those in the case file.
The journal file consists of the following sections. These do not necessarily need to be in
order, but the first three items on this list must be performed first and in this order before any of
the other commands will work.
1. Load case files
2. Load UDFs (these must already be compiled in the working directory)
3. Define the models used (such as turbulence model etc..)
4. Set the FLUENT solver settings
5. Define output planes for visualization of the data.
6. Define the porous zones or any other Fluid area in the domain that needs definition.
Typically open airways and ducts are not necessary to define here.
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7. Define the boundary conditions.
8. Create any desired surface monitors to be output in the .trn file
9. Set convergence criteria, initialize the run (it is possible to also load a previous .dat file to
use as the starting point), and run the simulation.
10. Post processing and output. The reports done here are very useful (i.e. this is where the
explosive integral is run, as well as checking the final mass flow rates and things of that
nature) and will output their results in the .trn file. This can save downloading and loading
each .dat file (over 1 GB each) and greatly speed the analysis process. This is also where all
of the images are created of things like gas distribution, gob gas analysis, etc.
Listing B.2: Sample Journal File - No Roughness - Step 1
; ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
;LOAD CASE
; ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
;
/ f i l e / read−c a s e t r a p−void−60 f t −2f t−d i a . c a s
;
;
; ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
;LOAD UDFs
; ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
;
;
/ d e f i n e use r−d e f i n e d use r−d e f i n e d−memory 4
;
; / d e f i n e / use r−d e f i n e d / compi led−f u n c t i o n s compi l e ” l i b u d f ” yes ”
p e r m u d f m o d i f i e d 2 v 2 . c ” ”” ””
/ d e f i n e / u se r−d e f i n e d / compi led−f u n c t i o n s l o a d l i b u d f
/ d e f i n e / u se r−d e f i n e d / f u n c t i o n−hooks / a d j u s t ” demo ca lc : : l i b u d f ” ””
;
;
; ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
; DEFINE MODELS
; ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
;
;
; S e t t u r b u l e n c e model
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;
/ d e f i n e / models / v i s c o u s / ke−rng yes
;
; t u r n on d i f f e r e n t i a l v i s c o s i t y f o r low r e y n o l d s number f l o w s ( n o t used
f o r r e a l i z a b l e )
;
/ d e f i n e / models / v i s c o u s / rng−d i f f e r e n t i a l −v i s c yes
;
; Turn on Enhanced Wall F u n c t i o n s
;
; / d e f i n e / models / v i s c o u s / near−wal l−t r e a t m e n t / enhanced−wal l−t r e a t m e n t yes
;
;
; S e t S p e c i e s D i f f u s i o n
/ d e f i n e / models / s p e c i e s / mul t i componen t−d i f f u s i o n ? yes
;
; SET GRAVITY g r a v i t y yes 0 0 −9.81 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ;
;
/ d e f i n e / o p e r a t i n g−c o n d i t i o n s / g r a v i t y no
;
; ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
; SET SOLVER SETTINGS
; ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
;
; s e t p r e s s u r e model t o PRESTO! = ( 1 4 ) OR L i n e a r P r e s s u r e ( 1 1 ) , b e t t e r
f o r t r i / t e t meshes .
;
/ s o l v e / s e t / d i s c r e t i z a t i o n −scheme / p r e s s u r e 14
;
; s e t p r e s s u r e v e l o c i t y c o u p l i n g t o PISO ! ( 2 2 ) . SIMPLE i s 2 0 . SIMPLEC
2 1 .
; / s o l v e / s e t / p−v−c o u p l i n g 22
;
; For t h e s e , 0 means f i r s t o r d e r upwind , 1 means second o r d e r upwind .
; / s o l v e / s e t / d i s c r e t i z a t i o n −scheme /mom 1
; / s o l v e / s e t / d i s c r e t i z a t i o n −scheme / d e n s i t y 1
; / s o l v e / s e t / d i s c r e t i z a t i o n −scheme / k 1
; / s o l v e / s e t / d i s c r e t i z a t i o n −scheme / e p s i l o n 1
; / s o l v e / s e t / d i s c r e t i z a t i o n −scheme / en e rg y 1
; / s o l v e / s e t / d i s c r e t i z a t i o n −scheme / s p e c i e s −0 1
; / s o l v e / s e t / d i s c r e t i z a t i o n −scheme / s p e c i e s −1 1
;
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / t a r g e t −mass−f low−s e t t i n g s 0 . 0 5 yes
;
/ s o l v e / s e t / under−r e l a x a t i o n p r e s s u r e 0 . 3
/ s o l v e / s e t / under−r e l a x a t i o n d e n s i t y 1 . 0
/ s o l v e / s e t / under−r e l a x a t i o n mom 0 . 6 5
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/ s o l v e / s e t / under−r e l a x a t i o n s p e c i e s −0 1 . 0
/ s o l v e / s e t / under−r e l a x a t i o n s p e c i e s −1 1 . 0
/ s o l v e / s e t / under−r e l a x a t i o n e p s i l o n 0 . 7





; ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
; DEFINE OUTPUT PLANES AND VISUALIZATION TOOLS
; ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
;
; c r e a t e p l a n e s f o r v i s u a l i z a t i o n
/ s u r f a c e / p l a n e p lan−view 170 1570 1 . 5 −190 1570 1 . 5 −190 −1490 1 . 5
/ s u r f a c e / p l a n e s e c t i o n−A−rec−room−GVB −190 1409 .8 54 −190 1409 .8 0 170
1409 .8 54
/ s u r f a c e / p l a n e s e c t i o n−B−s t a r t u p −GVB −190 1348 .9 54 −190 1348 .9 0 170
1348 .9 54




; s e t up image o u t p u t
/ d i s p l a y / s e t / c o n t o u r s / f i l l e d −c o n t o u r s yes
/ d i s p l a y / s e t / p i c t u r e / d r i v e r png
/ d i s p l a y / s e t / p i c t u r e / l a n d s c a p e yes
/ d i s p l a y / s e t / p i c t u r e / x−r e s o l u t i o n 1600
/ d i s p l a y / s e t / p i c t u r e / y−r e s o l u t i o n 1350
/ d i s p l a y / s e t / p i c t u r e / c o l o r−mode c o l o r






; ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
; DEFINE Porous Zones




; s e t t o l a m i n a r
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / f l u i d gob assy−gob f l u i d no no no
no no 0 no 0 no 0 no 0 no 0 no 1 no no no yes no no 1 no 0 no 0
no 0 no 1 no 0 yes yes yes ” udf ” ” s e t p e r m 1 : : l i b u d f ” yes
yes ” udf ” ” s e t p e r m 2 : : l i b u d f ” yes yes ” udf ” ” s e t p e r m 3 : :
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l i b u d f ” no no 0 no 0 no 0 0 0 yes yes ” udf ” ” s e t p o r o s i t y : :
l i b u d f ” no
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / f l u i d gob assy−g v b t u b e 1 f l u i d no no no
no no 0 no 0 no 0 no 0 no 0 no 1 no no yes yes yes no no 1 no 0 no
0 no 0 no 1 no 0 yes yes yes ” udf ” ” se t GVB tube pe rm 1 : : l i b u d f ” yes
yes ” udf ” ” se t GVB tube pe rm 2 : : l i b u d f ” yes yes ” udf ” ”
se t GVB tube pe rm 3 : : l i b u d f ” no no 0 no 0 no 0 0 0 yes yes ” udf ” ”
s e t p o r o s i t y : : l i b u d f ” no
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / f l u i d gob assy−g v b t u b e 2 f l u i d no no no
no no 0 no 0 no 0 no 0 no 0 no 1 no no yes yes yes no no 1 no 0 no
0 no 0 no 1 no 0 yes yes yes ” udf ” ” se t GVB tube pe rm 1 : : l i b u d f ” yes
yes ” udf ” ” se t GVB tube pe rm 2 : : l i b u d f ” yes yes ” udf ” ”
se t GVB tube pe rm 3 : : l i b u d f ” no no 0 no 0 no 0 0 0 yes yes ” udf ” ”
s e t p o r o s i t y : : l i b u d f ” no
;
;
; S e t perm and p o r o s i t y f o r uppe r c o a l seam and f r a c t u r e d zone
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / f l u i d gob assy−f r a c t u r e d z o n e f l u i d no no
no no no 0 no 0 no 0 no 0 no 0 no 1 no no no yes no no 1 no 0 no 0
no 0 no 1 no 0 yes no 1 .0133 e +12 no 1 .0133 e +12 no 1 .0133 e +12 no no 0
no 0 no 0 0 0 no 0 . 1 no
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / f l u i d gob assy−u p p e r c o a l s e a m f l u i d no no
no no no 0 no 0 no 0 no 0 no 0 no 1 no no no yes no no 1 no 0 no 0
no 0 no 1 no 0 yes no 1 .0133 e +12 no 1 .0133 e +12 no 1 .0133 e +12 no no 0






; ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
; DEFINE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
; ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
;
; O r i g i n a l t u r b u l e n c e BC d e f i n i t i o n / d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / v e l o c i t y
− i n l e t a a i n l e t v e n t i l a t i o n e n t r y no no yes yes no 1 .80360 no 0 no
300 yes no 1 no 1 yes no 0 .00000 no 0 .200000
; s p e c i e s −0 i s CH4 , s p e c i e s −1 i s O2 , r e m a i n d e r i s N2
;
;
; Turn Void on h e a d g a t e s i d e t o w a l l
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / zone−t y p e a a h g v o i d o u t l e t w a l l
; / d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / zone−t y p e a a i n l e t g v b 1 p r e s s u r e−o u t l e t
; P i
| mass t a r g e t
( kg / s )
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / zone−t y p e a a i n l e t g v b 1 v e l o c i t y− i n l e t
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/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / v e l o c i t y− i n l e t a a i n l e t g v b 1 no no yes yes
no −0.26182 no 0 no 300 yes no 1 no 1 no no 1 no 0
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / zone−t y p e a a i n l e t g v b 2 v e l o c i t y− i n l e t
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / v e l o c i t y− i n l e t a a i n l e t g v b 2 no no yes yes
no −0.26182 no 0 no 300 yes no 1 no 1 no no 1 no 0
;
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / zone−t y p e a a i n l e t u p p e r c o a l s e a m t o p
v e l o c i t y− i n l e t
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / v e l o c i t y− i n l e t a a i n l e t u p p e r c o a l s e a m t o p
no no yes yes no 3 . 2 5 e−06 no 0 no 300 yes no 1 no 1 no no 1 no 0
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / p r e s s u r e−o u t l e t a a o u t l e t v e n t i l a t i o n e n t r y
no 0 .000 no 300 no yes yes no 1 no 1 no no 0 .005 no 0 . 2 no no no
;
; d e f i n e wi th i n t e n s i t y and s c a l e
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / v e l o c i t y− i n l e t a a i n l e t v e n t i l a t i o n e n t r y
no no yes yes no 1 .80360 no 0 no 300 no yes 3 0 . 3 5 yes no 0 .00000 no
0 .200000
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / v e l o c i t y− i n l e t a a o u t l e t r e c o v e r y r o o m 1 no
no yes yes no 0 .077609 no 0 no 300 no yes 4 0 . 3 5 yes no 0 .00000 no
0 .200000
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / v e l o c i t y− i n l e t a a o u t l e t r e c o v e r y r o o m 2 no
no yes yes no 0 .099137 no 0 no 300 no yes 4 0 . 3 5 yes no 0 .00000 no
0 .200000
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / v e l o c i t y− i n l e t a a i n l e t n 2 1 no no yes yes
no 0 .00354 no 0 no 300 no yes 7 0 . 3 5 yes no 0 .00000 no 0 .000000
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / v e l o c i t y− i n l e t a a i n l e t n 2 2 no no yes yes
no 0 .00505 no 0 no 300 no yes 7 0 . 3 5 yes no 0 .00000 no 0 .000000
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / v e l o c i t y− i n l e t a a i n l e t t g n 2 1 no no yes
yes no 0 .009899 no 0 no 300 no yes 7 0 . 3 5 yes no 0 .00000 no 0 .000000
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / v e l o c i t y− i n l e t a a i n l e t u p p e r c o a l s e a m t o p
no no yes yes no 3 . 2 5 e−6 no 0 no 300 no yes 0 . 1 0 . 3 5 yes no 1 .00000
no 0 .000000
;
; c r e a t e r o u g h n e s s on e n t r y w a l l s
rough h e i g h t
i n m
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / w a l l wal l−e n t r i e s −e n t r i e s f r o n t
0 no 0 no no no 0 no no no no 0 .0000 no 0 . 5 yes yes
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / w a l l wal l−e n t r i e s −t g v o i d
0 no 0 no no no 0 no no no no 0 .1524 no 0 . 6
yes yes
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / w a l l wal l−e n t r i e s − t g e n t r i e s
0 no 0 no no no 0 no no no no 0 .1524 no 0 . 6 yes
yes
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / w a l l wal l−h e a d g a t e v o i d a n d e n t r i e s −h g v o i d
0 no 0 no no no 0 no no no no 0 .1524 no 0 . 6 yes yes
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/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / w a l l wal l−h e a d g a t e v o i d a n d e n t r i e s − i n l e t 1
0 no 0 no no no 0 no no no no 0 .0000 no 0 . 5 yes yes
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / w a l l wal l−h e a d g a t e v o i d a n d e n t r i e s − i n l e t 2
0 no 0 no no no 0 no no no no 0 .0000 no 0 . 5 yes yes
/ d e f i n e / boundary−c o n d i t i o n s / w a l l wal l−gob assy−gob
0 no 0 no no no 0 no no no no 0 .0000 no







; ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
;CREATE SURFACE MODELS AND OUTPUT




; C r e a t e s u r f a c e m o n i t o r s
/ s o l v e / m o n i t o r s / s u r f a c e / s e t−m o n i t o r out−o2 ” Area−Weighted Average ”
c o n c e n t r a t i o n−o2 a a o u t l e t v e n t i l a t i o n e n t r y ( ) no yes no 1
/ s o l v e / m o n i t o r s / s u r f a c e / s e t−m o n i t o r GVB−p r e s s ” Area−Weighted Average ”
p r e s s u r e a a i n l e t g v b 1 a a i n l e t g v b 2 ( ) no yes no 1
/ s o l v e / m o n i t o r s / s u r f a c e / s e t−m o n i t o r GVB−mass− f l ” Mass Flow Rate ”









; ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
; INITIALIZE AND COMPUTE SOLUTION




/ s o l v e / i n i t i a l i z e / hyb− i n i t i a l i z a t i o n
;
/ s o l v e / m o n i t o r s / r e s i d u a l / convergence−c r i t e r i a 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001 0 . 001 1
e−06 0 .00 1 0 .001 0 .001 0 .001
;
; s o l v e / s e t / t ime−s t e p 1
s o l v e / i t e r a t e 2000
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/ d e f i n e / u se r−d e f i n e d e x e c u t e−on−demand ” c a l c e x p l o s i v e m i x : : l i b u d f ”
/ d e f i n e / u se r−d e f i n e d e x e c u t e−on−demand ” c a l c e x p l o s i v e i n t e g r a l : : l i b u d f
”
f i l e / w r i t e−d a t a s t e p−1−no−gvb . d a t






; ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
; POSTPROCESSING AND IMAGE OUTPUT




/ r e p o r t / volume− i n t e g r a l s / volume− i n t e g r a l gob assy−gob gob assy−
g v b t u b e 1 gob assy−g v b t u b e 2 gob assy−f r a c t u r e d z o n e ( ) udm−3 no
/ r e p o r t / s u r f a c e− i n t e g r a l s / a r ea−weighted−avg a a o u t l e t v e n t i l a t i o n e n t r y
a a i n l e t g v b 1 a a i n l e t g v b 2 ( ) molef−ch4 no
/ r e p o r t / s u r f a c e− i n t e g r a l s / a r ea−weighted−avg a a i n l e t v e n t i l a t i o n e n t r y
a a i n l e t u p p e r c o a l s e a m t o p a a i n l e t g v b 1 a a i n l e t g v b 2 ( )
p r e s s u r e no
/ r e p o r t / s u r f a c e− i n t e g r a l s / mass−f low−r a t e a a i n l e t g v b 1 a a i n l e t g v b 2
a a o u t l e t v e n t i l a t i o n e n t r y ( ) no
/ r e p o r t / s u r f a c e− i n t e g r a l s / mass−f low−r a t e a a i n l e t v e n t i l a t i o n e n t r y
a a i n l e t u p p e r c o a l s e a m t o p a a i n l e t n 2 1 a a i n l e t n 2 2
a a i n l e t t g n 2 1 a a o u t l e t r e c o v e r y r o o m 1 a a o u t l e t r e c o v e r y r o o m 2
( ) no
/ r e p o r t / s u r f a c e− i n t e g r a l s / volume−f low−r a t e a a i n l e t g v b 1




; G e n e r a t e o u t p u t s o f e x p l o s i v e m i x t u r e
;
/ d i s p l a y / s e t / c o n t o u r s / s u r f a c e s p lan−view ( )
/ d i s p l a y / c o n t o u r udm−0 0 500000 .0
/ v iews / r e s t o r e −view f r o n t
/ d i s p l a y / save−p i c t u r e p e r m e a b i l i t y− i n i t i a l i z a t i o n −s t e p−1−no−gvb . png
/ d i s p l a y / c o n t o u r udm−1 0 0 . 5 0
/ d i s p l a y / save−p i c t u r e p o r o s i t y− i n i t i a l i z a t i o n −s t e p−1−no−gvb . png
/ d e f i n e / u se r−d e f i n e d e x e c u t e−on−demand ” c a l c e x p l o s i v e m i x : : l i b u d f ”
/ d i s p l a y / c o n t o u r udm−2 0 1 .001
/ d i s p l a y / save−p i c t u r e e x p l o s i v e−mix−plan−s t e p−1−no−gvb . png
/ d i s p l a y / c o n t o u r molef−o2 0 0 .201
/ d i s p l a y / save−p i c t u r e O2−plan−s t e p−1−no−gvb . png
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/ d i s p l a y / c o n t o u r molef−ch4 0 0 .500
/ d i s p l a y / save−p i c t u r e CH4−plan−s t e p−1−no−gvb . png
/ d i s p l a y / c o n t o u r molef−n2 0 1 .001




/ d i s p l a y / s e t / c o n t o u r s / s u r f a c e s s e c t i o n−A−rec−room−GVB ( )
/ d i s p l a y / c o n t o u r udm−2 0 1 . 0
/ v iews / r e s t o r e −view t o p
/ d i s p l a y / v iews / au to−s c a l e
/ v iews / camera / t a r g e t 10 1450 2 6 . 7
/ d i s p l a y / save−p i c t u r e e x p l o s i v e m i x s e c t−A−s t e p−1−no−gvb . png
/ d i s p l a y / c o n t o u r molef−o2 0 0 .201
/ d i s p l a y / save−p i c t u r e O2−s e c t−A−s t e p−1−no−gvb . png
/ d i s p l a y / c o n t o u r molef−ch4 0 0 .500
/ d i s p l a y / save−p i c t u r e CH4−s e c t−A−s t e p−1−no−gvb . png
/ d i s p l a y / c o n t o u r molef−n2 0 1 . 0




/ d i s p l a y / s e t / c o n t o u r s / s u r f a c e s s e c t i o n−B−s t a r t u p −GVB ( )
/ d i s p l a y / c o n t o u r udm−2 0 1 . 0
/ v iews / r e s t o r e −view t o p
/ d i s p l a y / v iews / au to−s c a l e
/ v iews / camera / t a r g e t 10 1450 2 6 . 7
/ d i s p l a y / save−p i c t u r e e x p l o s i v e m i x s e c t−B−s t e p−1−no−gvb . png
;
;
/ d i s p l a y / s e t / c o n t o u r s / s u r f a c e s s e c t i o n−B−s t a r t u p −GVB s e c t i o n−A−rec−room
−GVB plan−view ( )
v iews / r e s t o r e −view i s o m e t r i c
/ d i s p l a y / c o n t o u r udm−2 0 1 . 0
/ d i s p l a y / save−p i c t u r e e x p l o s i v e m i x i s o−s t e p−1−no−gvb−2. png
; wal l−gob assy−gob wal l−gob assy−f r a c t u r e d −zone
a b i n t e r f a c e g o b t o h g v o i d a b i n t e r f a c e g o b t o t g v o i d
;
;
e x i t
yes
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APPENDIX C - USER DEFINED FUNCTIONS
The user defined functions (UDFs) must exist in a single .c file in the home folder for runs
on Mio. The first step is to load the folder on to Mio, then create the necessary file format for
ANSYS FLUENT to use the UDF library. This is accomplished with a journal file and shell file
due to the complexity of the file format necessary. However this compilation will eventually fail
because Mio is not set up to compile on processing nodes. Instead, once the journal file has
completed, using putty.exe, enter the working directory, then enter the folder “libudf”. This folder
is created by the ANSYS FLUENT compile command. Once in “libudf”, enter the command
“make”. This will compile the UDF c file. The output from this process can be monitored to
ensure that the c file compiled properly.
It is critical to understand how UDFs work within FLUENT. The ANSYS provided
advanced UDF class is highly recommended. For a simple explanation, UDFs are utilized in a
two step process. First, the UDF source code must be compiled in the working directory on Mio.
Secondly, the UDFs themselves must be called within the journal file or they will not execute.
ANSYS refers to this step as “hooking” the UDFs to the FLUENT code. For more information on
the journal files, see Chapter B.
C.1 List of User Defined Functions
In this modeling process, there have been a large number of user defined functions
utilized. They can set everything from boundary conditions to operating conditions, in addition to
providing powerful post-processing commands. The full list and descriptions of each UDF used
in this research project are provided here.
It is strongly recommended that the user read the ANSYS user defined function manual to
fully understand the differences between DEFINE ADJUST, DEFINE PROFILE, and
DEFINE ON DEMAND commands provided my ANSYS.
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demo calc This counts the number of iterations run. This count can then be used to tell the
porosity and resistance UDFs to run on the first iteration, and then to call previously
calculated resistances after the first iteration.
set entry perm step 3 This command sets the resistance in the face after caving has completed
up to the first recovery chute.
set entry perm step 4 This command sets the resistance in the face after caving has completed
up to the second recovery chute.
set entry perm step 5 This command sets the resistance in the face once the entire face has
caved.
set perm 1 This command defines the permeability within the gob based off of the fit provided
by Elizabeth Wachel. There are three set perm UDFs, set perm 1, set perm 2 and
set perm 1 for the x, y, and z directions respectively. At this point in time, permeability in
all three directions is uniform, so the UDFs are equivalent. IMPORTANT: The UDF below
includes only truncated versions of the set perm fit calculations. For the full versions, the
group directory on Mio must be accessed. The total functions are each hundreds of lines
long.
set GVB tube perm 1 This command sets the bottom layer of the GVB tube (the larger
cylinder around the GVB itself) to the permeability of the gob fit function, and the higher
layers to the same resistance values as the upper coal seam and fractured zone. There are
also set GVB tube perm 1, 2 and 3 for the x, y, and z directions respectively. In this case,
the z direction value is lower than the x and y values in many runs.
set porosity This sets the porosity in the GVBs to the porosity fit provided by E. Wachel.
calc explosive mix This assigns the “color code” for the gob gas analysis hazardous mixture
algorithm described in Chapter 4 for all of the cell values. This value is assigned to the
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value C UDMI(c,t,3). The type of UDF DEFINE ON DEMAND must be called in the
journal file for these values to be calculated.
calc explosive integral This function will analyze all of the stored calculated explosive mix
values stored in C UDMI(c,t,3). If the value is 1 (i.e. the concentration of gases in that
particular cell has been judged to be in the explosive mixture zone), the explosive integral
will return the value 1. Otherwise it will return the value 0.
set perm 1x2 These UDFs are identical to the earlier set perm UDFs except that they include a
multiplier. The “x2” implies that the initial fit is used, and then all values are multiplied by
2 to increase the overall resistance. This is useful for sensitivity studies in which the Gob
permeability is modified.
C.2 Special Tools for Compiling FLUENT UDFs
In order to compile UDFs on Mio, the following workflow must be followed:
1. Write all required UDFs in a single source code .c file.
2. Create a working directory on Mio.
3. Log in to a Mio portal app (putty is recommended).
4. Access the working directory.
5. Type the command “module load fluent/130”.
6. Load the UDF.c file, the journal file initiate-UDF-compile-sens.jou, and the shell file
initiate-compile-sens.sh into the working directory.
7. Submit the shell file to Mio using qsub. (i.e. “qsub initiate-compile-sens.sh”)
8. Enter the folder “libudf” (created by the journal file) and type “make”.
9. Watch the output, or read the output file after the make command has completed to make
sure the compilation of the UDF source code has worked correctly.
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The UDF files should now be ready to use.
Listing C.3: Initiate Compile Shell File
#PBS − l nodes =1: ppn=1
#PBS − l w a l l t i m e = 0 : 0 1 : 0 0 : 0 0
#PBS −N i n i t −compi l e
#PBS − j oe
#PBS −o i n i t −compi l e . o u t
#PBS −V
#PBS −m ae
#PBS −M dan . wor ra l l@gmai l . com
cd $PBS O WORKDIR
e x p o r t ncpus = ‘ c a t $PBS NODEFILE | wc −l ‘
# run t h e program on 16 p r o c e s s o r s
f l u e n t 3ddp −t $ n c p u s −c n f =$PBS NODEFILE −gu − i i n i t i a t e −UDF−compi le−
s e n s . j o u > i n i t −compi l e . t r n −d r i v e r n u l l
Listing C.4: Initiate Compile Journal File
;
; COMPILE UDF
/ d e f i n e / u se r−d e f i n e d / compi led−f u n c t i o n s compi l e ” l i b u d f ” yes ”




e x i t
yes
C.3 Sample UDF File
IMPORTANT: The UDF below includes only truncated versions of the set perm fit
calculations. For the full versions, the group directory on Mio must be accessed. The total
functions are each hundreds of lines long.
Listing C.5: User Defined Function Source Code
# i n c l u d e ” udf . h ”
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# i n c l u d e ” math . h ”
# d e f i n e domain ID 2
i n t i t e =0 ;
DEFINE ADJUST ( demo calc , d )
{
i t e = i t e ++;
}
DEFINE PROFILE ( s e t e n t r y p e r m s t e p 3 , t , nv )
{
r e a l x [ND ND ] ;
c e l l t c ;
double x l o c ;
double y l o c ;
double c e l l r e s i s t ;
b e g i n c l o o p ( c , t )
{
C CENTROID ( x , c , t ) ;
x l o c =x [ 0 ] ;
y l o c =x [ 1 ] ;
i f ( y l o c < 1 4 7 7 . 0 ) {
i f ( x l o c <−49.000){
c e l l r e s i s t =87500 .00000 ;
}
e l s e {
c e l l r e s i s t = 0 .0 0 00 0 0 0 ;
}
}
e l s e {
c e l l r e s i s t = 0 .0 0 00 0 0 0 ;
}
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = c e l l r e s i s t ;
e n d c l o o p ( c , t )
}
}
DEFINE PROFILE ( s e t e n t r y p e r m s t e p 4 , t , nv )
{
r e a l x [ND ND ] ;
c e l l t c ;
double x l o c ;
double y l o c ;
double c e l l r e s i s t ;
b e g i n c l o o p ( c , t )
{
C CENTROID ( x , c , t ) ;
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x l o c =x [ 0 ] ;
y l o c =x [ 1 ] ;
i f ( y l o c < 1 4 7 7 . 0 ) {
i f ( x l o c <41.000){
c e l l r e s i s t =87500 .00000 ;
}
e l s e {
c e l l r e s i s t = 0 .0 0 00 0 0 0 ;
}
}
e l s e {
c e l l r e s i s t = 0 .0 0 00 0 0 0 ;
}
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = c e l l r e s i s t ;
e n d c l o o p ( c , t )
}
}
DEFINE PROFILE ( s e t e n t r y p e r m s t e p 5 , t , nv )
{
r e a l x [ND ND ] ;
c e l l t c ;
double x l o c ;
double y l o c ;
double c e l l r e s i s t ;
b e g i n c l o o p ( c , t )
{
C CENTROID ( x , c , t ) ;
x l o c =x [ 0 ] ;
y l o c =x [ 1 ] ;
i f ( y l o c < 1 4 7 7 . 0 ) {
i f ( x l o c <241.000){
c e l l r e s i s t =87500 .00000 ;
}
e l s e {
c e l l r e s i s t = 0 .0 0 00 0 0 0 ;
}
}
e l s e {
c e l l r e s i s t = 0 .0 0 00 0 0 0 ;
}
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = c e l l r e s i s t ;




DEFINE PROFILE ( s e t p e r m 1 , t , nv )
{
r e a l x [ND ND ] ;
c e l l t c ;
double c e l l p e r m ;
double x l o c ;
double y l o c ;
double c e l l r e s i s t ;
b e g i n c l o o p ( c , t )
{
C CENTROID ( x , c , t ) ;
x l o c =x [ 0 ] ;
y l o c =x [ 1 ] ;
i f ( i t e <=1){
c e l l p e r m = ( x l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c *
y l o c * y l o c * . . .
i f ( c e l l p e r m > 2 .000E−7){
i f ( c e l l p e r m > 6 . 9 1 E−6){
c e l l r e s i s t =1 .45 E5 ;
}
e l s e {




e l s e {
c e l l r e s i s t =5 .000000 E6 ;
}
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = c e l l r e s i s t ;
C UDMI( c , t , 0 ) = c e l l r e s i s t ;
}
i f ( i t e >1) {
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = C UDMI( c , t , 0 ) ;
}
}
e n d c l o o p ( c , t )
}
DEFINE PROFILE ( s e t p e r m 2 , t , nv )
{
r e a l x [ND ND ] ;
c e l l t c ;
double c e l l p e r m ;
double x l o c ;
double y l o c ;
double c e l l r e s i s t ;
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b e g i n c l o o p ( c , t )
{
C CENTROID ( x , c , t ) ;
x l o c =x [ 0 ] ;
y l o c =x [ 1 ] ;
i f ( i t e <=1){
c e l l p e r m = ( x l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c *
y l o c * y l o c * . . .
i f ( c e l l p e r m > 2 .000E−7){
i f ( c e l l p e r m > 6 . 9 1 E−6){
c e l l r e s i s t =1 .45 E5 ;
}
e l s e {




e l s e {
c e l l r e s i s t =5 .000000 E6 ;
}
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = c e l l r e s i s t ;
}
i f ( i t e >1) {
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = C UDMI( c , t , 0 ) ;
}
}
e n d c l o o p ( c , t )
}
DEFINE PROFILE ( s e t p e r m 3 , t , nv )
{
r e a l x [ND ND ] ;
c e l l t c ;
double c e l l p e r m ;
double x l o c ;
double y l o c ;
double c e l l r e s i s t ;
b e g i n c l o o p ( c , t )
{
C CENTROID ( x , c , t ) ;
x l o c =x [ 0 ] ;
y l o c =x [ 1 ] ;
i f ( i t e <=1){
c e l l p e r m = ( x l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c *
y l o c * y l o c * . . .
i f ( c e l l p e r m > 2 .000E−7){
i f ( c e l l p e r m > 6 . 9 1 E−6){
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c e l l r e s i s t =1 .45 E5 ;
}
e l s e {
c e l l r e s i s t = 1 . 0 / c e l l p e r m ;
}
}
e l s e {
c e l l r e s i s t =5 .000000 E6 ;
}
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = c e l l r e s i s t ;
}
i f ( i t e >1) {
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = C UDMI( c , t , 0 ) ;
}
}
e n d c l o o p ( c , t )
}
DEFINE PROFILE ( se t GVB tube perm 1 , t , nv )
{
r e a l x [ND ND ] ;
c e l l t c ;
double c e l l p e r m ;
double x l o c ;
double y l o c ;
double c e l l r e s i s t ;
r e a l z l o c ;
b e g i n c l o o p ( c , t )
{
C CENTROID ( x , c , t ) ;
x l o c =x [ 0 ] ;
y l o c =x [ 1 ] ;
z l o c =x [ 2 ] ;
i f ( z l o c <12.394 e0 )
{
C CENTROID ( x , c , t ) ;
x l o c =x [ 0 ] ;
y l o c =x [ 1 ] ;
i f ( i t e <=1){
c e l l p e r m = ( x l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c *
y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * . . .
i f ( c e l l p e r m > 2 .000E−7){
i f ( c e l l p e r m > 6 . 9 1 E−6){
c e l l r e s i s t =1 .45 E5 ;
}
e l s e {
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e l s e {
c e l l r e s i s t =5 .000000 E6 ;
}
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = c e l l r e s i s t ;
C UDMI( c , t , 0 ) = c e l l r e s i s t ;
}
i f ( i t e >1) {
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = C UDMI( c , t , 0 ) ;
}
}
e l s e {
c e l l p e r m =1.0133E+12;
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = c e l l p e r m ;
C UDMI( c , t , 0 ) = c e l l p e r m ;
}
}
e n d c l o o p ( c , t )
}
DEFINE PROFILE ( se t GVB tube perm 2 , t , nv )
{
r e a l x [ND ND ] ;
c e l l t c ;
double c e l l p e r m ;
double x l o c ;
double y l o c ;
double c e l l r e s i s t ;
r e a l z l o c ;
b e g i n c l o o p ( c , t )
{
C CENTROID ( x , c , t ) ;
x l o c =x [ 0 ] ;
y l o c =x [ 1 ] ;
z l o c =x [ 2 ] ;
i f ( z l o c <12.394 e0 )
{
C CENTROID ( x , c , t ) ;
x l o c =x [ 0 ] ;
y l o c =x [ 1 ] ;
i f ( i t e <=1){
c e l l p e r m = ( x l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c *
y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * . . .
i f ( c e l l p e r m > 2 .000E−7){
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i f ( c e l l p e r m > 6 . 9 1 E−6){
c e l l r e s i s t =1 .45 E5 ;
}
e l s e {




e l s e {
c e l l r e s i s t =5 .000000 E6 ;
}
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = c e l l r e s i s t ;
C UDMI( c , t , 0 ) = c e l l r e s i s t ;
}
i f ( i t e >1) {
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = C UDMI( c , t , 0 ) ;
}
}
e l s e {
c e l l p e r m =1.0133E+12;
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = c e l l p e r m ;
}
}
e n d c l o o p ( c , t )
}
DEFINE PROFILE ( se t GVB tube perm 3 , t , nv )
{
r e a l x [ND ND ] ;
c e l l t c ;
double c e l l p e r m ;
double x l o c ;
double y l o c ;
double c e l l r e s i s t ;
r e a l z l o c ;
b e g i n c l o o p ( c , t )
{
C CENTROID ( x , c , t ) ;
x l o c =x [ 0 ] ;
y l o c =x [ 1 ] ;
z l o c =x [ 2 ] ;
i f ( z l o c <12.394 e0 )
{
C CENTROID ( x , c , t ) ;
x l o c =x [ 0 ] ;
y l o c =x [ 1 ] ;
i f ( i t e <=1){
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c e l l p e r m = ( x l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c *
y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c
* . . .
i f ( c e l l p e r m > 2 .000E−7){
i f ( c e l l p e r m > 6 . 9 1 E−6){
c e l l r e s i s t =1 .45 E5 ;
}
e l s e {




e l s e {
c e l l r e s i s t =5 .000000 E6 ;
}
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = c e l l r e s i s t ;
}
i f ( i t e >1) {
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = C UDMI( c , t , 0 ) ;
}
}
e l s e {
c e l l p e r m =1.0133E+12;
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = c e l l p e r m ;
}
}
e n d c l o o p ( c , t )
}
DEFINE PROFILE ( s e t p o r o s i t y , t , nv )
{
r e a l x [ND ND ] ;
r e a l a ;
c e l l t c ;
r e a l c e l l p o r ;
r e a l x l o c ;
r e a l y l o c ;
r e a l z l o c ;
b e g i n c l o o p ( c , t )
{
C CENTROID ( x , c , t ) ;
x l o c =x [ 0 ] ;
y l o c =x [ 1 ] ;
i f ( i t e <=1){
c e l l p o r = pow ( x l o c , 1 ) *pow ( y l o c , 9 ) *(−4.11E−36)+pow (
x l o c , 0 ) *pow ( y l o c , 1 0 ) * ( 6 . 3 5 E−32) + . . .
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C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = c e l l p o r ;
C UDMI( c , t , 1 ) = c e l l p o r ;
}
i f ( i t e >1){
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = C UDMI( c , t , 1 ) ;
}
}
e n d c l o o p ( c , t )
}
DEFINE ON DEMAND( c a l c e x p l o s i v e m i x )
{
Domain *d ;
Thread * t ;
c e l l t c ;
r e a l x [ND ND ] ;
r e a l a ;
r e a l px ;
r e a l py ;
r e a l u ;
r e a l v ;
r e a l u1 ;
r e a l v1 ;
r e a l e x p l o d e ;
d = Get Domain ( 1 ) ;
t h r e a d l o o p c ( t , d )
{
b e g i n c l o o p ( c , t )
{
px=C YI ( c , t , 0 ) ;
py=C YI ( c , t , 1 ) ;
u = ( . 0 0 7 2 2 5 * ( ( px − . 0 5 3 ) * .087 + ( py − . 1 1 5 ) * . 0 6 5 ) −
. 0 0 5 5 2 5 * ( ( py − .115) * ( . 0 8 5 ) ) ) / 0 . 0 0 0 0 5 4 6 8 6 0 2 5 ;
v = ( . 0 1 1 7 9 4 * ( ( py − . 1 1 5 ) * ( . 0 8 5 ) ) − . 005525 * ( ( px −
. 0 5 3 ) * ( . 0 8 7 ) + ( py − .115) * ( . 0 6 5 ) ) ) / 0 . 0 0 0 0 5 4 6 8 6 0 2 5 ;
u1 = ( . 0 1 4 4 * ( 0 . 1 2 * ( px − 0 . 0 4 ) + 0 . 0 9 5 * ( py − 0 . 0 9 ) ) −
0 . 0 0 1 3 6 8 * ( py − 0 . 0 9 ) ) / 0 . 0 0 0 2 0 7 3 6 ;
v1 = ( 0 . 0 2 3 4 2 5 * ( . 1 2 * ( py − . 0 9 ) ) − 0 . 0 1 1 4 * ( 0 . 1 2 * ( px −
0 . 0 4 ) + 0 . 0 9 5 * ( py − 0 . 0 9 ) ) ) / 0 . 0 0 0 2 0 7 3 6 ;
i f ( u>0 && u<1 && v>0 && v<1 && ( u+v ) <1) {
e x p l o d e =1 .0 E0 ;
C UDMI( c , t , 2 ) = e x p l o d e ;
}
e l s e i f ( u1>0 && u1<1 && v1>0 && v1<1 && ( u1+v1 ) <1) {
e x p l o d e =0 .81 E0 ;
C UDMI( c , t , 2 ) = e x p l o d e ;
}
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e l s e i f ( px >0.040 && py >0.090) {
e x p l o d e = 0 . 6 6 E0 ;
C UDMI( c , t , 2 ) = e x p l o d e ;
}
e l s e i f ( py >0.090) {
e x p l o d e = 0 . 4 6 E0 ;
C UDMI( c , t , 2 ) = e x p l o d e ;
}
e l s e i f ( px >0.040) {
e x p l o d e = 0 . 2 6 E0 ;
C UDMI( c , t , 2 ) = e x p l o d e ;
}
e l s e {
e x p l o d e = 0 . 0 0 E0 ;
C UDMI( c , t , 2 ) = e x p l o d e ;
}
}
e n d c l o o p ( c , t )
}
}
DEFINE ON DEMAND( c a l c e x p l o s i v e i n t e g r a l )
{
Domain *d ;
Thread * t ;
c e l l t c ;
r e a l x [ND ND ] ;
d = Get Domain ( 1 ) ;
t h r e a d l o o p c ( t , d )
{
b e g i n c l o o p ( c , t )
{
i f (C UDMI( c , t , 2 ) >0.99 e0 ) {
C UDMI( c , t , 3 ) =1 .00 E0 ;
}
}
e n d c l o o p ( c , t )
}
}
DEFINE PROFILE ( s e t p e r m 1 x 2 , t , nv )
{
r e a l x [ND ND ] ;
c e l l t c ;
double c e l l p e r m ;
double x l o c ;
double y l o c ;
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double c e l l r e s i s t ;
b e g i n c l o o p ( c , t )
{
C CENTROID ( x , c , t ) ;
x l o c =x [ 0 ] ;
y l o c =x [ 1 ] ;
i f ( i t e <=1){
c e l l p e r m = ( x l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c *
y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * . . .
i f ( c e l l p e r m > 2 .000E−7){
i f ( c e l l p e r m > 6 . 9 1 E−6){
c e l l r e s i s t =1 .45 E5
* 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 ;
}
e l s e {
c e l l r e s i s t = 1 . 0 / c e l l p e r m
* 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 ;
}
}
e l s e {
c e l l r e s i s t =5 .000000 E6 * 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 ;
}
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = c e l l r e s i s t ;
C UDMI( c , t , 0 ) = c e l l r e s i s t ;
}
i f ( i t e >1) {
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = C UDMI( c , t , 0 ) ;
}
}
e n d c l o o p ( c , t )
}
DEFINE PROFILE ( s e t p e r m 2 x 2 , t , nv )
{
r e a l x [ND ND ] ;
c e l l t c ;
double c e l l p e r m ;
double x l o c ;
double y l o c ;
double c e l l r e s i s t ;
b e g i n c l o o p ( c , t )
{
C CENTROID ( x , c , t ) ;
x l o c =x [ 0 ] ;
y l o c =x [ 1 ] ;
i f ( i t e <=1){
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c e l l p e r m = ( x l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c *
y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * . . .
i f ( c e l l p e r m > 2 .000E−7){
i f ( c e l l p e r m > 6 . 9 1 E−6){
c e l l r e s i s t =1 .45 E5
* 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 ;
}
e l s e {
c e l l r e s i s t = 1 . 0 / c e l l p e r m
* 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 ;
}
}
e l s e {
c e l l r e s i s t =5 .000000 E6 * 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 ;
}
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = c e l l r e s i s t ;
}
i f ( i t e >1) {
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = C UDMI( c , t , 0 ) ;
}
}
e n d c l o o p ( c , t )
}
DEFINE PROFILE ( s e t p e r m 3 x 2 , t , nv )
{
r e a l x [ND ND ] ;
c e l l t c ;
double c e l l p e r m ;
double x l o c ;
double y l o c ;
double c e l l r e s i s t ;
b e g i n c l o o p ( c , t )
{
C CENTROID ( x , c , t ) ;
x l o c =x [ 0 ] ;
y l o c =x [ 1 ] ;
i f ( i t e <=1){
c e l l p e r m = ( x l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c *
y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * . . .
i f ( c e l l p e r m > 2 .000E−7){
i f ( c e l l p e r m > 6 . 9 1 E−6){
c e l l r e s i s t =1 .45 E5 * 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 ;
}
e l s e {




e l s e {
c e l l r e s i s t =5 .000000 E6 * 2 . 0 0 0 0 0 ;
}
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = c e l l r e s i s t ;
}
i f ( i t e >1) {
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = C UDMI( c , t , 0 ) ;
}
}
e n d c l o o p ( c , t )
}
DEFINE PROFILE ( s e t p e r m 1 x 5 , t , nv )
{
r e a l x [ND ND ] ;
c e l l t c ;
double c e l l p e r m ;
double x l o c ;
double y l o c ;
double c e l l r e s i s t ;
b e g i n c l o o p ( c , t )
{
C CENTROID ( x , c , t ) ;
x l o c =x [ 0 ] ;
y l o c =x [ 1 ] ;
i f ( i t e <=1){
c e l l p e r m = ( x l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c *
y l o c * y l o c * . . .
i f ( c e l l p e r m > 2 .000E−7){
i f ( c e l l p e r m > 6 . 9 1 E−6){
c e l l r e s i s t =1 .45 E5
* 5 . 0 0 0 0 0 ;
}
e l s e {
c e l l r e s i s t = 1 . 0 / c e l l p e r m
* 5 . 0 0 0 0 0 ;
}
}
e l s e {
c e l l r e s i s t =5 .000000 E6 * 5 . 0 0 0 0 0 ;
}
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = c e l l r e s i s t ;
C UDMI( c , t , 0 ) = c e l l r e s i s t ;
}
i f ( i t e >1) {
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C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = C UDMI( c , t , 0 ) ;
}
}
e n d c l o o p ( c , t )
}
DEFINE PROFILE ( s e t p e r m 2 x 5 , t , nv )
{
r e a l x [ND ND ] ;
c e l l t c ;
double c e l l p e r m ;
double x l o c ;
double y l o c ;
double c e l l r e s i s t ;
b e g i n c l o o p ( c , t )
{
C CENTROID ( x , c , t ) ;
x l o c =x [ 0 ] ;
y l o c =x [ 1 ] ;
i f ( i t e <=1){
c e l l p e r m = ( x l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c *
y l o c * y l o c * . . .
i f ( c e l l p e r m > 2 .000E−7){
i f ( c e l l p e r m > 6 . 9 1 E−6){
c e l l r e s i s t =1 .45 E5
* 5 . 0 0 0 0 0 ;
}
e l s e {
c e l l r e s i s t = 1 . 0 / c e l l p e r m
* 5 . 0 0 0 0 0 ;
}
}
e l s e {
c e l l r e s i s t =5 .000000 E6 * 5 . 0 0 0 0 0 ;
}
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = c e l l r e s i s t ;
}
i f ( i t e >1) {
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = C UDMI( c , t , 0 ) ;
}
}
e n d c l o o p ( c , t )
}
DEFINE PROFILE ( s e t p e r m 3 x 5 , t , nv )
{
r e a l x [ND ND ] ;
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c e l l t c ;
double c e l l p e r m ;
double x l o c ;
double y l o c ;
double c e l l r e s i s t ;
b e g i n c l o o p ( c , t )
{
C CENTROID ( x , c , t ) ;
x l o c =x [ 0 ] ;
y l o c =x [ 1 ] ;
i f ( i t e <=1){
c e l l p e r m = ( x l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c * y l o c *
y l o c * . . .
i f ( c e l l p e r m > 2 .000E−7){
i f ( c e l l p e r m > 6 . 9 1 E−6){
c e l l r e s i s t =1 .45 E5 * 5 . 0 0 0 0 0 ;
}
e l s e {
c e l l r e s i s t = 1 . 0 / c e l l p e r m * 5 . 0 0 0 0 0 ;
}
}
e l s e {
c e l l r e s i s t =5 .000000 E6 * 5 . 0 0 0 0 0 ;
}
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = c e l l r e s i s t ;
}
i f ( i t e >1) {
C PROFILE ( c , t , nv ) = C UDMI( c , t , 0 ) ;
}
}
e n d c l o o p ( c , t )
}
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APPENDIX D - ADDITIONAL FLUENT STUDIES
The following sections detail various studies and plots not included in the body of this
dissertation.
D.1 Transient Run Benchmarking
The runs comparing 1st and 2nd order spatial discretization were monitored for how long
each time step took to simulate. It was found that 30 second time steps achieved the greatest
speed of simulation. The ratio sim time per hour is the ratio of time simulated by the transient
model divided by the total amount of real time it took to simulate those time steps in the transient
model. Table D.1 shows these effects. Not shown in Table D.1 is the performance of 60 second
time steps, but these were found to be slower than the 30 second time steps. Using 2nd order
spatial discretization roughly increases the amount of real time required to simulate a transient
model by a factor of three.
D.2 Full Panel vs. Truncated Panel Comparison
Figure D.1, Figure 8.36, Figure D.3, Figure D.4, Figure D.5, Figure D.6, Figure D.7, and
Figure D.2 compare each of the gas output plots for the truncated panel and the full panel models.
The plots for the full panel model are taken at the same zoom level as the partial panel.
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Figure D.7: Comparison of Methane Distributions at Section A for Full and Truncated Panels
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APPENDIX E - METHANE SOURCES
One critical component in any longwall panel modeling is the methane concentration
distribution throughout the panel. Methane is one of the three components required for an
explosion. Therefore, methane buildup mitigation, as well as preventing explosive mixtures with
oxygen, is critical in any mine ventilation plan. This makes accurate modeling of the methane
flow and buildup one of the most important aspects of any coal mine modeling. Treating the
methane source accurately is a critical component of the modeling effort. The initial efforts for
modeling the sealed longwall panel will treat three main methane sources: methane migrating
through fissures the upper coal seam, methane migrating through the lower coal seam, and
methane desorption from the remaining coal pillars. Once the modeling effort starts to incorporate
active longwall panels, two additional sources will be added to the model: gas released from the
coal during cutting, and methane desorped from the coal in place before it is mined.
E.1 Methane from Coal Reservoir
The Mine C Basin, where Mine C is located, is a continuous, lens shaped, drainage and
structural basin. The coals are in the Mine C Formation, a series of sedimentary deposits
including coals, sandstones, mudstones and shales. The major Sandstone is the formation directly
below the Mine C and is characterized by massive progradational beach sandstones. In the Mine
C and Major Sandstone formations, the sandstones and other non coal sedimentary rocks are
typically very low permeability and porosity, and have little in the way of original gas in place
(OGIP). The coal seams however are characterized by significant cleat based permeability and
porosity, and contain much methane.
Methane exists in coal seams in two ways. It exists in the natural joints and fractures of
the coal, and within the micropore structure of the coal matrix itself. Gas transport in coalbed
methane reservoirs uses three primary transport mechanisms shown in Figure E.1. At the smallest
scale, there is molecular diffusion through the coal matrix itself, there is gas desorption from the
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cleat surfaces, and there is flow through the fractures Saulsberry et al. (1996). Coal seams are
typically characterized by face cleats and butt cleats, with the face cleats being defined as the
more continuous and well defined of the two. The primary permeability mechanism for coal
seams is the flow through the face cleats.
Figure E.1: Coalbed methane Gas Transport Mechanisms, Saulsberry et al. (1996)
In the oil and gas property on the North West corner of basin, there are a series of methane
wells very simply completed that produce all of their gas from methane migration through the
cleat structure of the coal seam. The gas, originating from deeper in the basin, heads updip
towards surface seeps also located on the oil and gas property. The line of wells currently being
produced essentially intercept this migration. Overall, the matrix flow and desorption is fairly
insignificant for these wells, as they are mature. One indicator of this is that the shut in reservoir
pressure is only 7 psig.
This allows for interesting parallels to be drawn to Mine C as it has two coal seams at
nearly identical depths to the oil and gas property’s wells, and is updip from the gas released
deeper in the basin reservoir. The goal here is to accurately model the updip flow of methane
through the coal fractures in the oil and gas property’s reservoir. This working model will then be
modified to fit the characteristics of the coal seams at Mine C. Specifically there are two coal
seams,the mined seam, and the upper unmined seam, that will contribute to the methane inputs of
the FLUENT model. The parameters that must be modified to fit Mine C from the oil and gas
property modeling effort are:
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• Incline of Seam (Mine C will have a much lower slope)
• Depth of Seams
• Thickness of bed
• Orientation of fractures
• Permeability of fractures
• Continuity of face cleats
• Concentration of CO2
These parameters will be used in establishing the methane inlet boundary condition for the
sealed panel model. They will be necessary to construct a reservoir model that will predict inlet
pressures or flow rates into the FLUENT modeling domain. The reservoir model may be
complex, or may be relatively simple, however it, along with adjusting inlet parameters to help
match the FLUENT model to the validation data.
One additional key contribution of the oil and gas property analog will be determining the
correct concentration of CO2 in the gas transported through the coal seams. Matching the correct
gas concentrations as the build up in the gob has been a difficulty seen in previous modeling
efforts, and this may help match the actual flow of gas in the panel.Figure E.2 shows the general
shape of the San Juan basin. Figure E.3 shows the primary cleat orientations in the coal seams
present within the formation.
Figure E.4 shows locations of naturally occurring gas seeps around the San Juan Basin.
These seeps add credence to the possibility that updip gravity based basin flows can be a methane
source for longwall coal mines.
E.2 Methane from Coal Pillars
The remaining coal pillars, and specifically the barrier pillar, may release sufficient
methane through the desorption mechanism to be significant sources for the methane
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Figure E.2: Mine C Basin Isopach Showing Incline of Basin. The basin displays gently dips on
the South margin and steep dips on the North margin. Saulsberry et al. (1996)
accumulation in the panel after it is sealed. They will be modeled using the diffusion, desorption,
cleat flow model of coal reservoirs.
E.3 Methane from Active Longwall Panel
Once the modeling effort shifts to active longwall panels, two additional sources of
methane must be considered: methane released during the cutting process, and methane released
from the yet to be mined coal in the panel.
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Figure E.3: Mine C Basin Isopach Showing Cleat Orientation in Mine C Basin. Two domains of
contrasting face-cleat strike are evident. The domains are separated by a gradational boundary near
the state line. Saulsberry et al. (1996)
E.4 Methane Released by Cutting
Experience and experimentation have shown that methane detected in the ventilation
system is significantly higher during the cutting process. This will be modeled to match previous
experimental data and will be treated as a methane input for active longwall panels. The modeling
effort will find an accurate modeling method to match experimental data, and then modify it to
specific mine FLUENT models based on the following local parameters: Figure E.5 shows typical
desorption isotherms for a variety of coals.
• Production rate
• Rank of coal
• Methane still trapped in the coal matrix (i.e. not desorped)
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Figure E.4: Gas Seeps in the San Juan Basin Fassett (2000)
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Figure E.5: Typical Desorption Isotherms as a Function of Coal Rank
E.5 Gas from Unmined Coal
As there are 10 or more million cubic feet of unmined coal in a new longwall panel, it can
be a source of methane to the ventilation system and working areas of the mine. Any remaining
unmined coal will be modeled with the same diffusion, desorption, cleat flow model of coal
reservoirs that was used in the coal pillar case. Care must be taken to allow for previous drainage
of the coal by mining and my earlier coalbed methane production.
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APPENDIX F - MISCELLANEOUS
This appendix includes references to relevant MSHA regulations governing longwall
operation in the United States, and scans of tube bundle monitoring outputs provided by Mine C.
F.1 Relevant Mine Regulations
The Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) is the regulatory agency responsible
for mine safety in the United States. The regulations applying to underground longwall coal
mines are found in Code of Federal Regulations - 30 CFR, and underground coal mine ventilation
in Part 75, Mine Safety & Health Administration (2011).
Fire and explosion prevention is accomplished by requiring minimum airflow rates in
working areas and by limiting the methane concentration present in both working areas and return
airways.
The relevant regulations specifying methane control in the intake airways and working
areas in underground coal mines are given in 30 CFR Section 75.323:
• (a)Location of tests. Tests for methane concentrations under this section shall be
made at least 12 inches from the roof, face, ribs, and floor.
• (b)Working places and intake air courses.
1. When 1.0 percent or more methane is present in a working place or an
intake air course, including an air course in which a belt conveyor is
located, or in an area where mechanized mining equipment is being
installed or removed–
(a) Except intrinsically safe atmospheric monitoring systems (AMS),
electrically powered equipment in the affected area shall be
deenergized, and other mechanized equipment shall be shut off;
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(b) Changes or adjustments shall be made at once to the ventilation system
to reduce the concentration of methane to less than 1.0 percent; and
(c) No other work shall be permitted in the affected area until the methane
concentration is less than 1.0 percent.
2. When 1.5 percent or more methane is present in a working place or an
intake air course, including an air course in which a belt conveyor is
located, or in an area where mechanized mining equipment is being
installed or removed–
(a) Everyone except those persons referred to in S104(c) of the Act shall
be withdrawn from the affected area; and
(b) Except for intrinsically safe AMS, electrically powered equipment in
the affected area shall be disconnected at the power source.
Conditions in the air return are governed by the further section from 30 CFR Section
75.323:
(c)Return air split.
(1) When 1.0 percent or more methane is present in a return air split
between the last working place on a working section and where that split of
air meets another split of air, or the location at which the split is used to
ventilate seals or worked-out areas changes or adjustments shall be made at
once to the ventilation system to reduce the concentration of methane in the
return air to less than 1.0 percent.
– (2) When 1.5 percent or more methane is present in a return air split
between the last working place on a working section and where that split of
air meets another split of air, or the location where the split is used to
ventilate seals or worked-out areas–
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* (i) Everyone except those persons referred to in S104(c) of the Act
shall be withdrawn from the affected area;
* (ii) Other than intrinsically safe AMS, equipment in the affected area
shall be deenergized, electric power shall be disconnected at the power
source, and other mechanized equipment shall be shut off; and
* (iii) No other work shall be permitted in the affected area until the
methane concentration in the return air is less than 1.0 percent.
Prior to 1992, fully bleedered mine ventilation plans were required by CFR 30 - Part 75
Grubb (2008).
F.2 Scans from Active Monitoring
Here are two scans from active mine. Figure F.1 and Figure F.2 were taken July 2011 on
active panel at Mine C. A summary of the data is given below:













The results from the model at these monitoring locations were found to be :













Figure F.1: Black and White Scan of Mine C Tube Bundle Monitoring System Output
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Figure F.2: Color Scan of Mine C Tube Bundle Monitoring System Output
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